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Abstract
VIBRATION AND CAPACITANCE COUPLING METHOD FOR 
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS EVALUATION
By 2eljko Schreiner
This thesis describes a new technique for electrical contact 
evaluation by which this method analyses broken or weak 
contact phenomena. By using capacitance coupling and 
measurement of the current change as detection of the contact 
states, this show the possibility to evaluate the contact states 
without using direct electrical contact measurement. This work 
is motivated by practical problems in the power utilities, 
concerned with weak or broken contacts, and with inappropriate 
tools for troubleshooting. In an endeavour to alleviate 
troubleshooting in electrical contact problems a proto-type 
diagnostic system has been developed. This prototype will be 
the base for the future product development. OMICRON 
electronics Company, the world leading advanced test equipment 
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Critical nodes in power system s are electrical substations. 
W hether they are generation, transm ission or distribution 
substations, the basic tasks are always similar ie. controlling 
the energy flow, m etering, m easuring and protecting from 
electrical, mechanical and therm al faults.
Each electrical substation in a pow er system  can be divided 
into two major parts: the prim ary part and the secondary part. 
The primary part is the body and the secondary part is the 
nerves of the electrical substation. The primary part is 
everything that is connected to the primary voltage level. The 
prim ary voltage level is the nominal pow er system  voltage, 
which is usually standardised for each country (eg. 700 kV, 500 
kV, 400 kV, 220 kV, 110 kV etc.)
Equipment that is working at the prim ary voltage level m ust be 
both mechanically and electrically  constructed  for this use. It 
will likely be prohibitively expensive or nearly  impossible to
2make all the substation equipment work only at the primary 
voltage level. This was the reason for the transform ation of the 
prim ary values to lower levels using current and voltage 
transform ers (CT & VT) and for the connection of 
m easurem ent and protection equipment to this level. 
Furtherm ore, auxiliary (almost always DC from a separate  
battery) voltage for controlling, signalling and pow er supply is 
used in order to keep these  important functions independent of 
the pow er system  conditions.
The secondary part is understood to be everything that is 
working on the AC transform ed side (secondary of CT/VT) or 
on the DC auxiliary side.
All secondary equipm ent is in ter-connected  using secondary 
term inals. In each electrical substation there  are hundreds or 
even thousands of such term inals. Some of the standard 
secondary term inals are shown in the following figures:
Figure 1 -  Secondary terminals






Figure 3 -  Major parts of the secondary terminals
From the author's personal experience and the experience of 
colleagues, the single most common cause of operational 
problems is due to secondary terminals. A commonly heard 
phrase is "If something is not working, first have a look at the 
secondary term inals”.
This problem was the original impetus to start thinking about a 
solution to help engineers troubleshoot secondary terminals.
1.1 Problem Description
If some equipment is not working in the electrical substation 
during commissioning, it is usually one of three major problems 
with secondary terminals:
51. Incorrect wiring (functional problem s caused by 
incorrectly  connected secondary term inals)
2. Broken contact (no contact at all)
3. W eak contact (random contact)
1.1.1 Incorrect Wiring
Incorrect wiring can be caused by two typical m istakes’
• The wiring work is done according to the
connection plan but the connection plan is wrong
• The connection plan is correct, but there  is a
m istake in the wiring work
The following figure shows one example of incorrectly 
connected secondary  term inals w here “+ ” and potential 
are exchanged.
6Power supply 
input from an 
electronic device
+ 2 20  V  D C  
-2 2 0  V  D C
- 220 V DC
+ 220 V DC
- 220 V DC 
+ 220 V DC
Figure 4 -  Example of the incorrectly connected secondary
terminal
As a consequence of the m ixed/incorrect wiring at the 
secondary term inals, the connected electric  device will not 
work and it may be damaged because the wrong polarity 
protection is missing.
Furtherm ore, if some logic circuits are incorrectly  wired, the 
consequence will be wrong functionality, for example, 
interlocking logic in a case of an interlocking circuits in a 
substation.
1.1.2 Broken contacts
Broken contacts at the secondary term inals occur when the 
electrical contact betw een two conductors connected in the
7terminal is missing. In the following figure, some of the reasons 
for broken contacts occurring in practice are presented.
terminal (i.e. not 
stripped)
Figure 5 -  Reasons for broken contacts
The most frequent practical cases where this error occurs are-
1. Production failures [1]
2. Insulated wire fixed in the terminal
3. Broken terminal screw
4. Broken cable-end connector
5. Incorrectly tightened terminal length bridge
6. Contact corrosion and tarnishing
7. Fretting and fretting corrosion
8. Contact aging
Practically broken contacts can be classified into two groups:
1. Broken contacts (contact failures) caused by human






8a. Production failures [1]
b. Insulated wire fixed in the terminal
c. Broken terminal screw
d. Broken cab le-end  connector
e. Incorrectly tightened term inal length bridge
2. Broken contacts (contact failures) caused by natural
even ts '
a. Contact corrosion and tarnishing
b. Fretting and fretting corrosion
c. Contact aging
Contact failures caused by human erro r are well known 
problem s to the operative people, but broken contacts caused 
by natural events require some be tte r explanations.
1.1.3 Contact Corrosion and Tarnishing
Contact corrosion is one of the very serious reasons for 
contacts failure [2 -  7].
The closed electric contact has to perform  its function of 
passing electric current reliably and with no change in its
9contact resistance  (Rc) for the duration of its life. The contacts
have to perform  this function even though the ambient 
atm osphere in which they  reside contains pollutants which can 
cause the contact to tarnish or corrode.
The clean surfaces of many m etals exposed to air oxidize 
quickly. The initial rapid reaction rate  decreases as protective 
films are formed. The usual tarnish films formed in air at 
ambient tem peratures are mostly com posed of m ixtures of 
oxides, sulphides, and chlorides as well as carbonates and 
sulphates. The m ajority of these  films are insulating.
According to the literature [2, 3, 4] different types of corrosion 
and tarnishing phenom ena exist-
• Dry Corrosion: occurs when a m etal is exposed to 
an "oxidizing gas" such as oxygen or sulphur 
dioxide, no w ater film is n ecessa ry  for this to take 
place.
• Galvanic corrosion: occurs when a thin layer of 
w ater is involved on the contact surface. This film 
can give rise  to a phenomenon known as galvanic 
corrosion. Thin w ater film crea tes an electrolyte.
Pore Corrosion: of connectors, using a thin layer of 
gold which is nearly always porous. If a thin layer 
of w ater in which ionisable dissolved gas is 
p resen t, the galvanic cell resu lts . The corrosion 
products are transported  from  the reactive base 
through a hole in plating to the contact surface. 
Creep Corrosion: occurs when a reactive substrate  
m etal like silver or copper is in physical contact 
with a noble metal e.g. gold. The substrate  metal 
corrosion products creep  over the noble metal 
surface.
Electromigration: phenom ena that involve the
transport of a metal across a non-m etallic medium 
under the influence of an electric  field. According 
to the reference  [5] there  are several kind of 
elctrom igration:
o Metalic Electromigration 
o Electrolytic Electrom igration 
o Dry Elctromigration 
o Humid Electrom igration
It may be questioned w hether the term  "corrosion" is most 
appropriate for the subject under discussion. This is due to the 
fact that this term  often invokes images of strong visual 
effects; e.g. rusting of steel. This is dram atically different than 
the relevance of corrosion in the contact field which often 
involves the form ation of thin, surface films 
It is well established that thin films, even at thickness on the 
order of < lx l(T 12m may be virtually insulating. Corrosion films 
in this range are well below the limits of visual detection which 
may be in the range of 3 -4 x l0 _12m. In this case the user may 
often not perceive a corrosion problem. [4]
The corrosion of electrical contacts is driven by complex 
interaction of interacting variables [6, 7]*
• relative humidity
• reactive chlorides
• reduced  sulphides (H2S)
• air exchange rate
• humidity cycling
• linear velocity




Variable are listed in approxim ate order of decreasing 
importance.
1.1.4 Fretting (fretting corrosion) of Tarnish Films
Fretting corrosion is one of the m ost important failure 
mechanism for tin plated contacts and has been discussed in 
many publications [8 -1 8 ] . Many of these  publications describe 
the mechanism of accumulation of oxidation products at the 
contact spot caused by so -ca lled  micro motions. This resu lts in 
resistance spikes during motion as well as in an uncontrolled 
increase of the contact resistance  in the longer term . [8] 
Application of the con tacts that are exposed to high vibratory 
and shock s tre ss  (i.e. autom otive or sliding contacts) require 
the use of fretting p ro tec ted  connectors. Fretting corrosion is 
caused by a relative motion of m ated contacts surfaces and 
resu lts in contact failures.
Such contact applications can be found in industry sw itchgears 
and in power plants. Rotating m achines (generators, electrical 
m otors) produce m echanical vibration which is transm itted to
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the contact system s and supports the developm ent of fretting 
corrosion. O ther example are automotive and railway 
applications.
Wiring connections are often made without previously 
liberating the contacting w ires from their tarnish films, 
although these  may be visible as a colour that is slightly 
different from the colour of the clean metal. According to the 
conventional experience it is taken for granted that these films, 
which actually are insulators when coherent, do not essentially 
disturb the conduction through the contact. However, the 
experienced conduction is not due to a proper quality of films 
but to the fact that they either becom e mechanically ruptured in 
some spots at contact make or are electrically broken down 
when enough voltage is applied. The breakdown considered is 
called fretting. [3]
Fretting is a kind of electrical breakdown different from the 
breakdown that opera tes with electron avalanches. When pure 
fretting appears in contact films, these are too thin for any 
form of avalanche breakdown. In an avalanche an electron must 
move through several volts (up to 10 V) betw een two 
opportunities to ionize. Fretting of previously insulating films 
has been observed at total contact voltage of one volt.
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According to literature [9, 10] param eters that are significant 
influencing fretting corrosion are:
A: Fretting vibration frequency: at lower frequency, a few er 
cycles are required to attain a given increase in contact 
resisatnce.
B: Wipe Distance/Slip Amplitude: Increasing of the wipe 
distance or slip amplitude resu lts in a rapid escalation in the 
contact resistance which reduces connector life.
C: Normal Load: Higher contact load lengthens the period of 
stable and relatively low electrical resistance. A higher load 
reduces fretting sliding motions amplitudes and increase 
contact areas. However, severe  w ear and deform ations may 
resu lt if load is too high.
Fretting amplitude and contact force are dominant factors 
governing cycles to failure. [16]
D ecreasing contact force and increasing fretting amplitude 
produce increasing contact degradation.
D: Electrical Load: Passage of current at low voltage during 
fretting has little effect on film formation and contact 
resistance. Contact resistance  can be reduced  if the voltage 
is sufficiently high to cause fretting of surface films.
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E: U nderplate , Substrate and Plating: protective plantings 
shield connector substrate  m etals from corrosive attacks 
and lengthen connector life.
F: L ubricants- can significantly improve the contact
resistance of fretted  electrical contacts by reducing rate  of 
wear, dispersing frictional polymers, and shielding, the 
surface from the air, thereby  retarding the formation of 
corrosive products.
G- Fretting Coefficient* can change according to the number 
of cycles.
Combination effects of fretting and corrosion greatly 
aggravates connection perform ance. According to the 
literature [11, 15] reduction of the contact com pression 
force causes fretting at the contact interface. Tarnish films 
are contaminating contact surface. Consequently connection 
resistance increases and corrosion is accelerated. This 
finally causes failure of the contact. Reduced contact force 
(i.e due vibration ) can accelera te  fretting effects and 
corrosion that cause contact failure.
Fretting corrosion is widely known as a degradation 
m echanism in base metal contacts. The discovery of this as
16
a serious failure m echanism in m etal contact system s dates 
back to 1911. [13]
1.1.5 Contact Aging
According to reference  [19 -  22] the contact surfaces age 
from exposure to a variety of environm ental conditions. 
Generally tem perature, humidity and the concentration of 
corrosive substances prom ote the grow th of non-conductive 
films on contact surfaces. In the refe rence  [19] the Monte 
Carlo Method is the method used for simulating contact 
degradation. A Monte Carlo simulation of aged crossed  rod 
copper contacts w as conducted to evaluate the effects from a 
num ber of variables such as film thickness, contact force, 
micro hardness and geom etry.
The deterioration and failure of an electrical contact in which 
good contact has been established usually involves a gradual 
reduction in the area  of metallic contact at its interface. 
Eventually, this reduction can increase  the constriction 
resistance and thus raise the local tem perature  in the contact 
region. This tem perature  rise accelera tes the metallurgical and 
chemical deterioration p rocesses, and further increases the
17
resistance and hence the local tem perature. This leads to 
accelerate failure mechanism.
A broken terminal can be represented  by the following figure"
Insulation Cu - Wire
Figure 6 -  Broken terminal
1.1.6 Weak Terminal Contacts
A special problematic case of terminal error is weak contacts. 
Weak contacts are random functions and are dependent on 
many different param eters. Tem perature changes, mechanical 
pressure, mechanical resonance, and vibrations, etc., can cause 
one weak contact to change randomly between being 
conducting and to being insulating.
The following figure will show the most common practical 







cable end fixed 
into terminal
Figure 7 -  Reasons for weak terminal connections
The most frequent practical cases where weak terminal contact 
can occur are:
• Production failures
• Incorrectly tightened terminal screw
• Broken terminal screw
• Uncrimped cable end fixed into terminal
1.2 Problem Analysis and Conclusions
Incorrect wiring is a problem that can be solved only by using 
manual investigation (trouble-shooting) of the connected 
circuits and this will not be part of the research.
The research  will concentrate on the investigation of two other 
cases: broken contact and weak contact. Phenomena such as
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contact corrosion or tarnishing will be investigated only in 
term s of causing broken contacts. A testing  m ethod that can be 
used without disconnecting the term inals will be a significant 
asset.
1.2.1 Problems Caused with Incorrect Terminals
Secondary electrical term inals connect many different circuits 











• Pow er supply circuits, etc.
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The loss of electrical contacts or w eak contacts at the 
secondary term inals can be the cause of many problems and 
can be the cause of failures in the electrical substations.
For example, a broken contact in the curren t circuit (open- 
current circuits) can cause very  high voltages to occur in the 
secondary term inals, which can be very  dangerous for the 
personnel.
Some term inals are only in operation during some events, e.g., 
trip circuits. If the trip circuit fails, then the circuit breaker 
(CB) will not operate.
Many of the functions will not be in operation for several years 
(e.g., some signalling or alarm  functions) but they are very  
important in case they are needed.
Usually many of the failures associated  with broken or weak 
contacts at the secondary term inals will be found after failures 
or malfunctions (e.g., if no CB trips after protection is sw itched 
off). Such failures can cause pow er cuts which could implicate 
large economic losses.
Usually m aintenance engineers detect such failures during 
troubleshooting. The problem  is very simple: no contact 
through a secondary terminal or weak contact at the secondary 
terminal.
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1.3 Scope of the Work
This work will focus on the secondary term inals in the 
electrical substations.
The resea rch  will concentrate on the investigation to find a 
testing m ethod to detect broken or w eak terminal contact 
without disconnecting the term inals, and without using direct 
contact electrical m easurem ent. This will be a significant a sse t 
for faster troubleshooting in the electrical power system  
wiring.
The basic work will concentrate on finding theoretical m ethods 
that can be used for detection of broken or weak contacts at 
electrical term inals without disconnecting them. Furtherm ore 
this method will be the basis for designing small portable te s t 
devices, which will be used by the substations operational 
people for detection of the terminal contact problems. To 
design the te s t device, the following practical considerations 





The thesis will describe the resea rch  work as following:
CHAPTER 2: Investigation and description of the existing 
testing m ethods and published research es
CHAPTER 3: Presenting the idea of the thesis
CHAPTER 4: Theoretical investigations
CHAPTER 5: M athematical modelling of the theoretical 
investigations
CHAPTER 6: Practical considerations -  T heoretical
MATLAB simulations
CHAPTER 7: Design of the experim ental hardw are solution
CHAPTER 8: Improvement of the experim ental hardw are 
solution
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CHAPTER 9- Experim ental work. R esearch  of the testing 
method using practical m easurem ents with a developed 
experim ental hardw are
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Chapter 2
2. Existing Measuring Methods and Publications
The following chapter contains a literature research  about 
existing m easuring m ethods and publications. The literature 
resea rch  has focussed on following sources :
• Standard m ethods specific for pow er system  
applications
• IEEE Holm Conference on electrical contacts
• Journals
• Patent resea rch es
2.1 Existing Technologies in Power System Applications
The m ost common technologies for contact evaluation in the 
described application include:
• Resistive m ethod for contact resistance 
m easurem ent [1 -4 ]
• Contact therm al screen ing  [5 -9 ]
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• Circuit monitoring system s [10-13]
2.1.1 Resistive Method for the Contact Resistance 
Measurement
One of the m ost commonly used m ethods for primary contact 
resistance m easuring is the microohm M eter method (Pure 
Ohm’s law method) [1 -4 ]. The electron current that flows 
through any conductor is directly proportional to the potential 
difference betw een terminals.
t A
Figure 8- Ohm’s law
V = RxI /  = — [1]
R
Equation 1- Ohms’ law -  Voltage-Current
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The resistance  of the conductor depends only upon the 
dimensions and the material of the wire and its tem perature. It 
is entirely independent of V and I. This holds equally well 
w hether the entire circuit is considered or if only a portion of 
the circuit is considered. When applied to a single conductor 
AB, the law sta tes that the current flowing through the 
conductor is equal to the fall of potential betw een A and B 
divided by the resistance of this part of the circuit.
This elem entary law is basic to the m ost used method for 
prim ary contact resistance m easuring (Microohm m eter te s t 
method). Applying DC current through the resistance  (contact) 
and m easuring the voltage drop, the resu lt is calculated directly 
as:
D V
R = J  [1 -3 ]
Equation 2- Ohms law -  Resistance
From a practical point of view, this simple and traditional 
m ethod is u se less [2,3]. T here  is no practical possibility to 
apply DC current through the secondary contact and m easure 
voltage. The m easurem ent must be done during the standard
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operational conditions of the terminals, and the wiring 
insulation must not be removed or destroyed (see figure 
below).
Additionally there are several hundreds, or even thousands, of 
terminals in the substation and testing would require an 
impossible length of time.
Figure 9 -  Practical application problem for standard microohm
m eter method
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2.1.2 Kelvin 4-Wire Resistance Measurement
A further often used te s t m ethod for accurate contact 
resistance m easurem ent is the Kelvin (4-w ire) m easurem ent 
method. This method is commonly used today for small 
resistance m easurem ent [4] of prim ary contacts (ie. CB 
contacts).
The Kelvin method is used if the m easurem ent of some 
resistance takes place a significant distance away from the 
ohmmeter. In this case the ohm m eter will m easure all 
resistances in the circuit loop which includes the resistances of 
the wires. Such m easurem ent is shown in the figure below:
.Ohmmeter
Ohmmeter indicates /?* „  +
Figure 10 -  resistance measuring with significant long measuring
wires
Usually the wire resistance is very  small but for the cases 
w here RSUBJECt is very small the m easurem ent e rro r introduced 
by wire resistance will be substantial.
R s u b j e c t  as explained in the paragraph above (Ohm's law) can be 
m easured in the following way:
Ammeter
Voltmeter
R _ Voltmeter indication 
*nl’BCt Ammeter indication
Figure 11-Kelvin 4-wire resistance measuring method
Special connecting clips called "Kelvin Clips" are made to 








Figure 12: Kelvin Clips
In Kelvin Clips, the jaw halves are insulated from each other at 
the hinge points, only contacting at the tips where they clasp 
the wire or terminal of the subject being measured.
This described method can not be used for the application 
which is the topic of this research. The reason is the same as 
described before with the simple Ohm method: there is no easy 
possibility to connect the measuring apparatus to the measured 
resistance.
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2.1.3 Infrared Screening Method -  Thermography
One of the often used m ethods for electrical primary contact 
evaluation is infrared, screening. -  therm ography [5 -9 ]. 
Therm ography is the use of an infrared imaging and 
m easurem ent cam era to "see" and "m easure " therm al energy 
em itted from an object. Infrared therm ography cam eras 
produce images of invisible infrared or "heat" radiation and 
provide precise non -con tac t tem perature  m easurem ent 
capabilities. An infrared cam era is a non-con tact device that 
de tects infrared energy (heat) and converts it into an electronic 
signal, which is then p rocessed  to produce a therm al image on 
a video monitor and perform  tem perature  calculations.
Sir William H erschel, an astronom er, discovered infrared in 
1800. He built his own te lescopes and was therefore  very 
familiar with lenses and m irrors. H erschel wanted to find out 
which colour(s) w ere responsible for heating objects. He 
devised an experim ent using a prism, paperboard, and 
therm om eters with blackened bulbs w here he m easured the 
tem peratures of the different colours. H erschel observed an 
increase in tem perature as he m oved the therm om eter from
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violet to red  in the rainbow created  by sunlight passing through 
the prism. He found that the ho ttest tem perature was actually 
beyond red  light. The radiation causing this heating was not 
visible; H erschel term ed this invisible radiation "calorific rays." 
Today, we know it as infrared.
The infrared screening  m ethod u ses therm ographic 
m easurem ent of the contact over-tem pera tu re  to detect 
contact problem s. In the case  of w eak contacts the contact 
resistance increases, causing ex tra  pow er dissipation and an 
increase in tem perature.
This efficient testing m ethod has very  big limitations for the 
application on the secondary  term inals in the electrical 
substations. The m ajority of the conductors in the term inals are 
po ten tial-free  (i.e., no curren t and no therm al radiation). 
Therm ography testing  (m easuring) m ethod is limited to the 
secondary term inals on the secondary  circuits under load 
conditions only.
2.1.4 Circuit Monitoring Systems
For some very im portant functions, such as trip circuits, there 
exist special monitoring system s such as “Trip Circuit
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Supervision”. Trip Circuit Supervision is a monitoring system  
of the trip circuit based on the resistive method [10-13].
Such monitoring system s are controlled from the Trip Circuit 
Supervision Relays.
Some of the typical "Trip Circuit Supervision" schem es are 
shown in the figures below-
LAMP
[a) s u p e rv is io n  w h i le  c i r c u i t  b r e a k e r  is c lo s c d





(b> SUPERVISION WHILE CIRCUIT BREAKER 
IS OPEN OR CLOSED
PR
ALARM
(c) SUPERVISION WITH CIRCUrr BREAKER OPEN OR 
CLOSEO WiTH r e m o t e  a l a r m
Figure 13- Trip Circuit Supervision -  Basic schema [10]
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The trip circuit extends beyond the relay through a 
considerable amount of circuit wiring with intermediate 
terminal boards.
The simplest arrangem ent contains a healthy trip lamp, as 
shown in Figure 13 (a). This provides supervision while circuit 
breaker is closed.
Figure 13 (b) shows how, by the addition of a normally closed 
auxiliary switch and a resistance unit, supervision can be 
obtained while the breaker is both open and closed.
Both schem es described above are suitable for locally 
controlled installations, but when control is exercised from a 
distance it is necessary  to use the relay system  which is shown 
in the Figure 13 (c).
Trip circuit
P  GKAD1









Figure 14- Trip Circuit Supervision -  Example [11]
In the example p resen ted  in the Figure 14 the relay GKAD1 
monitors continuity of the trip circuit including CB coil. When 
the trip circuit is com plete, a small current flows in photo­
couplers PC I and/or PC2, the circuit b reaker auxiliary contacts 
and the trip coil. This cu rren t flows for both the b reaker open 
and closed conditions. If the trip circuit supply is lost or if 
connection becom es open circuit then  the relay GKAD1 issues 
a "Trip Circuit Fail Alarm" [11].
Such monitoring system s are very  expensive and they are not 
common solutions for all substation functions o ther than circuit 
b reakers. A further disadvantage of these  monitoring system s 
is that they are not detecting what (or who) caused  problem, 
they are just detecting that there  is a problem in the circuit 
(broken circuit).
A second disadvantage of these  monitoring system s is very 
difficult detection of the w eak contacts. A circuit monitoring 




The internationally recognised  association for the phenomena 
of electrical contacts is the Holm Conference [14]. Since 1953 
about 2600 conference papers have been published.
The Holm Conference began in 1953 as a forum for the 
discussion of electrical contact phenom ena and related  fields. 
In 1968, the conference w as named the Holm Conference in 
honour of Dr. Ragnar Holm. Dr. Holm, w hose contributions to 
the field of electrical contacts spanned 50 years and form the 
foundation of the electrical contacts field, w as the inspiration 
and guide of the Conference from its inception until his death in 
1970. In 1985, IEEE society  sta rted  sponsoring the conference 
as recognition of its im portance in the field of electrical 
engineering. In addition to the Annual Conference, the 
Conference Organization regularly  conducts an intensive on e - 
w eek course on contacts and participates in the biannual 
International Conference on Electrical Contacts [14].
Usually the conference proceedings are grouping publications 
on the different technical d irections and them es including:
• High curren t








• Pow er connectors
• Sliding contacts
• Others
Beside fundamental research , the majority of the publications 
are investigating applications in electronic and m icroelectronic 
contacts. The majority of the references from the Holm 
Conference are related to laboratory research . The them e of 
contact resistance m easurem ent is a widely researched  topic in 
several publications within the Holm Conference.
2.2.1 Holm Conference -  Contact Resistance
Contact resistance belongs to the m ost important phenomena in 
the field of electrical contacts. M easurem ent of the contact
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resistance  and research  of finding new m ethods for 
determ ination is the topic in many of the papers on the Holm 
Conference. In this section several in teresting publications on 
contact resistance  have been analysed [15 -2 0 ]. The 
applicability of these  re fe rences are more rela ted  to the 
general understanding of the complexity of the contact 
resistances phenomena. The m ethods and technologies 
p resen ted  in the refe rences [15 -  20] are all re la ted  to 
laboratory research .





Static resistance is generally used to m easure the s ta te s  of the 
electrical contacts. This is the value of the contact resistance  
without time or o ther variable dependency.
Contact phenomena are dependent on severa l dynamic 
conditions, i.e. environm ental or weak contact phenomena. 
Such phenomena require analysis of the dynamic behaviour of 
the contacts (dynamic contact resistance). Such analyses are
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presen ted  in several re fe ren ces [16 -  18]. Dynamic contact is 
the topic which is widely investigated in the relay  contacts. As 
the main topic of this thesis is evaluation of the terminal 
contacts, an understanding of dynamic contact resistance is 
important within the investigation of the weak contact 
phenomena.
The m easurem ent of electrical resistance  is perform ed in order 
to characterize the in terface betw een two metallic bodies. The 
resistance can be ex p ressed  as the following sum, when 
contact interface films (surface of the contact area) are ruled 
out [19,20]:
K = K b+Rc [19]
Equation 3: Interface resistance
Rb - C orresponds to the region of the constant current density 
Rc -  Corresponds to the region of the region of the variable 
current density
Rc is called the constriction resistance. Constriction resistance 
gives information about contacting surface of the m ulti-spot 
contacts. Constriction resistance  arises in electrical in terfaces 
because contact is made as d iscrete  spots as defined by the
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surface roughness and contact p ressu re . Holm [3] developed 
the following expression  of the constriction resistance  betw een 
two conducting h a lf-sp aces  separa ted  by a circular 
constriction '
Equation 4: Constriction resistance
p{Qm) -  Electrical resistiv ity  of two conductors 
a(m) -  Constriction radius
It maybe be questioned why the equitation [4] contains the factor 
1 la  instead of 1 /a2. The following simple consideration gives 
the answer. An electric res istance  varies in proportion to a 
length and in inverse proportion to a c ro ss-sec tion . The 
dominating part of the constriction res is tan ce  is found in the 
neighbourhood of the contact surface. T he order of magnitude 
is for its length a and for the c ro ss-sec tio n  a2; thus the factor 
in the equitation is: a !a 2 =1 / a [3]
Expression was derived under the assum ption of the DC 
current.
As was stated  before the analyses and explanations above are 
used for be tter understanding of the com plexity of the contact
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resistance  phenomena. The usage of the refe rences in term s of 
the application which is topic of this thesis is very limited.
2.2.2 Holm Conference -  Noise analyses
Some research  groups have investigated contact phenomena by 
the use of noise analysis which is one of the interesting 
m ethods for detection of the contact failures [21 -23]. In these 
references, it is cliamed that current noise m easurem ent can be 
used as new technique for predicting time to failure. It is 
further claimed [22] that the main advantage of the noise 
m easurem ents are that the te s ts  are less destructive, faster 
and more sensitive than DC m easurem ents. Such a technique is 
m ost used in the "accelerated life tests" and in the contact 
reliability analyses [22].
One of the interesting re fe rences which uses noise spectral 
analysis is the w ork from the University of Florence, Italy [23]. 
This application is focused on electronic connectors.
Testing m ethods can be meaningfully viewed from the 
electronic perspective, treating the connector as “black box”.
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In this sense, a resea rch  has been developed based on the 
contact resistance  m easurem ents and spectral analyses of the 
voltage drops while passing d.c. current when the contact is 
activated in its typical working condition and is subjected to 
mechanical vibrations and to therm al fatigue. The research  
analyses the phenom ena of contact resistance  increase due to 
therm al fatigues, humidity, oxidation and vibration influences. 
This is especially true with the circuits which are handling low 
voltage analogue signals that are very  sensitive to even 
slightest increase of the contact resistance. A special focus of 
this work is investigating the mechanical vibrations influence 
on the contact quality. The comparison of the contact 
resistance in static and dynamic condition defines the technique 
of evaluating the electrical functionality of a connector in 





Figure 15 -  Measuring circuit -  Noise spectral analyses
Spectral analysis of contact voltage drop while passing d.c. 
current during the application of sinusoidal vibration provides a 
sensitive m ethod of contact damage detection and evaluation.
As can be seen, this m ethod covers testing of the contact 
pattern  damaging and it is not focused on the broken or weak 
contact phenomena.
The described research  work investigates electronic modules 
and connectors as te s t objects. For such type of te s t objects 
accessibility to the electric contact does not p resen t any 
problem, but the method can not be used for this specific 
application of the secondary term inals.
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2.2.3 Holm Conference -  Testing of the contact reliability 
and stability -  Ultrasonic method
Ultrasonic describes m echanical w aves propagated through 
m atter at frequencies above the upper limit for the human ear, 
that is, above 16000 Hz. U ltrasonic is the technique which is 
used in non-destructive  testing  and quality control of bonds in 
electrical contact assem blies [24]. This m ethod is used often in 
the p rocess of the contact m anufacturing. Basically two te s t 
m ethods (technique) are used:
• P u lse-echo  or reflection technique
• T hrough-transm ission technique
In both these  methods, a beam  of ultrasonic energy  is directed 
into the te s t object. In the pu lse -echo  technique, the flaw or 
discontinuity in the te s t object is indicated by the energy 
reflected  back to the receiving transducer. In the through- 
transm ission technique, the discontinuity or flaw is detected  by 
the attenuation or d ecrease  in the transm itted energy caused 
by the discontinuity in the te s t object. Of these  two methods, 
pu lse-echo  technology is m ost common widely used [24].
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Since the ultrasonic m ethod is relative, very  careful calibration 
(fingerprint) of the te s t equipment using known reference 
standard defects is essential. Usually som e other confirmatory 
te s ts  (destructive m ethods) m ust be used for verification of 
ultrasonic data. For this reason  the described  m ethods have 
only limited use in the application which is the topic of this 
thesis.
2.3 Methods based on contactless capacitive coupling
Within all the literature research , the m ost useful references 
have been found in the patent docum entations (United S tates 
Patent).
In several patent publications the need for a contactless 
m easuring method was sta ted  [25 -  32]. T hese  show that an 
electrom agnetic field can be used to inject the m easuring 
signal, without metallic contact, into the tes ted  m aterial.
The following two patent docum entations have been selected  
as the references which are m ost in teresting for this thesis:
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• P rocess for C ontactless M easurem ent of the Electrical 
Resistance of a T es t M aterial [31]
• System  and Method for A ccurate Contactless 
M easurem ent of the Resistivity of a T es t Material [32]
2.3.1 Process for Contactless Measurement of the 
Electrical Resistance of a Test Material [31]
This paper describes a very  in teresting m ethod (system ) which 
claims to accurately m easure the resistiv ity  of a m aterial via 
capacitive coupling without contact with m aterial. This 
invention generally re la te s  to a system  and method for 
contactless m easurem ent of the electrical resistivity  p 
(resistivity per unit a rea  of m aterial (Q /w 2); inverse of
conductivity) of any m aterial encapsulated, contained, or 
otherw ise isolated by a substantially dielectric m aterial via 
capacitive coupling using RF electrom agnetic energy. Basically 
the invention came about to m easure characteristic  of 
commercial product perform ance. As exam ples, there is 
detection of contamination level of industrial fluids, water, 
liquid lubricants, and solvents, determ ination the amount of one
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s u b s t a n c e  w ith in  a n o th e r ,  s u c h  a s  th e  q u an t i ty  of fat, salt ,  o r 
w a te r ,  in food. In th e  fo llow ing  f igu re  th e  p r inc ip le  of the  











Figure 16: System and method for contactless mesurement of 
the resistivity of a test material [31]
• 10 -  System
• 18 -  Detection mechanism
• 16 -  Oscillation mechanism
• 21 -  Oscillator
• 12 -  M easured material
• 14a -  Transm ission electrode
• 14b -  Reception electrode
• T1 -  T ransform er
• 24 -  Q uarter-w avelength stub in oscillation section
• 26 -  Q uarter-w avelength stub in detection section
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• 22 -  Periodic signal
• 3 1 -D e te c to r
• R1 -  Term ination re s is to r
• R2 -  Term ination re s is to r
The system  10 com prises an oscillation mechanism 16
connected to the transm ission e lectrode 14a, and detection
m echanism  18 connected to the reception  electrode 14b. The 
oscillation m echanism  16 has an oscillator 21 for providing 
sinusoidal signal 22, having predeterm ined frequency f to the 
transform er T l .  Q uarter-w avelength  stub ( /l/4 ) is  connected 
betw een transform er T l  and the transm ission electrode.
The detection m echanism  18 has a quarter-w avelength  stub 
(/l/4 )connec ted  betw een transform er T2 and reception 
electrode. A detector 31 rece ives the resistiv ity  RF signal 28 
and rectifies or de tec ts  the envelope of the RF signal and 
produces a DC level that is directly proportional to the 
resistivity. It is claimed that the accuracy of the resistivity  
m easurem ent of 5% can be reached.
A basic capacitance technique is used to transm it and receive 
energy to and from m aterial. T he capacitance coupling is 
perform ed with the VHF (very high frequency) signal range
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approxim ately 155.5 MHz. VHF signal is se lected  because they 
readily penetra te  through dielectric m aterials.
As can be seen  in this reference  focus was on m easurem ent of 
the resistiv ity  per unit a rea  of the m aterial (Q/w?2). This
in teresting m easurem ent m ethod can not be used for the 
application which is topic of this thesis for the following 
reasons:
The method uses one transm ission and one receiving coupler 
(electrodes). Using this m ethod together with the application 
which is the topic of this thesis the following will occur:
• 16 -  VHF generator
• 18 -  D etector
• 12 -  Material under te s t
• 14a -  G enerator electrode
• 14b -  D etector electrode
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Figure 17: Basic principal of the measurements of resistivity per 
unit area of material using high frequency (155.5 MHz) signal
Using the described principle is possible to m easure resistivity 
per area unit of the material using VHF signal and capacitive 
coupling.
Further the m easurement of the terminal contact resistance can 
be approximate with following figure:
-y~- 
Current path 3
B 8 B 8 B 8 8 G B 8 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 B B 8 R R f l f l l
Figure 18- Approximation of the solid contact resistance 
measurement with conductors placed close to each other
As can be seen in the figure above with presented  system, the 
resistance per area of the test material (Q./m2) will be
m easured but, it will not be possible to m easure the resistance 
in "Current path 1" only (bordered with insulation) 
(Approximation of several conductors which are placed close to
each other).
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Figure 19:Aproximation of the broken contacts resistance 
resistance measurement with conductors placed close to each
other
Using a frequency of 155.5 MHz the generated signal will 
penetrate through insulation from neighbouring conductors, 
through the metal plate below the conductors or through very 
small insulation level (distance) of the broken contacts. Current 
will, as known, select the path of least resistance and 
distinguish between the cases shown on the Figure 18 and 19 
will not be possible with this system.
Although this method looks very similar to the topic of this 
thesis, the methodology and technology used are quite 
different.
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A system  which is capable of m easurem ents in the application 
of solid and broken /  weak contacts m ust have the following 
improvements:
• Used frequency in the method was 155.5 MHz. Such VHF 
frequency will readily penetra te  through dielectric 
m aterial and the ohmic path will be closed through 
neighbouring term inals. A lower frequency must be 
selected  to avoid influence of the system  (it is estim ated 
that the frequency should be below 5MHz)
• Special shaped couplers for m ore focused capacitance 
coupling must be used
• Influence of the parallel load, next bay conductors or 
back metal plate will make this m ethod useless. The use 
of one transm it and one receive electrode will cause 
problem s if the contact is broken. The current will flow 
through other conductors or through o ther neighbouring 
terminals. Separate circuits for m easurem ent (detector) 
and generator must be used. In a case of broken contact 
current will flow through m easuring circuits (very low 
resistance) and not through the neighbouring 
conductors/term inals.
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• The method m easures resistance  per unit of area of the 
m aterial (Q /w 2) and not resistance  betw een two
couplers and the m ethod p refers the use of a flat
material.
2.3.2 System and Method for Accurate Contactless 
Measurement of the Resistivity of a Test Material [32]
The reference [32] describes p rocess for contactless
m easurem ent of the electrical resistance  of preferable flat 
m aterial in which an alternating current is capacitively coupled 
into the te s t m aterial with the help of two electrodes. The total 
impedance is m easured using at least th ree  different
frequencies, and from that m easurem ent, the stray  capacitance 
betw een two couplers and the te s t m aterial, as well as the 
resistance  of the te s t  m aterial is determ ined. This invention is 
focused on the application for controlling windshield w ipers of 
a m otor vehicle. T he claim of this paper is that this method is 
more accurate as o ther m ethods for contactless resistance 
m easurem ent.
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T h e  follow ing  f igure  s h o w s  th e  e q u iv a le n t  c i rc u i t  d ia g ra m  on 
w h ich  th e  p r o c e s s  of m e a s u r e m e n t  is b a s e d .
• R -  Electrical resistance of the test material
• CK,\ & Ck ,2 -  Coupling capacitances betw een coupler 
and test material
• Cs -  Stray capacitance betw een coupler electrodes
• CA,\ & Ca,2 -  Decoupling capacitances
• 5 -  Measuring resistances
The following equations result from the above equivalent 
circuit diagram-
z
Figure 20: Equivalent diagram
v _ ^  J®(Cs + CK + co R CSCK) [3 2 ]
(<02RCsCKf  +co2(Cs +Ck )2
Equation 5: Total impedance Z
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Z -  Total impedance 
Cs -  S tray capacitance 
CK -  Coupling capacitance 
R -  Resistance
X    Cs + CK +0) R CSCK [32]
'  co',R2C2sC \  +co(Cs + Ck )2
Equation 6- Imaginary part of the total impedance
Xj -  Imaginary part of the total impedance
* * = ------------------ 2 [32]
(a>RCsCKf+ { C s +CK)
Equation 7- Real part of the total impedance
X R -  Real part of the total impedance
According to the invention, in a first step the imaginary part X f 
of the total impedance is m easured with a high frequency (cq)
alternating current and, from that m easurem ent, the stray  
capacitance Cs is determ ined. In the second step, the 
imaginary part X t of the total impedance is m easured with a
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low frequency alternating curren t from which the coupling 
capacitance CK is determ ined. Finally, the real part X R of the
total impedance is m easured  with an alternating current of a 
frequency lying betw een the high and the low frequency. 
Further resistance  R of a te s t m aterial can be determined. 
F requencies used in this m ethod are in the range betw een 200 
kHz and 5 MHz.
The following equations are used for the determ ination of the 
resistance. The equations are based on the assum ption that 
o\> (02 > 0^.
[32]
Equation 8: Approximation of the stray capacitance
o^X,
[32]
Equation 9: Approximation of the coupling capacitance
/
2ox1X RCs (C5 + CK)
[3 2 ]
/
Equation 10 ^ approximation of the resistances
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The main focus of the reference  described  above is the 
accuracy of the material resistance  m easurem ent. The 
application and method is suited to the m easurem ent of the 
resistance  of the flat te s t m aterial. The refe rence  is interesting 
for this thesis since it uses a contactless capacitive coupling 
method. The following disadvantages of described method 
relevant to the application which is topic of this thesis can be 
listed:
• Similarly to reference  [31], the influence of the parallel 
load, next bay conductors or back m etal plate will make 
this m ethod useless. Using one transm it and one receive 
electrode will cause problem s if the contact is broken. 
The curren t will flow through o ther conductors or 
through o ther neighbouring term inals. Separate circuits 
for m easurem ent (detector) and generato r must be used. 
Hence, in the case of a broken contact, current will flow 
through the m easuring circuit (very low resistance) and 
not through the neighbouring conductors/term inals.
• The m ethod/device is designed for m easurem ent of the 
res is tances of a flat m aterial with th ree  e lectrodes (for 
th ree  frequencies). Such device can not be used for 
application of the conductors and term inals.
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• The system  is complex and m athem atically intensive in 
that it requires m easurem ent and analyses of three 
different frequencies, phase and stray  capacitance.
• The system  has limited applicability
2.4 Summary about Publications-Researches
During the literature research  it was discovered how little was 
published about the application which is the topic of this thesis. 
Through investigation and studying of many papers and 
publications it was very  difficult to find som ething that was 
focused on the same application problem. Most useful 
re fe rences have been found in the patent literature. The 
application problem about terminal contact evaluation has not 
been w ritten about in any references, but some very useful 
information and experiences have been found in other 
application areas.
The literature research  showed that the following problem s 
rela ted  to the application of this thesis are not solved and 
require some new approaches:
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• Economically acceptable, accurate  contact condition 
evaluation
• Method which is supporting a simple, low cost, portable 
te s t device
• Weak contact phenom ena can be very  difficult to detect
• For referenced  capacitive coupling m ethods, the use of 
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Chapter 3
3. New Approach -  Contact Evaluation Using Mutual 
Capacitance Coupling
3.1 Introduction
Secondary term inals in the electrical pow er substations are 
alm ost always connected with 1.5 -  2.5 mm2 wire (som etim es 4 
to 6 mm2 for current circuits ). Copper w ires are  insulated and 
insulation m ust not be destroyed  for testing ( See Figure 21 -  
Standard term inal connection). W ires are used for the 
transm ission of m easured  values such as currents, voltages and 
for control and signalling circuits. The voltage value at the 
term inals is typically low ( 24 V< Voltage < 250 V AC or DC ). 
The following figure show s a typical terminal connection w here 
two w ires are fixed into the terminal.
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Figure 21 -  Standard terminal connection
A secondary terminal is represented in the following diagram, 
where copper conductors are connected from both sides and 
the terminal contact is represented  by impedance Z. Impedance 
Z is a complex value influenced by the terminal geometry and 
secondary signal frequency.
z
|------- p-m m —o |
Figure 22 -  Electrical replacement diagram for standard terminal
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Ohm’s law will be used to m easure impedance. As described 
before, the problem is that insulation m ust not be destroyed 
while the m easurem ent is perform ed.
3.2 Basic Research Idea
The idea is to use an injected high-frequency voltage signal for 
contact resistance measurement Using mutual capacitive 
coupling a high frequency voltage signal is injected and by  
measuring the current through the terminal, the contact 
impedance can be calculated (this is the ideal case). The high 
frequency voltage is injected in the conductor using a 
generator electrode and capacitance coupling (mutual 
coupling). For the measurement o f a resulting terminal current, 
a sensor working on the same mutual principle will be used. 
Separate sensor and generator circuits are the invention o f this 
thesis (described in Chapter 2, section 2.3.1)
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3.3 Mathematical Model
Contact resistance evaluation using mutual coupling is the basic 
principle o f the researched method and a basic scheme is 











Figure 23 -  Basic principle of a mutual coupling method for 
electrical contact evaluation
The impedance Z value can be m easured using voltage VAB 
,and current Im so the value of Z and its resistive part can be 
solved.
It can be seen in the figure above that separate circuits and 
couplers are used for generator electrodes and for the
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m easurem ent sensor. The use of separa te  sensing and 
generating electrodes is necessary  because of the reasons 
described  in Chapter 2, section 2.3.1 and the fact, that pure 
(ideal) voltage source (very low resistance) is used. U sage of 
such m easurem ent is necessary  because of the fact that 
expected  value of the m easured current is very  low (in the 
level of several pA) and separate  sensing is required.
In the case of a solid electrical contact, the contact resistance  
value is about one mQ and a quantitative evaluation of Z will 
probably not be possible since the m easured  curren t will be too 
small.
• Case of solid electrical contact*
IF Z ->  0 THEN VAB —>0 & Im-> 0 *
Equation 11- Case of solid contact
*If Z -» 0 with a solid electrical contact then —> 0 and 
without voltage VAB value of the current Im through am m eter A 
will be /  -> 0m
In the case of a broken terminal contact, the res is tan ce  of 
about 1MQ quantitative evaluation of Z will be possible.
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• Case of broken contact:
IF Z->oo THEN VM * 0  A Im* 0 *
Equation 12- Case of broken contact
*If Z -> oo for a broken electrical contact then VM ex is ts  and 
then the current /  can be m easured as well.m
This is  the basic principle o f  the research idea.
The main question to answ er is in regards to the variation of 
the current Im with impedance Z , which changes depending on
the sta te  of electrical contacts. It is therefo re  im portant to 
establish  that m easurem ents of Im can be made accurately  for
different contact conditions.
The model (simulation) shown in the nex t figure will be used 





z Conductor 2. (Wire 2)
 ^ - C k M —  —  C k S  — I—  C ki
■HHH
Figure 24- Electrical model of the basic principle of the 
capacitance coupling method for electrical contact evaluation
£  Mutual Capacitance : G enerator coupling electrode
Conductor
C 1 Mutual Capacitance : Sensor -  Conductor
V - '  KM
(2  Mutual Capacitance • Screen  -  Conductor
C Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  G enerator couplingGM
electrode
(2 sg Mutual Capacitance: Screen  -  G enerator coupling 
electrode
(2 SM Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  Screen
y  G enerator -  Voltage
J M M easured current
2  Contact Impedance
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In o rder to develop this idea further, it is important to find 
values for mutual capacitance:
• CKG Mutual Capacitance : G enerator coupling electrode -
Conductor
• CKM Mutual Capacitance : Sensor -  Conductor,
• Cf^ Mutual Capacitance : Screen -  Conductor
For m ore simple analysis CKG=CKM will be used. For 
calculation of the values CKG=CKM different capacitors will be 
analysed.
3.4 Possible Application Problems
With reference  to the basic schem e shown in the Figure 24 , 
the following application problem s can be expected:
• Problem  of the parallel connected load to the broken 
contact
• Influence of adjacent term inal blocks
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• Influence of the disturbance to the m easurem ent 
technique of current/voltage signals in the m easured 
conductors (contact)
• Influence of the earthed m etal plate below the term inals
All these  listed problems must be investigated through 
experim ental m easurem ents.
3.5 Summary about the Basic Idea
As can be seen, the basic idea is based on the simple Ohm’s 
law. Ohm’s law in the high frequency domain with capacitance 
mutual coupling is used as the elem entary m easuring method.
M easurem ents made without electric contact require a method 
w here it will be possible to inject m easuring signals (through 
the conductor insulation) and m easure without touching 
conductors.
The elem entary idea is using sym m etry of the electric circuit 
w here two generator electrodes are  injecting high frequency
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voltage signal and two e lectrodes are m easuring the current 
which is flowing through the circuit in the case  of broken 
electrical contacts. This simple method will give the possibility 
of evaluating term inal contact problem s in term s of broken or 
w eak contacts. For the case of broken contacts, som e current 
m ust flow through the m easuring circuit and for the case of 
solid contact, much low er cu rren ts m ust be m easured. (Current 
is due to dissipation capacitances)
As a conclusion, it can be sta ted  that resea rch  will investigate 
the changing of the electrical current as a function of changing 




4. Research about Couplers
4.1 Introduction
It w as explained in the introduction that no electrical contact is 
possible in this m easuring application. The idea is to use a high 
frequency voltage signal mutually coupled to the wire and to 
receive this signal to determ ine the contact condition.
In further explanations, generato r e lectrodes and m easurem ent 
senso rs will be re fe rred  to as “couplers”.
In the following sections the difference betw een the shape of 
couplers (e.g., concentrically cylinder segm ent, two parallel 
lines, etc.) will be analysed. T he reason  for this analysis is the 
practical realisation for the developm ent of the coupler design. 
The influence that the shape of the couplers has on the 
m easurem ents m ust be investigated.
This analysis has been  made while ignoring the influence of the 
wire insulation and its perm ittivity. In later research , this
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influence will be analysed using a developed hardware model. 
It can be expected that better results of the capacitance 
coupling will be achieved with higher permittivity of the wire 
insulation that will have positive influence on the measurement. 
[ 1, 2 ]






Figure 25 -  Concentrical Cylinder Capacitor
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The capacitance per m eter length of a cylindrical capacitor can 
be calculated with the following equation:
Ic = 0.241x /f  \  
\ r  i j
log 10
[2, 3, 4 ]
Equation 13- Capacitance of a cylindrical capacitor per length
/=  length of cylinder
ra -  outside cylinder radius
rt = inside cylinder radius
In the above figure, the pitch angle is 360°, which gives the 
b est capacitance coupling (in comparison with cylinder segm ent 
capacitors), but m akes the mechanical construction of the 
couplers and the m easuring procedure difficult because of the 
clamp construction and arrangem ent.
With a coupler designed as a cylinder pitch segm ent or as a 
pure cylinder, the mechanical design will be inexpensive and 
much easier. Additionally, the influence of different pitch 
angles will be investigated. The target will be to find an
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optim ised and an inexpensive shape of the couplers which 
gives accurate results in the m easuring method.
4.3 Analysis of the Coupler as a Concentrical Cylinder Segment
Initially, a coupler with the shape of a concentric cylinder 
segm ent will be used and the dependency of the distance 
betw een the electrode and the conductor will be analysed. 







Figure 26 -  Capacitor as Concentrically Cylinder Segment
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a= distance betw een conductor and coupler 
a  =pitch angle 
ra =coupler radius 
^ c o n d u c to r  radius
To obtain an approximate value, the following data for the 
calculation was used:
•  C onductor: 1 -5mm2
• V i; 0.1mm
• Coupler-pitch angle or = 45°
• Distance betw een conductor and coupler = a
The equation for the calculation of the concentric cylinder 
segm ent must take pitch into consideration:
c = 360 x l O O x 0.241x10
- 1 2




[2, 3, 4 ]
Equation 14- Capacitance of the concentric cylinder segment
capacitor per length
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In some literature (e.g. [2]) there is another represen tation  of 
this equation available and that can be seen  below:
c a360” x 2 X7rxef
In
f  \  r.
J
r*L [2]
e0 =8.8542x10 -A ir Perm ittivity
Equation 15- Capacitance of the concentric cylinder segment
capacitor per length
Using a MATLAB simulation, the following dependency, 
capacitance versus distance C’= f ( a )  can be shown: (See
MATLAB script in Appendix 1):
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Figure 27 -  C ' = / (a) Concentric cylinder segment capacitor 
with 45°pitch angle and variable distance "a"
The above figure shows the influence of distance "a" on the 
capacitance for this shape of the coupler. This relationship will 
be investigated further since it is important for the practical 
measurem ents.
4.3.1 Concentric Cylinder Segment Capacitor and influence 
of the Coupler Pitch Angle
The next analysis should show the influence of the pitch angle 
on the coupler capacitance. For the technical realisation of the 
capacitor, it is much easier to take a coupler with a small pitch
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ang le .  T h e  following s im ula tion  a n a ly s e s  th e  in f lu en ce  of th e  
v a r ia b le  p itch  ang le  on th e  c a p a c i ta n c e  v a lu e '  ( s e e  M ATLAB 
sim u la tio n  in A p pend ix  2)










Figure 28 -  Concentric cylinder segment capacitor and the 
influence of the variable pitch angle vs. distance a
In th e  f igu re  ab o v e ,  th e  in f lu en ce  of th e  p itch  ang le  on th e  
c a p a c i ta n c e  is show n. T h e  v a r ia b le  p itch  an g le  f ro m  45° -  360°  
w ith  a 45° s te p  is a n a ly se d  ( 4 5 ° - 9 0 o- 1 3 5 o- 1 8 0 o- 2 2 5 o- 2 7 0 ° -  
3 1 5 ° -3 6 0 ° ) .  F o r  th e  p ra c t ic a l  re a l is a t io n  o f th e  c o u p le rs ,  a 
p i tch  ang le  g r e a t e r  th a n  180° will b e  difficult to  r e a l i s e  b e c a u s e  
of th e  c lam p co n s tru c t io n .  F o r  th e  in e x p e n s iv e  c o u p le r
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m e c h a n ic a l  c o n s tru c t io n ,  th e  p i tch  a n g le  will b e  s o m e w h e r e  
b e t w e e n  120  an d  180°.
4.3.2 Concentric Cylinder Segment Capacitor and the 
Influence of the Variable Coupler Pitch Angle and Distance 
"a"
A s  c a n  b e  s e e n  in th e  a n a ly s e s  a b o v e ,  b o th  v a r ia b le s ,  p i tch  
a n g le  a n d  d i s ta n c e  "a " c a n  h a v e  a l a rg e  in f lu e n c e  on  th e  
c a p a c i to r .  In p ra c t ic e ,  th e  v a lu e  of d i s ta n c e  "a " c a n n o t  b e  le s s  
th a n  a p p ro x im a te ly  a -\m m  w h e n  in s u la te d  w i r e s  a r e  u s e d  and  
all s im u la t io n s  m u s t  ta k e  th is  in to  c o n s id e r a t io n .
W ith  th e  n e x t  M A TLA B s im u la tion ,  th e  c h a n g e  o f  th e  
c a p a c i t a n c e  w h e n  th e  p i tch  a n g le  a  a n d  d i s ta n c e  "a " a r e  
c h a n g e d  a r e  sh o w n  ( s e e  M ATLA B s im u la t io n  in A p p e n d ix  3)
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C-Cyl as Function v. distance "a" and pitch angle
Pitch angle (°) Distance "a" (m)
Figure 29 -  3D figure C' = f ( a \ a )  Concentric Cylinder Segment
Capacitor and Influence of variable Pitch Angle a  and Distance
„a »
T h e  a b o v e  f igu re  s h o w s  th a t  a s m a l le r  d is ta n c e  to  th e  
c o n d u c to r  and  a la rg e r  p i tch  an g le  will i n c re a s e  th e  
c a p a c i ta n c e .  L a rg e r  c a p a c i ta n c e  m a k e s  b e t t e r  m utual coup ling  
and  b e t t e r  coup ling  g e n e r a t e s  h ig h e r  v a lu e s  o f  th e  c u r re n t ,  
w h ich  ca n  b e  m o re  e a s i ly  m e a s u r e d .  L a te r  on, th e  d e p e n d e n c y  
of th e  m e a s u r e d  c u r r e n t  on c a p a c i t a n c e  will b e  in v e s t ig a te d .
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4.4 Analyses of Coupler Made of Two Simple Cylinder 
Conductors
In the second analysis, a coupler in the shape of a simple 
cylindrical conductor is used to analyse the dependency 
(relationship) of the distance betw een the conductor and the 
capacitor coupler.
For a first approximation, the following data was used for the 
calculation:
• C onductor: l-5w/w2
« T i ; 0.1mm
• C oupler-rad ius y,i - y a
The distance "a " betw een the conductor and the coupler is 
variable.









Figure 30 -Two parallel conductors as a capacitor
Using the following equations, it is possible to calculate the 
capacitance of the two parallel cylinders. In this case, this will 
m ean that the conductor (wire) acts as one cylinder and the 
coupler acts as the o ther cylinder.
c = lOOx 0.241x10
- 1 2
/




[2, 3, 4 ]
Equation 16 -  Capacitance of parallel cylindrical conductor
capacitor
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T here  is another represen tation  of this equation available, in 
the literature [2] which is shown below '
• e0 = 8.8542x 1 O'12 -  Air Perm ittivity
Equation 17 -  Capacitance of parallel cylindrical conductor
capacitor
In following figure the capacitance of two parallel conductors 
as function of the distance ”a "“ is p resen ted  as calculated from 
a MATLAB calculation in Appendix 4.
[2, 3, 4 ]
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3.5 x 10'1.5 2 2.50 0.5 1 3
a(m)
Figure 31 -  C ’ = f ( a )  Capacitance of two parallel conductors as
function of distance "a "
T h e  in f lu en ce  of d is ta n c e  "a " fo r  "a  > 1mm" fo r  th e  a b o v e ­
a n a ly s e d  s h a p e  of th e  c o u p le r s  is lo w e r  th a n  s h o w n  in th e  c a s e  
of th e  c o n c e n tr ic  c y l in d e r  s e g m e n t  c o u p le r  w ith  p itch  ang le  
lo w e r  th e n  90° ( lo w er  s lope).
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4.5 Comparison of Two Different Shapes of Couplers
D isp lay ing  th e  s im ula tions  r e s u l t s  fo r  b o th  ty p e s  of c o u p le r s  on 
th e  s a m e  d ia g ra m  will sh o w  th a t  c o n c e n t r ic  c y l in d e r  s e g m e n t  
c a p a c i to r s  h a v e  b e t t e r  coupling  p r o p e r t i e s  w h e n  s ta r t in g  f ro m  a 





^  60 
40 
20
Q 0 0 5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5x 10"’
a(m)
Figure 32 -  Comparison of the capacitors as 2 parallel cylinder 
and the concentric cylinder segment
C-Cyl as function from distance
Cyl segment coupler With variablie pitch angle 45°-360
2 parallel Conductors capacitor
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4.6 Summary about Couplers
In the analysis above, the influence of the coupler shape on the 
capacitance was investigated. The shape of the coupler is 
im portant for the mechanical realization of the hardw are. It 
m ust not be forgotten that low cost is one of the limiting 
factors for the research  as well.
Two different shapes were investigated: concentric cylinder 
segm ent and 2 parallel cylinders. The comparison of the two 
different shapes was done, with calculation and simulation of 
the capacitance in function of the distance "a" (Coupler to the 
conductor) and dependency from the pitch angle a  for each 
individual capacitor shape. It was shown that concentric 
cylinder segm ent capacitor has be tte r capacitive coupling for 
all pitch angle g rea ter as 135°.
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Chapter 5__________________________
5. Capacitor Analyses -  Mathematical Model
5.1 Introduction
The target of the following chapter will be to determ ine 
dependency : m easured current versus im pedance Im= f ( Z ) .
(as explained in the Chapter 3 ; section 3.3 )
Before developing the hardw are prototype, the feasibility of the 
m ethod will be examined using MATLAB for simulation and 
theoretical investigations.(Chapter 6).
The mutual capacitive coupling m easurem ent m ethod causes 
the following dependency: the curren t Im is dependent on, not
only the contact impedance, but the mutual capacitances as 
well. For determination Im= f( Z )  all mutual coupling
capacitance must be calculated. Some of the mutual 
capacitances can be only estim ated. In the following figure, it 
can be seen  which values m ust be determ ined. l m- f ( Z ) all 
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Figure 33 -  Electrical model of the basic principle of the 
capacitance coupling method for electrical contact evaluation
(^  Mutual Capacitance : G enerator coupling electrode
Conductor
C Mutual Capacitance • Sensor -  ConductorK M
( J ks Mutual Capacitance : Screen -  Conductor
C Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  G enerator couplingGM
electrode
( J sg Mutual Capacitance: Screen -  G enerator coupling
electrode
Q sm Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  Screen
All mutual capacitance values CKG,CKM,CKS,CGM,CSG,CSM are 
determ ined in the following sections.
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5.2 Determination of the Value of CKM and CKG -  Mutual 
Couplers Capacitance
The value of the capacitance will be som ew here betw een the 
analyses of the two different types of couplers (Coupler as two 
parallel cylinders and coupler as concentrically cylinder 
segm ent as explained in Chapter 4 isection 4.6).
The actual shape of the couplers has some influence on the 
gradient of the capacitance CKM and CKG over distance "a " for 
"a > \mm" ,but as is shown in the Figure 32, this influence is not 
as big for a pitch angle that is sm aller than 90°. For a pitch 
angle g rea te r than 90°, the slope of the function C' = f ( a )
becom es bigger (for "a>\mm"). Values of the Capacitance 
fo r"a < \mm" are not im portant for the practical realisation of 
the m easurem ent because of the insulation thickness.
For the simplification of the analyses assum e =CKG = C 'K. 
( C'K is value of capacitance over distance "a ", re fe r to 
Equation 14, Chapter 4, section 4.3)
To continue the analysis, the following approxim ated values 
are  used as a basis for the simulation: value of the coupler 
capacitance which will be used for m athem atical simulation will 
be som ew here betw een analyses made in the analysis of the 
concentric cylinder segm ent with a pitch angle of 135° and the 
two parallel cylindrical conductors as a capacitor. Because of 
the influence of the dissipation capacitances value of the 
capacitance will be lower as the capacitance value of the 
concentric cylinder segm ent with a pitch angle of 135° and will 
be g rea te r than the capacitance value of the two parallel 
cylindrical conductors as a capacitor. Value will be will be 
approxim ated for a=lm m , a=2 mm and a=3 mm as average 
capacitance value betw een two different calculations. (Using 
MATLAB (see Appendix 6) the approxim ated values of the
C k — C km ~  C kg  will be calculated.
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Figure 34 -  Function of the capacitance
T h e follow ing approxim ate v a lu es  can be taken from  the  
calcu lation  and will be u sed  for later ca lcu lation  as mutual 
cou p lers capacitance:
Q  k ~ 1 8  pF  /m  at 1 mm 
(2  k ~ 1 4  pF  /m  at 2 mm 
(2 k ~ 1 2  pF  I  m at 3  mm
A s sta ted  in the introduction  of th is section , the fo llow ing  
sim plifying w as done:
c = c = c^  k ^  KM KG
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5.3 The Determination of the Value of CGM Mutual Capacitance 
betw een Two Couplers • Sensor-G enerator Coupling Electrodes
A f te r  f inding th e  v a lu e s  fo r  th e  M utual C o u p le r  C a p a c i ta n c e ,  in 
th e  fo llow ing  a n a ly s i s  th e  va lue  of d is s ip a t io n  (s t ra y )  
c a p a c i t a n c e  CGM b e tw e e n  th e  tw o  c o u p le r s  is in v e s t ig a te d ,  as  
is  sh o w n  in th e  fo llow ing  f ig u re :
Figure 35- Influence of the mutual capacitance CGM between 
couplers • sensor -  generator
A n e x a m p le  of tw o  s c r e e n e d  c o u p le r s  will a lso  b e  in v e s t ig a te d .  
F o r  th e  m utual c a p a c i t a n c e  b e tw e e n  the  tw o  c o u p le r s ,  th e  







T w o  c o u p le r s  s h o w e d  in the  f igu re  a b o v e  c a n  b e  a p p ro x im a te d
fo r  ro u g h  e s t im a t io n  in the  fo llow ing c a s e :
S t r o n g e s t  e le c t ro m a g n e t ic  field  fo r  th e  c a s e  s h o w n  in
F ig u re  35 (above)  will be  on  th e  s id e  w h ich  is
b o rd e r in g  to  th e  n e x t  e le c t ro d e  ( s e e  n e x t  F ig u re  36)
Sectors with strongest 
electromagnetic field
Figure 36: Sectors with strongest electromagnetic field
C o u p le r  s e c to r s  sh o w n  in th e  f igu re  a b o v e  can  b e  a p p ro x im a te d
w ith  tw o  C y linders .
p- 1 ....... ....................Y




Figure 37: Approximation with two parallel cylindar
A c c o rd in g  th e  r e f e r e n c e  [1] c a p a c i ta n c e  of th e  c a s e  s h o w n  in 
th e  f ig u re  a b o v e  can  be  c a lc u la te d  as:
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C = —x- 
4
0.24 lx /
( ^ ) [1,2,3]
log 10 1 + 1 -
( 2 h \
Equation 18: Capacitance of the two horisontal cylindar
I -  length
h -  distance from screen
d -  cylinder diam eter
if l> h > d  following simplification can be used:
C = 7 *
0.241 x /
log 10 ' 4 xh '
(pF) [1,2,3]
Equation 19: Simplified equiation about two horisontal cylinder
capacitance
In the following (approximation) example for the two parallel 
cylinders, the capacitance betw een the two couplers is
calculated as 0.2 pF. [1,2,3]
c 1 0.241 x l—  X ------
log 10
1 0.241 x l  _ _ „— x  /  . = 0.2 pF
log 10 4x_0.5 
1
Equation 20- Example of capacitance between two cylindrical
couplers
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For different shapes of couplers, the capacitance CGM will have 
different values. Approximations made in the paragraph above 
had confirm estim ations p resen ted  the literature [1,2,3,] that 
the value of the Cgm will be in the range betw een 0.1 and 0.5 
PF.
For the coupler shaped as a concentric cylinder segm ent, CGM 
is estim ated as: average value:
=  [1]
For the coupler shaped as two parallel conductors, C gm  is 
estim ated as :
CGM * 0.1 pF  Estim ated according ref. [ 1 ]
Additionally, using of the hardw are prototype value of the 
mutual capacitance CGM : sen so r-g en era to r is constant because 
the sam e coupler shape is always used and this value can be 
calibrated. This value can be m easured with the coupler in the 
air and afterw ards this value can be calibrated (zero offset).
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5.4 The determination of the Value of CKS -  Mutual Capacitance 
Screen -  Conductor
T o  a llow  b e t t e r  ca p a c i t iv e  coup ling  b e t w e e n  th e  c o n d u c to r  and 
th e  s e n s o r s ,  a  s c r e e n  b e tw e e n  th e  g e n e r a to r  e l e c t r o d e s  and 
m e a s u r e m e n t  s e n s o r  m u s t  b e  u se d .  (S ee  F ig u re  38  and  F igu re  
39)
In add ition , th e  m utual c a p a c i ta n c e  b e tw e e n  th e  c o n d u c to r  and 
th e  s c r e e n  CKS h a s  to  b e  e v a lu a te d .  T h e  fo llow ing  f igu re  sh o w s  
CKS an d  th e  in f lu en ce  of th e  s y s t e m  g e o m e try :





Figure 39 -  Mutual capacitance CKS : Conductor -  Screen
T h e  c a s e  sh o w n  in th e  f igu re  a b o v e  c a n  b e  a p p ro x im a te d  with 
c a p a c i t a n c e  of th e  b u sh in g  a s  can  b e  sh o w n  in th e  f igu re  below -
—  <J
Figure 40: Capacitance of the bushing
/ -  le n g th  of th e  c y l in d e r  
d -  c y l in d e r  d ia m e te r  
D -  b u sh in g  d ia m e te r  
s -  w id th
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For d « D  and l~ S
C , -  YixD   ^ ( ^ cw) [1 -2 ,3 ]
In
v « y
Equation 21 -  Capacitance betw een conductor and screen
In this researched  case, half of the above shown capacitance 
value plays a role.
D = 2.5mm 
d = \4mm 
I = 20 mm
c KS = w x - 4^x0:°X - °>°045 pf
2 In 2 x 2 , 5
1,4
Equation 22 -  Calculation of CKS
Regarding the calculation above, for the coupler shaped as a 
concentric cylinder segm ent C^  is estim ated to be:
Cks ~ 0-005pF
For the coupler shaped as two parallel conductors CKS is 
estim ated  to be:
Q s ~ 0.002pF  Estim ated according ref. [ 1 ]
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5.5 The discussion about Value of Csg -  Mutual capacitance : 
Screen -  Generator Coupler and Csm  ~ Mutual Capacitance • 
Sensor Coupler -  Screen
A dditiona l a n a ly s is  of th e  sy m m e tr ic a l  c a s e  w h e re  th e  le f t  and 
th e  r ig h t  s id e  a re  th e  s a m e  will b e  d o n e  and  th e  fo llow ing 
e q u iv a le n t  s c h e m e  ca n  b e  used -
GM
Conductor




Figure 41 -  Electrical equivalent circuit of the symetrical case
CKG M utual C a p a c i ta n c e  • G e n e ra to r  coup ling
e l e c t r o d e  -  C o n d u c to r
CKM M utual C a p a c i ta n c e  • S e n s o r  -  C o n d u c to r
CKS M utual C a p a c i ta n c e  • S c r e e n  -  C o n d u c to r
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CGM Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  G enerator
coupling electrode
CSG Mutual Capacitance: Screen -  G enerator
coupling electrode
CSM Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  Screen
VG G enerator -  Voltage
/  M easured currentTti
~2 Contact Impedance
C'K=CK/m  Capacitance per m eter length 
VAB M easured voltage
The equivalent circuit above shows that CSG is only the 
capacitance load from the generator and does not have any 
influence, although the generato r m ust be capable of supplying 
the current. The generato r m ust be a pure (ideal) voltage 
source, that is, with a very  low resistance. With this specific 
construction of the generator, the value of the CSG will not
have any influence on the m easurem ent. For this reason  it will 
be not n ecessa ry  to determ ine the value of CSG.
Increasing the signal frequency will increase the curren t /  and
decrease  the reactance f  1 N^ c = ----coC
associated with the
capacitance value of C~M (Mutual capacitance : senso r coupler-
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screen). T here  will be no voltage existing on the capacitance 
CSM while the senso r coupler is producing the short circuit.
This is one of the reasons why the m easurem ent of the current 
is p referred  over the m easurem ent of the voltage. For this 
reason  it will be not n ecessa ry  to determ ine the value of CSM -
it has a very  low influence on the current m easurem ent.
The conclusion is that the CSM and CSG mutual capacitances 
may have a very  significant capacitance but this will have very  
low influence on the curren t m easurem ent.
5.6 T he Determ ination of the Dependency of Im = / (Z )
In the te s t case  described in previous sections, it was 
explained that the curren t flowing in the m easuring sensor 
m ust be determ ined. Using the electrical equivalent circuit 
shown in Figure 41, the following equations can be developed:
I M  ~  I C l  I C 2  
T =  i c o r1  C l  2  J  G M
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7 c 2 = F , X / ® C K M
F,  = ^ - / KXl
ja>C KG
I K G V X
+
j(t)C k m  jO)C k m  K S
1 - X
X"G 1 ■ + 1
jcoC KG j(oC K M + j(oCKS + 2Y
F_  r  g X
1 + jcoC K G
jO)CKM + jO)CKS + 2Y j
This portion of the stray  capacitance CGM senso r -  generator 
can be com pensated as always kept as a constant. (Same shape 
and sam e geom etry from the couplers)
IM ~  ~ X 1 J  ^ -'GM j^-'K M  X 1-
J(OC k m  + j^-'KS +  2 Y ________
jcoC k m  +  j^ 'K s  +  2 Y +  jcoCKG
j ___________k m  J ® C Ks  +  2 Y _______________
jcoC k m  J W C k s  +  2 Y +  jcoCKG >
= B
= > B  = jd)C km +  j ® C Ks  +  2Y +  jcoC kg km j ® C K s  2 Y
jcoC k m  +  j ® C Ks  +  2 Y +  jO)CKG
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B = jcoCKG
jcoC km + j®CKs +2Y + jcoCKG
M = ^ x L
2 I
J COCqm +  jO ^ K M  *
jcoCKG
jcoC km j^^K s  + 2 Z + jcoCKG j
/ « = ^ x2 jcoC GM +
jcoC K M  xjmc
J(OCkU + ja>CKS + 2Y + jeoc K G  J
Equation 23 -C urren t Im and dependency of the impedance Z
5.7 Summary about Capacitance Analyses and Mathematical 
Model
The targe t of previous research  was to find dependency 
/ W= / ( Z ) .  For the calculation of this dependency was
n ecessa ry  to determ ine all mutual capacitances •
• CKG G enerator coupler -  Conductor
• CKM Sensor -  Conductor
• CKS Screen -Conductor
• CGM Capacitance betw een couplers
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• CSG Screen generator coupler
• CSM Sensor -  Screen
In o rder to find values of the required capacitances, different 
shapes of the couplers w ere investigated. In conclusion the 
average value betw een cylinder segm ent and two cylinder 
capacitors was estim ated. Further values of the dissipation 
(stray) capacitances w ere calculated in order to achieve values 
needed  to solve equity Im = f ( Z ).
The electrical equivalent circuit was constructed and
dependency Im = f ( Z )  was calculated. This will be used as the 
input for further MATLAB simulations.
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In this chap ter the frequency of the m easurem ent signal will be 
considered first. Furtherm ore, different MATLAB simulations 
will be defined in order to focus on an optimal design for the 
hardw are prototype.
Determ ination of the contact closed sta te  or the contact open 
sta te  will be possible by using this m ethod.
The coupling capacitors are only estim ations but it will be 
possible to m easure the difference betw een closed and open 
contact sta tes.
The conclusion in the Chapter 5 w as that the current Im should 
be m easured (and not the voltage Vm).
6.2 Analysis of the T es t Signal Frequency
One of the questions to be answ ered is which frequency will be 
used for the te s t signal? For practical m easurem ents, the 
frequency m ust not be too high, because of influence of the
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system , problem s with screening, etc. (as explained in the 
C hapter 2 section 2.4) Additional problem with high frequency 
will be the construction of the generator. The generator m ust 
be able to carry  the capacitive load from the couplers and 
cables. This will be m ore problem atic for the higher frequency. 
This m eans from the point of view of experience, that probably 
frequencies below 10 MHz will be used. The big problem that 
can arise  is the resonance effect; if the frequency is too high 
then m easurem ents will be not possible, as the generato r 
e lec trodes can operate  as antennae. Too low a frequency 
allows the influence of the pow er system  disturbances and a 
big influence of the dissipation capacitance. With too low a 
frequency there  are  existing problem s with mutual coupling as 
well.
From  experience, the m ost realistic  range for the frequency 
used is from 0.1 MHz to 5 MHz. This range will be investigated. 
T he tool used for system  simulation is MATLAB. With 
MATLAB, the influence of the frequency on the m easurem ent 
resu lts  will be sim ulated but for the practical evaluation of the 
frequency, a real hardw are model must be developed. Further 
on, the optim isation and the confirmation of the chosen 
frequency will be investigated by using a hardw are model.
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6.3 Im = /(z )  Simulation with 1 MHz test signal -  Variable 
contact resistance 0 -1 0k£2
U sin g  th is  m e th o d ,  a q u an t i ta t iv e  e s t im a t io n  o f th e  c o n ta c t  
r e s i s t a n c e  us ing  th is  m e th o d  is p ra c t ic a l ly  im p o ss ib le  ( s e e  the  
M ATLA B s im ula tion  in F ig u re  be low ). F ro m  0 -  1 000  Q the  
v a lu e  of th e  c a p a c i ta n c e  (c u r re n t)  is a lm o s t  c o n s ta n t .  S ta r t in g  
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Figure 42' Im = f ( z )  -  Simulation with 1MHz signal frequency 




Cx 1 pF 1 cm length of the electrodes
Cgm 0.2 pF Mutual capacitance: Sensor -  G enerator
r KM 0.4 pF Mutual capacitance: Sensor -  Conductor
r KS 0.005 pF Mutual capacitance: Screen  -  Conductor
c KG 0.4 pF
Mutual capacitance: G en era to r-  
Conductor
P 1 MHz Signal frequency
pari 10 kQ. Resistance Max. Value
Table 1: Values used in the MATLAB simulation (Appendix 7)
The current values from about l|iA/V generato r voltage ( at 
f=lMHz) should be easily m easurable (see the MATLAB 
simulation in the figure Figure 42). The m easurem ent m ust be 
frequency selective with a narrow  frequency band (In this case, 
high accuracy will be possible).
The current at Z = 0 is caused by dissipation capacitance and 
this can be almost com pensated for, by using reference  
m easurem ent. An evaluation from the phase angle may be able 
to give some resu lts at small values of Z —>0. Further it will be
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very  difficult to m easure angle on such low values and this will 
be not main focus in this research .
6.4 I m = f { z )  -  Simulation with 1 MHz test signal-variable 
Contact Resistance 0-1MQ
In this simulation the variation of the contact resistance from 0 
-  1MQ was investigated. The typical value of the broken 
contact resistance is a value g rea ter then 1M£2. As can be seen 
on the Figure 43, the current value for the case of changing 
contact resistance from solid to broken contact rises from 
about 0.6 to 1.2 pA This value difference can be m easured and 
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Figure 43 Im = /(z )  -  Simulation with 1 MHz test signal -  
Variable contact resistance 0-1MQ
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Quantity Value Comment
Ck 1 pF 1 cm length of the electrodes
Cgm 2 pF Mutual capacitance: Sensor -  G enerator
r KM 0.4 pF Mutual capacitance: Sensor -  Conductor
r KS 0.005 pF Mutual capacitance: Screen  -  Conductor
r KG 0.4 pF
Mutual capacitance: G enerator -  
Conductor
P 1 MHz Signal frequency
par\ 1 MQ R esistance Max. Value
Table 2: Values used in the MATLAB simulation (Appendix 8)
6.5 Im = / (z )  Simulation with 1 MHz te s t signal -  Variable 
contact resistance 0-1M Q and reduced mutual capacitance CGM 
sensor -genera to r couplers
In this simulation, the value of the mutual capacitance CGM 
(sensor coupler-generato r coupler) was reduced from 2 pF to
0.002 pF. As can be seen  this decreases  the m easured current 
signal.
The simulation shows that by decreasing mutual capacitance 
C gm (sensor coup ler-generato r coupler), the current gradient 
changes. Furtherm ore the mutual capacitance C gm  (sensor
1 2 1
c o u p l e r - g e n e r a t o r  co u p le r)  will b e  c o n s ta n t  ( c o n s ta n t  g e o m e t ry  
of th e  m e a su r in g  c o u p le r s )  and  fo r  th e  la te r  h a rd w a re  
p ro to ty p e  it will be  p o s s ib le  to c o m p e n s a te  th is .  T h e  
c o m p e n s a t io n  will b e  u s e d  in th e  fu tu re  h a r d w a r e  fo r  re d u c t io n  
of th e  p a ra s i t ic  c a p a c i ta n c e s .  R ed u c t io n  of th is  va lue  will 















Figure 44 -  Simulation with 1 MHz test signal -  Variable contact 




C K 1 pF 1 cm length of the e lectrodes
C g m 0.002 pF Mutual capacitance- Sensor -  G enerator
r KM 0.4 pF Mutual capacitance: Sensor -  Conductor
r KS 0.005 pF Mutual capacitance: Screen  -  Conductor
c'“ KG 0.4 pF
Mutual capacitance: G enerator -  
Conductor
P 1 MHz Signal frequency
pari 1 MQ Resistance Max. Value
Table 3- Values used in the MATLAB simulation (Appendix 9)
6.6 Im = / (z )  Simulation with 1 MHz te s t signal -  Resistance 0 -  
1MQ and increased distance betw een generator couplers -  
conductor
Increasing the distance betw een generato r couplers and 
conductor will cause the reduction of the mutual capacitance 
CKG. In the following simulation the capacitance CKG was
varied.
In this simulation, it can be seen  that increasing the distance 
betw een generator couplers and conductor (decreasing 
capacitance CKG) will cause a decrease  in the m easured current
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Im. A s can  b e  s e e n  on  th e  g ra p h  w ith  d e c r e a s in g  c a p a c i ta n c e  
CKG f rom  0 .4  to  0.1 pF  c a u s e s  th e  d e c r e a s e  of th e  m e a s u re d  
c u r r e n t  f ro m  a b o u t  1.2 to  0 .8  pA ( c o r r e s p o n d s  to  a c h a n g e  in 
d is ta n c e  b e tw e e n  s e n s o r s  and  c o n d u c to r  of a p p ro x im a te ly  1mm 
to  3m m ). T h is  can  h av e  a v e r y  n e g a t iv e  in f lu en ce  on the  
m e a su r in g  m e th o d  and  m u s t  b e  ta k e n  in to  th e  c o n s id e ra t io n  for 
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Figure 45 -  Simulation with 1 MHz test signal -  Variable contact 
resistance 0-lM£2 and reduced mutual capacitance CKG 
generator couplers -  conductor
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Quantity Value Comment
C K 1 pF 1 cm length of the electrodes
cGM 0.2 pF Mutual capacitance: Sensor -  G enerator
r KM 0.4 pF Mutual capacitance: Sensor -  Conductor
c KS 0.005 pF Mutual capacitance: Screen  -  Conductor
r KG 0.1 pF
Mutual capacitance: G enerator -  
Conductor
P 1 MHz Signal frequency
pari 1 MQ R esistance Max. Value
Table 4: Values used in the MATLAB simulation (Appendix 10)
6.7 Im = / (z )  Simulation with 5 MHz te s t signal -  Resistance 0 -  
lM fi
As can be seen  in the Figure 46, raising the frequency 
produces an increase in the current. Im= f(Vm ). This can have
a positive influence on the later hardw are developm ent and on 
the m easuring quality.
At the same time, a higher signal frequency will cause 
problem s with screening; the influence of resonance effects on 
other conductors, etc. It will be necessary  to use a hardw are 
prototype to research  the influence of different signal
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f r e q u e n c ie s .  T h e  h a rd w a re  will h a v e  a p o ss ib il i ty  fo r  
g e n e ra t in g  th e  s ignal w ith  v a r iab le  f r e q u e n c ie s ,  e .g ., f ro m  50 
kHz to  a b o v e  1MHz.
In th e  fo llow ing  f igu re  s im ulation  w ith  s ignal f r e q u e n c y  5M Hz is 















Ck 1 pF 1 cm length of the electrodes
Cgm 0.2 pF Mutual capacitance' Sensor -  G enerator
c KM 0.4 pF Mutual capacitance' Sensor -  Conductor
r KS 0.05 pF Mutual capacitance^ Screen  -  Conductor
r KG 0.1 pF Mutual capacitance! G enerator -  Conductor
P 5 MHz Signal frequency
pari 1 MCI Resistance Max. Value
Table 5: Values used in the MATLAB simulation (Appendix 11)
6.8 Im = f ( z) Simulation with 1 MHz te s t signal -  Variable 
contact resistance 0-lM£2 and large distance betw een 
sensor/generator couplers and conductor
This simulation shows that the large distance betw een the 
couplers and the conductor’s current gradient is alm ost zero 
and that an evaluation is not possible. Furtherm ore while 
developing and testing the hardw are the influence of the 
distance betw een couplers and conductor on the m easurem ent 
prototype must be investigated. Some minimum required 
distance from couplers to the conductor should be evaluated.
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10 x 10* Z(Q)
10 x io5 Z (Q)
Figure 47 -  Simulation with 1 MHz test signal -  variable contact 
Resistance 0-1MQ and large distance between sensor/generator
couplers and conductor
Quantity Value Comment
Cx 1 pF 1 cm  le n g th  o f th e  e l e c t r o d e s
Cgm 0.2  pF M utual c a p a c i ta n c e :  S e n s o r  -  G e n e ra to r
c KM 0 .0 0 0 0 1  pF M utual c a p a c i ta n c e :  S e n s o r  -  C o n d u c to r
c KS 0 .0 5  pF M utual c a p a c i ta n c e :  S c r e e n  -  C o n d u c to r
c KG 0 .0 0 0 0 1  pF
M utual c a p a c i ta n c e :  G e n e r a to r  -  
C o n d u c to r
P 1 MHz Signal f r e q u e n c y















Table 6: Values used in the MATLAB simulation (Appendix 12)
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6.9 I m = f { z )  Simulation with 5 MHz test signal -  Resistance 0-  
1M£2 and large distance between sensor/generator couplers and 
conductor
This simulation show s the sam e results with a frequency of 
1MHz -  5MHz signal, that with a large distance betw een the 
couplers and the conductors, the current gradient is almost 
zero and an evaluation is also not possible. For the 
developm ent of the future hardw are it is important that large 
distances have a big influence on the m easuring method. The 
increase of the signal frequency can not improve the m ethod to 
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Figure 48 -  Simulation with 5 MHz test signal -  Variable contact 
resistance 0 -lM ft and large distance between sensor/generator
couplers and conductor
Quantity Value Comment
C K 1 pF 1 cm  le n g th  of th e  e l e c t r o d e s
C g m 0.2  pF M utual c a p a c i t a n c e : S e n s o r  -  G e n e r a to r
r
KM 0 .0 0 0 0 1  pF M utual c a p a c i ta n c e :  S e n s o r  -  C o n d u c to r
r
KS 0 .0 5  pF M utual c a p a c i ta n c e :  S c r e e n  -  C o n d u c to r
c KG 0 .0 0 0 0 1  pF
M utual c a p a c i ta n c e :  G e n e ra to r  -  
C o n d u c to r
P 5 MHz Signal f r e q u e n c y
par\ 1 MQ R e s is ta n c e  M ax. V alue
phi(lm/Um) vs. Z 
n  1 r
10 x 10i’ Z ( £ 2 )
|lm/Um| vs. Z
Table 7 ‘ Values used in the MATLAB simulation (Appendix 13)
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6.10 Simulation of Solid Contact Z = 1  m£2 v. C kg/ C km
In the following simulations it is assumed that CKG = CKM, and 
that these values are variable. As can be seen the influence of 
distance “a ” between the sensors and the electrodes to the 
conductor is very low if Z = 0 (solid contact). The current 
gradient is almost equal to zero. A zero current gradient will be 
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Figure 49 -  Simulation of Solid Contact Z = 1 mQ. vs.CKG;CKM
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Quantity Value Comment
C K 1 pF 1 cm length of the electrodes
Z 0.001 Q Contact resistance
r GM 0.02 pF Mutual capacitance' Sensor -  G enerator
c KS 0.05 pF Mutual capacitance: Screen  -  Conductor
P 5 MHz Signal frequency
pari 1 MQ Resistance Max. Value
Table 8: Values used in the MATLAB simulation (Appendix 14)
CfCM =  CKG ~  v a r
6.11 Simulation of the broken Contact Z = 1 M il v. CKG ICKM
The following investigation will simulate broken contact. In the 
case of broken contacts, the impedance increases to infinity 
(Z->oo), the voltage on contacts increases to generator 
voltage, which increases the m easured curren t Im if the
sensors are closer to the conductor. This will be used as 
trigger to detect broken terminal contact. In the hardw are 
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Figure 50 -  Simulation of the broken Contact Z = 1MQ v.
C 1CKG ' KM
Quantity Value Comment
C K 1 pF 1 cm  le n g th  of th e  e l e c t r o d e s
Z 1 MQ C o n ta c t  r e s i s t a n c e
r
GM 0 .0 2  pF M utual c a p a c i ta n c e '  S e n s o r  -  G e n e ra to r
c
KS 0 .0 5  pF M utual c a p a c i ta n c e :  S c r e e n  -  C o n d u c to r
P 5 MHz Signal f r e q u e n c y
par\ 1 MQ R e s is ta n c e  M ax. V alue
Table 9- Values used in the MATLAB simulation (Appendix 15)
C KM =  C KG =  V a r
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6.12 Summary about Practical Considerations and Simulations
The purpose of this chapter was to evaluate testing m ethods 
and give some conclusions for the future hardw are 
development.
At the beginning of chapter 6 the p re-se lec tio n  of the 
m easuring signal frequency was explained. Further the 
comparison of the m easured resu lts with 1 and 5 MHz signal 
frequency showed that both resu lts are accurate enough and 
that the lower frequency can be used. By using lower 
frequency it can be expected that no big disturbances will 
occur within m easurem ent hardware.
According to practical considerations about frequency, the 
m easuring signal frequency will be som ew here betw een 0.1 
and 1 MHz.
One of the m ost important conclusions about this chapter is 
that the m easuring method is not able to m easure contact 
resistance lower then 1000 £2. The application is therefore  
focused on the detection of broken or weak contacts.
Simulation of the variable distance “a ” (couplers-conductor) 
showed that this quantity has a very  big influence on the 
m easuring resu lts and that m ust be investigated with future
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hardw are prototype. Further investigations with variable 
dissipation capacitance w ere perform ed. The influence of the 
dissipation capacitance can be com pensated later within the 
hardw are.
The difference betw een solid and broken contact was clearly 
detected  and displayed. The simulation show s that the 
m easurem ent method, which is the task of this thesis, can be 





For further investigation, it will be necessary  to build 
experim ental hardw are, and use it for resea rch  and 
confirmation of the theoretical statem ents. The hardw are must 
be simple but also must be capable of making very  accurate 
m easurem ents.
In this chapter the basic idea about hardw are construction will 
be described.
7.2 Basic Hardware Scheme
The experim ental hardw are will be a combination of a h igh- 
frequency generator and the very  narrow  band accurate 
m easurem ent. The hardw are will be connected with the te s t 
object via couplers, which will inject a signal via capacitive 
coupling, and will sense the gradient (peak) of the current (as
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h a s  b e e n  sh o w n  in th e  se c t io n  3 .3 .3 , F ig u re  24). T h e  follow ing 








Figure 51 -Basic Hardware Scheme
7.3 Influence of the practical problems on the coupler shape and 
signal frequency selection
One of th e  b ig g e s t  p ro b le m s  is th e  in f lu en ce  of c o n d u c to r s  tha t  
a r e  too  c lo se  to  e a c h  o th e r ,  i.e. n e ig h b o u r in g  c o n d u c to r s  ( s e e  
F ig u re  52). In th e  r e s e a r c h  l a te r  on  in th is  th e s is ,  it will be  
in v e s t ig a te d  w h e th e r  th is  in f lu en ce  can  b e  r e d u c e d  w ith  a
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special form of e lectrodes (couplers), and with optimized 
selection of the corresponding m easuring signal frequency.
In the next Figure 52, terminal num ber 7 is broken on the 
displayed terminal block example. With the method described 
above and a high frequency signal injected on terminal 7 (on 
the left and the right conductors), voltage UM will exist on the 
broken terminal 7 and the current I M induced from this voltage 
can be m easured. If the influence of the next bay conductors 
can not be com pensated the current will flow trough the 
neighbours conductor and determ ination of the state  of the 
term inal 7 using this method will not be possible.
Conversely, if the mutual capacitance coupling will influence 
the conductors in the next bay, they will create  parallel sh o rt-  
circuits and the detection of the broken contacts using this 
m ethod will not be possible (Current IM will flow through close
neighbours conductors and not through m easurem ent circuit).
Using a special shape for the e lectrodes, optimized signal 
frequency (frequency must not be too high, < 1MHz) and a 
specific screening of the couplers as shown in the previous
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a n a ly se s ,  in f lu en ce  of th e  c lo s e  p a ra l le l  c o n d u c to r s  ca n  be  






Figure 52 -  Influence of next bay conductors on measurement
T h e  d e s c r ib e d  p ro b le m  w ith  n e ig h b o u rin g  c o n d u c to r s  can  be  
r e d u c e d  w ith  s e le c t io n  of th e  c o u p le r s  w ith  b e t t e r  cap a c i t iv e  
coupling . A s in v e s t ig a te d  b e fo re ,  th e  c y l in d e r  s e g m e n t  c o u p le r s  
s h o w s  s ign if ican tly  b e t t e r  c a p a c i t iv e  coup ling  c o m p a re d  to  th e  
c y l in d e r  co u p le r .  F o r  th e  h a r d w a r e  m odel,  th e  e l e c t r o d e s  
(co u p le rs )  will be  m a d e  a s  c y l in d e r  s e g m e n t  c a p a c i to rs .  
A dditional s c r e e n in g  of th e  c o u p le r s  will be  n e e d e d .
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A signal f r e q u e n c y  s e t  too  high will e a s i ly  p e n e t r a t e  th ro u g h  
th e  in su la t ion  into th e  ne ig h b o u rin g  c o n d u c to r s  and  will m ake  
d e te c t io n  (m ea su r in g )  v e r y  difficult. T h is  sh o u ld  b e  ta k e n  into 
a c c o u n t  fo r  s e le c t io n  of signal f req u e n c y .
F u r th e r  p ro b le m s  can  be  c a u s e d  by  the  b a c k g ro u n d  m e ta l  p la te  




Figure 53: Influence of the metal plate
T h e  m e ta l  p la te  will c a u s e  a s im ilar e f f e c t  a s  d e s c r ib e d  fo r  the  
c lo se ly  p la c e d  n e ig h b o rin g  c o n d u c to rs .  E le c t ro m a g n e t ic  f ie lds  
will p e n e t r a t e  th ro u g h  th e  m e ta l  p la te  and  will m a k e  d e te c t io n  
of th e  b ro k e n  c o n ta c t  m o re  difficult. T h e  in f lu en ce  of th e  s t r a y  
c a p a c i ta n c e  will b e  significant. T o  allow  d e te c t io n  of the  
b ro k e n  and  c lo s e d  te rm in a l  co n tac t ,  th e  e x p e r im e n ta l  h a rd w a re  
m u s t  h a v e  v e r y  a c c u ra te  and  se n s i t iv e  m e a s u re m e n t .
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7.4 Couplers
In F ig u re  54 c o n s tru c t io n  of th e  c o u p le r s  is  show n . T h e  s h ap e  
of th e  c o u p le r s  is a c y l in d e r  s e g m e n t  m a d e  ou t of alum inium  
w ith  p itch  an g le  of a p p ro x im a te ly  180°. In th e  C h a p te r  4, 
Sec tion - 4 .3 .1  C o n cen tr ic  C y lin d e r  S e g m e n t  C a p a c i to r  and  
in f lu en ce  of th e  C o u p le r  P itch  A ngle ,  the  in f lu en ce  of th e  p itch  
an g le  on th e  c ap a c i t iv e  coup ling  w a s  e x p la in ed .  F o r  th e  
p ra c t ic a l  re a l is a t io n  of th e  c o u p le r s  it w a s  r e c o m m e n d e d  to  u se  
a p itch  an g le  c lo se  to l8 0 ° .
T h e  c o u p le r s  a re  in su la ted  f ro m  th e  s c r e e n  by  v a rn ish  and  
s e p a r a t e d  f ro m  e a c h  o th e r  by  th e  s c r e e n  a s  c a n  be  s e e n  in th e  
F ig u re  54.
Figure 54 -  Construction of the couplers
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To allow be tter capacitive coupling and lower stray  
capacitances (dissipation) in addition to the screen  betw een 
senso rs the screen  also encloses the couplers (As shown in the 
Figure 54).
Such construction of the couplers with combination of 
corresponding signal frequency will allow good capacitive 
coupling w here the majority of the electrom agnetic field will 
penetrate  through the conductor under m easurem ent. The stray  
capacitance caused by close neighboring conductors and metal 
plate will be reduced and minimized.
7.5 System  Hardware









Figure 55 -  Scheme of the hardware system
1. Quartz Crystal -  Internal frequency oscillator 
(Mother clock type 20 MHz).








9. Band pass filter
10. Amplifier
11. Mixer





The quartz crystal (1) (m other clock type 20 MHz) will 
generate  a signal with a reference  clock frequency 
(Fref clk =20MHz ) and then deliver it to the DDS (2) and the
programmable divisor (3).
The DDS can create  a very clear accurate sine signal. The 
frequency can be very  accurate to the value of lpHz [1]. In the 
range from 100 kHz to 1 MHz, the frequency of DDS is very  
accurate.
1. With the DDS, a sine signal will be created . The 
output frequency from DDS (2) will be adjusted to 
Fl +Foffset. (offset frequency will be approxim ately 5 Hz)
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(See explanation about offset frequency after description 
of the basic hardw are functionality)
77 _  M {F ref c l k )  r -1 1
D DS _ O U T  n *-1  -*
Equation 24: DDS Output frequency
Fdds o u t  ~ The output frequency of the DDS
M  -  The binary tuning word
Fref clk ~ The internal clock frequency
n -  The length in bits of the phase accum ulator
The length of the phase accum ulator (N) is the length of 
the tuning word which determ ines the degree of 
frequency tuning resolution of the DDS implementation.
The DDS output frequency will be adjusted at 
F d d s  o u t  ~Fx+Foffset i.e. 200005 Hz where 5 Hz is the offset 
frequency.
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2. A fter the DDS, the High Q Band pass filter will help 
with the generation of the clear sine signal. The DDS 
output normally has some distortions. T hese distortions 
are system -dependen t and a function of the sampling 
theorem . [1,2]
3. A fter amplification of the signal with transform er 
(6), the output voltage will be raised  to about 50 V.
4. With current transform er (7), the current signal will 
be transform ed, and afterw ards will be converted using 
current/voltage converter (8).
5. The Band pass filter will suppress unwanted 50 Hz 
component and amplifier (10) will amplify the signal.
6. The signal with frequency F} + FoJfset (i.e. 200005 
Hz) will come to the m ix e r(ll) .
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7. The Mixer is supplied with a square wave signal 
with frequency F], produced from the programmable
divisor. [2]
Fp  _  1 REF CLK
l ~ MDIV + l
Equation 25: The output frequency of the programmable divisor
Fj -  The output frequency of the programmable divisor 
MDIV -  Division ratio ( adjustable from 10 -  100)
For the above example:
_ 200000000//Z _ 200000//z 
1 99+1
NOTE: The resulting frequency after the m ixer will be:
^RESU LTIN G  ~  ^ D D S  O UT ~  = 1^ + ^ O F F S E T  ~  ~  ^ O F F S E T
Equation 26: Resulting frequency after mixer
For the above example:
F r e s u l t i n g  ~  200000/Zz -  200005//z = 5Hz
The programmable divisor frequency must be selected  so 
that the resulting frequency after the mixer is within the 
following values (band pass filter l-10H z):
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1 ^ FRESULTING ^   ^O H z  .
8. Only a Foffsei (approxim ately 5 Hz) signal is the 
output from the mixer.
9. This signal will be filtered (band pass filte rl -  10 
Hz)
10. After amplification, the signal is converted to a 
digital signal via an ADC.
11. The ADC can be realised as a low -sam pling rate, 
high-resolution converter (with about a 100 kHz 
sampling rate).
12. Through some interface logic the ADC is 
connected to the controller.
13. In the controller, the m easurem ent resu lts are
evaluated.
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14. A PC will be connected via RS 232.
Hardware design show in the Figure 55 -  Scheme of the 
hardw are system  must have the following p ro p erties:
• Ability to accurate generate  the high frequency 
voltage signal which will be used for capacitive 
coupling.
• Ability to accurate m easure very  low level current 
signals ( range of 1 pA))
• Ability to filter out system  disturbances (almost 50 Hz 
and corresponding harmonics)
• Simple and low cost hardw are solution
• Recording capability for research  purpose
Two contradictory facts are facing the application problem:
1. A high frequency signal is needed for be tte r capacitive 
coupling and induction of the higher m easurem ent 
current.
2. A lower frequency signal is needed for more accurate, 
sensitive and easier current m easurem ent.
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One of the innovative solutions in the p resen ted  hardw are 
design is special filtering of the m easured signal using the 
offset frequency Foffset (typically about 5Hz).
One of the application problem s is the very  strong disturbances 
of the system  and the very  weak measuring signal. A premium 
idea to solve these  problem s is to use a signal generated  with 
frequency FDDS o u t  = ^  + Foffset w here the offset frequency is
about 5 Hz. For the capacitive coupling at such a frequency 
signal will be used. High sensitivity and accuracy of the 
m easurem ent will be achieved after deducting this signal to 
m easure only signal with offset frequency (very narrow  band 
m easurem ent). Such m easuring of the almost DC signal (about 
5 Hz) can be made very accurate and high sensitivity of the 
m easurem ent can be achieved. Such method will be able to 
de tect currents which are in the range of 1 pA/V. Such 
sensitivity will be needed to detect the difference betw een 
solid and broken contacts and also be able to de tect w eak 
contact "with help of mechanical vibrations".
As can be seen in the Figure 55 two separate  circuits are used 
for generation of the signal and for m easurem ent sensing. This 
requirem ent is explained in the Chapter 2; section 3.2.4.
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The following innovations have been developed in the 
hardw are design:
o Two separate  circuits (allow m easuring of the 
parallel conductors) 
o Special filtering of the signal with offset 
frequency
o Very accurate generation and m easurem ent of 
the low level signal 
o Using high frequency for capacitive coupling 
o Using about 5 Hz for accurate m easurem ent 
(almost DC) 
o filtering of the power signal d isturbances 
o low cost hardw are
With this hardw are, it will be possible to investigate the 
influence of different coupler geom etry and different te s t signal 
frequencies. The feasibility of the entire method under 
practical conditions will be investigated.
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7.6 Mechanical Vibration generator
One of the biggest practical problem s in electrical substations 
is weak contacts at the secondary term inals. W eak contacts in 
the control and especially in the current circuits can be very  
dangerous.
Using the method of capacitance coupling described above, it 
will be possible to detect solid or broken closed or open only. 
For weak contact the idea is to use m echanical vibrations 
(superimposing) to cause weak contacts to change state  from 
open to closed and to detect this change by m easuring the 
current change. This idea will be investigated using above­
described hardw are, improved with a vibration feature. This 
will be a topic for further research  and will be a com plem entary 
part of the PhD thesis.
The m echanical vibrations will be researched  using simple 
m echanical movem ent of the conductors or using separa te  
vibration generators.
The frequency of the superim posed mechanical vibrations is a 
topic that must be investigated. T he vibrations will be used to 
transfer m echanical energy into the electrical contact and so 
provoke movement. While moving the electrical contact, the
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c u r r e n t  will c h a n g e  f ro m  z e ro  c u r r e n t  to  a p ic k -u p  c u r re n t ,  
w h ich  c a n  b e  r e c o r d e d  and  u s e d  a s  t r i g g e r  c r i t e r ia  for 
e le c t r ic a l  c o n ta c t  eva lua tion .













Figure 56 -  Basic Hardware Scheme with Mechanical Vibration
Generator
T h e  m e th o d  u s e d  in th is  r e s e a r c h  m u s t  s a t i s fy  c e r ta in  
c o n d i t io n s  re g a rd in g  p ra c t ic a b i l i ty  an d  u s a g e  o f th e  t e s t  d ev ice :
• Low  c o s t
• Sm all (handhold) s ize
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• Simple to use
The m ethod for injecting mechanical vibrations into the 
contacts will be by the use of mechanical p ressu re  through 
sensors. In this case no ex tra  mechanical vibration generato r 
m ust be used. Specific m echanical construction (catch clamps) 
of the sensors will allow mechanical movem ent of the 
conductors.
7.7 Summary about Hardware
In Chapter 7 the general hardw are design was explained. 
Requirem ents for the hardw are design are to make a low -cost, 
light-w eight portable device which can be used for research  
and investigation of the m easuring principle. T he hardw are will 
be a combination of the high-frequency generator and the very  
narrow  band accurate m easurem ent which is connected to the 
te s t object via capacitive coupler. The explanation about 
se lec ted  capacitive coupler construction was clarified.
Figure 55 -  Scheme of the hardw are system  shows the basic 
hardw are design which incorporates the following inventions 
and functions:
» Separate circuits for signal generation m easurem ent 
that will allow detection of the broken contact 
detection as explained before.
• Very accurate and sensitive current m easurem ent 
with innovative filtering m ethod using offset 
frequency
• Simple hardw are design idea
• Flexible solution for resea rch  purpose
A further idea about connecting the mechanical vibration 
generato r to the tes ted  term inal to provoke weak contact 
moving was presen ted  (see Figure 56).
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Chapter 8__________________________
8. Experimental Hardware Prototype
A prototype was developed based on hardw are described in 
C hapter 7, section 7.5.
The experim ental hardw are which will be used for research  in 
this thesis, m ust have some advanced and flexible features. 
T hese  capabilities will be not necessarily  be part of a later 
comercial product.
The experim ental hardw are must have the following capability:
• Recording capability with possibility to record  m easuring 
signals
• Online m easurem ent of the current peak
• Adjustable param eters regarding:
o Signal Frequency 
o Sampling length 




In this chapter, the construction of the experim ental hardw are 
will be explained. Further, the problem s with the first 
developed hardw are prototype, and the functional 
im provem ents required, will be discussed.
8.1 Hardware Prototype -  Technical Specification and 
Explanations
The basic technical specification of the experim ental hardw are 
prototype is displayed in the following table:
External Pow er supply 220 V ; 50 Hz
Internal Pow er supply + / -  5V
Acquisition length 10 -  10000 Samples
Narrow band filtering 1 -  10 Hz
Default offset frequency 5 Hz
Signal frequency (DDS-frequency) Adjustable 0 - 3  MHz ; Accuracy 0.5 Hz
Quartz sampling rate 20 MHz
ADC converter sampling ra te 100 kHz
Current m easurem ent sensitivity - 1 0  nA
PC communication RS232 (57600 Baud, 8 Bit, No parity, 1 Stop bit
Controlling Software T era  T erm  Pro V2.3
Table 10: Technical specification -  Hardware
The following figure show s the developed hardw are module.
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Figure 57-Basic module of the hardware prototype
T h e  co m m u n ica tio n  w ith  th e  m odu le  w o rk s  via th e  c o m m o n  
s e r ia l  R S 232  in te r fa c e  (5 7 6 0 0  B aud, 8 Bit, no  par ity ,  1 s to p  bit) 
by  m e a n s  of a  te rm in a l  p ro g ra m  T e r a  T e r m  P ro  V2.3.
T h e  s o f tw a re  c o n t ro ls  th e  s e le c t io n  of th e  ad ju s ta b le  
p a r a m e te r s  and  g iv e s  in fo rm a tion  ab o u t th e  c u r r e n t  s ta tu s  of 
th e  d e v ice .  In th e  fo llow ing  f igu re  th e  u s e r  in te r f a c e  fo r  
a d ju s t in g  v a r ia b le  p a r a m e te r s  of th e  d ev ice  c a n  be  s e e n :
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Fie Ed* Setup Control Window Help
Figure 58 -  User interface for the experimental hardware
prototype
A---.: S ta r t s  acqu is i t ion . P r e s s in g  the  o n b o a rd  k e y  will t r ig g e r  
th e  s t a r t  of th e  re c o rd in g .  T h e  a c q u i re d  s a m p le s  a re  s to r e d  in 
o n b o a rd  m e m o ry .  A f te r  th e  fina lisa tion  of the  acq u is i t io n  the  
s a m p le s  a r e  s e n t  ou t to  th e  R S 232  a s  ASCII t e x t  and  can  be 
r e c o r d e d  and  s to r e d  to  a file. T h e  r e s u l t s  a r e  a n a ly s e d  using  
E xce l.
L-” .: A d ju s ts  th e  le n g th  of th e  acqu is i t ion  in s a m p le s .  T h e  
re s u l t in g  d u ra t io n  of th e  r e c o r d e d  signal (in s e c o n d s )  d e p e n d s  
a lso  on th e  s e t t in g  of th e  d e c im a t io n  fa c to r  F  and  th e  s e t t in g  of 
th e  sam p lin g  f r e q u e n c y  ( R an g e  10 -  10000  S am p les )
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F---..: Sets decimation factor F. With F se t to 3 only every 3rd 
sample from the detector goes to memory. This decreases 
virtually the sampling frequency by a factor of three.
M-**..: Divider factor adjusts the oscillator frequency for the 
m ixer in the RX-path. The oscillator frequency can be derived
F
according to Chapter 7, section 7.5, Equation 25: R  _  r e f _ c l k
1 M + 1
Example:. M=199 leads to a oscillator frequency at the m ixer
input of 100kHz. ( F, = ^ ^ - ^ -  = \00kHz)
1 199 + 1
D---..: Sets the DDS frequency in Hz (This is the generator 
frequency of the signal in the TX-path).
The actual settings and the actual m easured value of the peak 
detector are displayed.
Peak: Peak shows peak value of the current m easured by te s t 
device. This can be monitored online while m easuring. The 
value of the peak will detect difference betw een close and open
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contact. The peak value is very  important for the m easurem ent 
m ethod and further explanation is provided’
EXPLANATION ABOUT PEAK: The curren t of the receiver 
e lectrodes is converted to a voltage and amplified in the first 
state . Further the voltage signal is forw arded to the m ixer 
which is fed by an oscillator having a small frequency offset 
relative to the frequency of the receiving signal (i.e. 200 kHz 
+ 5Hz). The signal component at the frequency difference 
(offset in the example 5 Hz) is filtered and amplified before it is 
A C-coupled to a sigma delta A D -converter running at a 
sampling frequency of approxim ately 1 kHz. The AC coupling 
has the advantage of rem oving all offsets in the signal path. 
The sigma delta converter itself contains a high pass filter for 
the digital domain (cu t-o ff below approxim ately 1 Hz). The 
sampled signal is the forw arded to a micro controller which 
handles memory allocation for capture of transient signals, 
rectifies the sampled signal and m easures the "peak" value 
over period of approxim ately 100 ms. The peak value is 
displayed via RS232 on a terminal. The scaling betw een the 
displayed peak value and the real current through receiver 
e lectrodes will be experim entally derived. For the capture of 
transien t signals it is possible to se t a decimation factor which
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e n a b le s  a lo n g e r  acqu is i t ion  tim e  a t  th e  e x p e n s e  of a le s s  
a c c u r a te  sam p ling  of th e  signal.
8.1.1 Testing of the first hardware prototype
A fte r  c o m p le tio n  of th e  f i r s t  p ro to ty p e ,  s e v e r a l  t e s t s  w e re  
p e r fo rm e d  to  t e s t  th e  b as ic  capab ili ty  of th e  h a rd w a re  m odule . 
All t e s t s  w e r e  p e r fo rm e d  us ing  an  o s c i l la to r  f r e q u e n c y  of 100 
kHz; th e  o f f s e t  f r e q u e n c y  w a s  5 Hz.
T h e  follow ing  m e a s u r e m e n t s  w ith  th e  e x p e r im e n ta l  h a rd w a re  
h a v e  b e e n  p e r fo rm e d :
• Measurement 1. ; W ithout c o n n e c te d  c o u p le r s :
o D e te c to r  s h o w s  a p e a k  va lue  of 138 (S ee  f igure
below , v a lu e  in th e  le ft b o tto m  c o rn e r )
Fie £d* Se*i*> Cfirtiol Window Help
[3
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Figure 59: Current peak measurement without connected 
sensors -  first hardware prototype
• Measurement 2. • C o u p le rs  a re  c o n n e c te d  a t  th e  solid 
te rm in a l  c o n tac t .  (S ee  f igu re  be low )
Closed terminal bridge










Figure 61: Measurement 2 -  close terminal bridge -  solid contact
o D e te c to r  s h o w s  a p e a k  va lue  o f  a p p ro x im a te ly  324  
(S ee  f ig u re  be low , va lue  in th e  le f t  b o t to m  c o rn e r )
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Teim C0M1 VTMMH
E te Edit S etup  Contiol W indow Help
TECOm - User-Temp1a te VI 0-09-07-2002
A . Start Vector Acquisition 
L . Set Acquisition Length (Samples)
F Set Decimation Factor for Acquisition
M Set MDiv (fmix = 20MHz/(MDiv+1)
D ... Set DDSFreq in Hz
1 ... Set ADC CR1
2 .. Set ADC CR2
3 ... Set ADC CR3
Current Values. DDS:100005Hz MDiv 199. OffsetFreq. SHz 
ADCCR1 0x0124 ADCCR2 0x0 3080 ADCCR3 0x0c7 
AcquLength 1000 Samples Decimation Factor: 5
E
y
Figure 62: Current peak m easurem ent with connected sensors to
solid terminal contact
Open terminal bridge
Measurement 3.: C o u p le rs  a r e  c o n n e c te d  to  th e  b ro k e n  
te rm in a l  c o n ta c t  (O p e n e d  te rm in a l  b r id g e  s e e  f igu re  
be low ).










Vi Broken terminal 
contact
r
Figure 64: Measurement 3 -  Open terminal bridge -  broken
contact
o D e te c to r  s h o w s  a p e a k  va lue  o f 4 1 7  (S ee  F ig u re  65, 
va lue  in th e  le ft b o t to m  c o rn e r )
Eite £<# Setup Cflntiol Itfndow  Help
Figure 65: Current peak measurement with sensors connected to 
the broken (open) terminal contact-First hardware prototype
TECOOl - User-Template VI.0-09-07-2002
Start Vector Acquisition
Set Acquisition Length (Samples)
Set Decimation Factor for Acquisition 
Set MDiv (fmix = 20MHz/(MDiv+l)
Set DDSFreq in Hz 
Set ADC CR1 
Set ADC CR2 
Set ADC CR3 
sleet
Current Values: DDS:100005Hz. MDiw: 199. < 
ADCCR1.0x0124 ADCCR2:0x03080 ADCCR3.0x0c7 
AcquLength: 1000 Samples Decimation 1
Peak:  0 0 4 1 ' |
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8.1.2 Summary about measurement with first hardware 
prototype
M easuring Nr. M easuring Case Peak Current Value
1 Without Couplers 138
2 Solid terminal contact 324
3 Broken terminal contact 417
Table 11: Mesurement of the first hardware prototype
As can be seen  from table 11, the delta peak value (as 
explained below) betw een m easurem ents of the solid terminal 
contact and broken terminal contact is 93.
A = (PeakBrokenContact- PeakSolidContact) = 417-324= 93
Equation 27: Delta peak value with first hardware prototype
Sensitivity of the m easurem ent can be calculated as :
. . .  PeakBrokenContact 417 . .Msensitivity = ------------------------------= ------- ~1 .3
PeakSolidContact 324
Equation 28: Hardware measurment sensitivity
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This value is very  important for the feature te s t device. This 
value is main criteria which will be used to detect difference 
betw een solid and broken contact.
The resu lt of the m easurem ents with the first hardw are 
prototype has not been satisfactory. Especially the delta peak 
value betw een current peak on solid and broken contact 
(m easurem ent sensitivity) was too low and the peak value 
detected  without connected te s t object was too high.
8.1.3 Problems with the First Hardware Prototype
The following problem s have been detected  with first hardw are 
prototype:
• Stability problem of TX amplifier
• Direct coupling of TX path with RX path
• Undefined offset/bias behaviour of the first sta te  in the 
RX path
• Passband frequency of T X -filter too low - approxim ately. 
1MHz
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• High virtual m easured peak current without connected 
couplers
• Delta peak value too small betw een open and close 
contact (low m easurem ent sensitivity)
In the following m easurem ents (see Table 12 and Figure 66) 
with different signal frequencies and disconnected couplers the 
above described problem s can be seen. Without connected 
couplers the m easurem ent will m easure virtual current (peak) 
caused by direct coupling betw een TX and RX path. 
M easurem ents without connected couplers w ere made to 
evaluate capacitive coupling betw een TX and RX path of the 
hardw are. A frequency sw eep from 50 kHz to about 4 MHz has 












50005 399 50000 5,000 125
60065 332 60060,06006 4,940 140
69935 285 69930,06993 4,930 145
80005 249 80000 5,000 180
90095 221 90090,09009 4,910 155
100005 199 100000 5,000 50
109895 181 109890,1099 4,890 135
119766 166 119760,479 5,521 125
129875 153 129870,1299 4,870 110
139865 142 139860,1399 4,860 100
150381 132 150375,9398 5,060 85
160005 124 160000 5,000 65
169497 117 169491,5254 5,475 45
180185 110 180180,1802 4,820 30
190482 104 190476,1905 5,810 35
200005 99 200000 5,000 55
210532 94 210526,3158 5,684 85
219786 90 219780,2198 5,780 125
229890 86 229885,0575 4,943 275
240969 82 240963,8554 5,145 540
250005 79 250000 5,000 270
298513 66 298507,4627 5,537 55
444450 44 444444,4444 5,556 150
500005 39 500000 5,000 175
555561 35 555555,5556 5,444 200
606066 32 606060,6061 5,394 230
689660 28 689655,1724 4,828 280
800005 24 800000 5,000 320
909096 21 909090,9091 5,091 480
1000005 19 1000000 5,000 360
1176476 16 1176470,588 5,412 350
1538467 12 1538461,538 5,462 242
1818187 10 1818181,818 5,182 15
2000005 9 2000000 5,000 15
2500005 7 2500000 5,000 25
2857148 6 2857142,857 5,143 30
3333338 5 3333333,333 4,667 27
4000005 4 4000000 5,000 26
Table 12: Measurement of the peak value without connected 
sensors with frequency sweep between 50kHz and 4 MHz
Graphical representation  of the m easurem ent resu lts  can be
seen  in the figure below.
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110 140 169 200 230 299 556 800  1176 2000  3333
Frequency (kHz)
Figure 66: Capacitive coupling and dissipation of the hardware 
prototype without connected sensors
A s can  b e  s e e n  f ro m  th e  g ra p h  ab o v e  s o m e  f r e q u e n c ie s  a re  
sh o w in g  h igh p e a k  v a lu e  i.e. 2 20  -  2 50  kH z o r  6 9 0  k H z -  1.2 
MHz. T h e  r e a s o n  is  r e s o n a n t  e f f e c t s  a t  sp ec if ic  f r e q u e n c ie s  
and  d i r e c t  coup ling  b e t w e e n  TX  and  RX path .
T h e  p ro b le m  of th e  p a s s  b an d  f il te r  f r e q u e n c y  of 1 MHz can  be  
s e e n  th a t  all p e a k  v a lu e s  a b o v e  1.2 MHz a r e  c u t -o f f .  
F r e q u e n c ie s  in th e  r a n g e  f ro m  100 to  20 0  kH z a re  sh o w in g  
r e la t iv e  low  c a p a c i t iv e  d is s ip a t io n  w ithou t c o n n e c te d  c o u p le rs .
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8.1.4 Improvements of the hardw are prototype
To improve the hardw are behaviour and correct the above 
described problems, the following hardw are im provements 
have been made:
• Stability problem of TX amplifier:
Additional decoupling, in the TX amplifier output to the 
TX coil was added to decouple reactive load. This 
prevents the amplifier from oscillating.
• Direct coupling of TX path with RX path
One of the main problem s of the first hardw are prototype 
was a coupling from the TX - (high signal level) to the 
RX-path (high sensitivity, small level). The dominant part 
of this coupling occurs across the common power supply 
+ /-5V . A strict separation of the pow er supplies 
betw een TX - and RX-path is essential and will help to 
achieve be tte r results.
Additionally, additional shielding of the RX paths has 
been provided. Furtherm ore, improvement of the 
decoupling circuits, especially from the pow er supply has 
been made.
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Unfortunately, the shielding of the RX-path had not 
showed positive effects. The coupling problem  becom es 
sm aller, but is still present.
• Undefined offset/bias behaviour of the first sta te  in the 
RX path
To solve this problem an additional regulation circuit for 
proper adjustm ents of the bias values was provided. The 
oscillator signal level, which is feeding the mixer, was 
improved.
• The passband frequency of the T X -filter was changed 
from approxim ately 1MHz to. 4.5MHz
• High virtual m easured peak current without connected
couplers
Direct coupling of TX path with RX path produce a virtual 
peak current, as displayed in the previous section, which 
has a peak of 138 without connected capacitance 
couplers. The shielding of the RX-path did not show 
positive effects.
Further the m athematical calibration of this value will be 
investigated.
• Delta peak value too small betw een open and close
contact (low m easurem ent sensitivity)
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T here are several reasons for the small delta peak m easuring 
level betw een open and close contacts'
o High virtual curren t without connected conductors 
o Weak capacitive coupling betw een conductor and 
couplers 
o Stray capacitances too high
o Problem s in the hardw are construction (described 
above)
Weak capacitive coupling and high stray  capacitances 
are mostly caused by the construction of the capacitive 
couplers. In the following section the improvement of 
the couplers will be explained.
8.1.4.1 Problems with couplers
Different positions of the coupler relative to the conductor 
during m easurem ent have been investigated.
M easurem ents w ere made with different sensor positions 
relative to the conductor (geom etry influence) See Figure 67.
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Measurement 3 
Measurement 1 Measurement 2
O^JO
Conductors
Figure 67: Position of the sensors for average measurement
F u r th e r  in th e  tab le  be low , th e  m e a s u r e m e n t  of th e  a v e ra g e  
p e a k  va lue  (w ith  d i f fe re n t  c o u p le r s  pos ition )  w ith  th e  b ro k e n  
c o n ta c t  and  a v e r a g e  p e a k  v a lu e  w ith  th e  solid  c o n ta c t  h a s  b e e n  
p r e s e n te d .
M easurem . B roken  













100005 350 660 620 543 220 280 340 280 263 1,9
Table 13: Influence of the coupler position on the peak
measurement
A s can  b e  s e e n  d if fe re n t  v a lu e s  a re  m e a s u re d ,  d e p e n d e n t  on 
th e  c o u p le r  pos it io n  to  th e  c o n d u c to rs .
T h e  m ain  r e a s o n  fo r  su ch  p h e n o m e n a  (d if fe re n t  m e a s u re m e n t  
r e s u l t s  w hich  a r e  d e p en d in g  on th e  c o u p le r  r e la t iv e  p o s it io n  to
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the conductor) is the non-optim al construction of the capacitive 
couplers (Sensors and electrodes). The general screening 
problem  on the capacitive couplers w as detected. The 
dissipation (stray) capacitance was very  high, which is the main 
cause of the coupler positions affecting the m easuring values.
The following weak points in the coupler construction are 
pointed out:
1. Non-optimal screening of the m easurem ent cables
o High frequency signals and very sensitive 
m easurem ents are influenced by the stray  
radiation (non-optim al screened  generator and 
m easurem ent cables) and the m easurem ent was 
very  dependent of the coupler position.
2. Weak varnish insulation betw een couplers and their 
screen
o Weak varnish insulation does not produce good 
capacitive coupling. Additionally, several tim es 
short circuits betw een the couplers and 
corresponding screen  occurred during 
m easurem ent.
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3. N o n -o p t im a l  c o n n e c t io n s  b e tw e e n  c a b le s  s c r e e n s  and  
c o n d u c to r  s c r e e n s
o C o n n ec t io n  o f  all s c r e e n s  (cab le  s c r e e n s  and  
c o u p le r  s c r e e n s )  to  o n e  p o te n t ia l  w a s  n o t 
p e r fo rm e d  p ro p e r ly .  T h is  h ad  an  in f luence  on th e  
d i s tu rb a n c e s  in th e  m e a s u r e m e n t  s ignals .
In th e  f igu re  b e lo w  a re  p o in ted ,  w e a k  p o in ts  in th e  c o n s t ru c t io n  
of th e  c o u p le rs :
Weak connection of the 
conductors and coupler 
screens
Not optim al screening 
o f the m easurement 
conductors
Figure 68: Problems with couplers
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8.1.4.2 Couplers improvement
T h e  follow ing  im p ro v e m e n ts  w e r e  m a d e  in th e  c o n s tru c t io n  of 
th e  c o u p le rs :
• All c o n n e c t in g  c a b le s  h av e  b e e n  s c r e e n e d  p ro p e r ly ,  ( s e e  
p ic tu re  in th e  n e x t  f igu re )
• W ea k  v a rn ish  in su la t ion  h a s  b e e n  e x c h a n g e d  w ith  
in su la tion  t r a n s p a r e n t  film. T h is  will im p ro v e  p e rm itt iv i ty  
and  will p r e v e n t  s h o r t  c i rc u i ts  b e tw e e n  c o u p le r s  and  
s c r e e n .
• T h e  cab le  s c r e e n s  and  c o u p le r  s c r e e n s  a re  c o n n e c te d  
to g e th e r  to  th e  s a m e  p o ten tia l ,  ( s e e  p ic tu re  in F ig u re  69)








BE (Connecting of all 
screens to the 
HtSj ^ -i one potential
Figure 69: Coupler improvements
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The described improvements of the couplers will have the 
following influences on the m easurem ent method-
• b e tte r capacitive coupling will cause larger current 
(easier m easurem ent)
• lower stray  (dissipation) capacitance will force more 
accurate and sensitive m easurem ent
• low influence of the coupler position on the m easurem ent 
will cause more stable m easurem ent resu lts
8.1.4.3 Compensation of the stray  capacitances
The current which is m easured without couplers connected to 
the te s t object is caused by the following reasons:
• Direct coupling of TX path with RX path in the hardw are:
• Stray capacitances (dissipation) betw een
o generator and sensing couplers 
o couplers and screen  
As has been described in the section 8.1.4, the shielding of the 
RX-path had not showed positive effects. The direct coupling 
problem  betw een TX and RX path, becom es smaller, but still 
present.
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In th e  s e c t io n  8 .1 .4  th e  id e a  a b o u t  m a th e m a t ic a l  ca l ib ra t io n  of 
th e  c u r r e n t  c a u s e d  b y  e f f e c t s  p r e s e n te d  a b o v e  w a s  g iven . T h e  
v a lu e  of th e  p e a k  w h ich  is m e a s u r e d  w ithou t c o u p le r s  
c o n n e c te d  to  th e  t e s t  o b je c t  (m e a s u re m e n t  w ith  c o u p le r s  in th e  
air)  will b e  s u b t r a c t e d  f ro m  th e  p e a k  v a lu e s  m e a s u r e d  by  o p en  
and  c lo se  c o n ta c ts .
N e w  e n t r i e s  in th e  u s e r  in t e r f a c e  m e n u  a r e  d e v e lo p e d '
l^ jEnEEBSIIIElM
Fie Edit Setup Control Window He*)
please select
Ru: in Absolute Mode 
|Current Values: DDS:100005Hz, HDiv: 199, OffsetFreq:
Decimation Factor: 5 AcquTime:AcquLength: 1000 Samples
TEC001 - User-Template VI.8 @ 13-03-2004
Pear: : C u l l
Set MDiv (fmix m ;
Set DDSFreq in Hz 
Set Acquisition Length (Samples)
Set Decimation Factor for Acquisition 
Start Acquisition 
Set calibration value 
Calibration switch off
2 0 M Hz/(M Div+l)
DSC
3.lsec
Figure 70: New user interface
C -  S w itch  to c a l ib ra t io n  m o d e  and  u s e s  th e  c u r r e n t  p e a k  va lue  
a s  th e  ca l ib ra t io n  o f fse t .  C u r re n t  p e a k  is s u b t r a c te d  f rom  the  
ac tu a l  p e a k  and  d is p la y e d  a s  c o r r e c t e d  p e a k  va lu e  
U -  S w itch  b a c k  to  th e  n o rm a l  m o d e  
EXAMPLE:
• M e a s u re m e n t  f r e q u e n c y  2 0 0 0 0 5  Hz
• M e a s u re d  p e a k  v a lu e  -  c o n ta c t  o p e n  -  1680
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M easured peak value -  contact closed -  840 
A= (PeakBrokenContact-PeakSolidContact)=1680—840=840
. . .  PeakBrokenContact 1680
M sensitivity = ---------------------------- = -------- = 2.00
PeakSolidContact 840
• Coupler rem oved from conductor and calibration 
perform ed->  CP calibration offset = 940
• Coupler again connected to the conductor
• M easured peak value -  contact open -  920 (with 
calibration on)
• M easured peak value -  contact closed -  3 (with 
calibration on)
• A= [PeakBrokenContact—PeakSolidContact) = 920-3 = 917
. . .  PeakBrokenContact 920M sensitivity = ----------------------------=  = 306.6
PeakSolidContact 3
As can be seen in the example above, using the calibration 
does not have big influence on the delta peak value but the 
m easuring sensitivity is greatly  increased.
Hardware prototype has two m odes of m easurem ent;
1. Online peak monitoring mode via PC u se r interface
2. Acquisition mode which saves recorded  signal for later 
post processing.
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The described  calibration mode can be activated in the online 
peak monitoring mode only, and it does not affect the 
acquisition (recording) mode.
8.1.5 Testing of the improved hardw are prototype
A fter the completing the described improvements, the 
hardw are perform ance w as tes ted  and the resu lts showed a 
level construction for fu rther research .
Similar to the first hardw are prototype, all te s ts  w ere 
perform ed at an ADC oscillator frequency of 100 kHz, offset 
frequency 5 Hz
The sam e te s ts  as for the first hardw are prototype w ere 
perform ed:
• M easurem ent 1. : Couplers are not connected:
o D etector show s a value of approxim ately 114
The peak level (due to dissipation) without connected sensors 
dropped, in com parison with the old hardw are, from appr.138 
on appr.114. The reason  for such a small drop (improvement) 
is still due to coupling p resen t betw een the TX and RX path.
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P e a k  leve l w ith o u t  c o n n e c te d  c o u p le r s  sh o u ld  b e  z e ro  and  
h a r d w a r e  im p ro v e m e n t  did n o t  s h o w e d  s a t i s f a c to r y  r e s u l t s .
T o  c o m p e n s a te  fo r  th is  e f fe c t ,  th e  ca l ib ra t io n  d e s c r ib e d  in th e  
s e c t io n  8 .1 .4 .3  is  p e r fo rm e d .  T h e  p e a k  va lue  w ith o u t 
c o n n e c te d  c o u p le r s  (v ir tua l p eak )  can  be  c a l ib ra te d  
( c o m p e n s a te d )  y ie ld ing  a n e w  va lu e  of 4, s e e  f igu re  below :
Fde Ed* Setup  Contiol Window Help
■ j
• ;  ;
■ :
v  . . .
please select
Running in Calibration Mode: Cal-Offset = 118
Current Values: DDS:100005Hz, MDiv: 199, OffsetFreq: 5Hz
AcquLength: 1000 Samples Decimation Factor: 5 AcquTime:
Peak: 00004T u
Figure 71: Calibration mode
• Measuring 2. : C o u p le r s  a re  c o n n e c te d  to  a solid  te rm in a l  
c o n ta c t  (S ee  F ig u re  60: M e a s u re m e n t  of th e  solid  te rm in a l  
c o n ta c t  w ith  C lo s e d  te rm in a l  b r idge)
o D e te c to r  s h o w s  a va lue  of a p p ro x im a te ly  3 0 0
• Measurement 3.: C o u p le r s  a r e  c o n n e c te d  to  th e  b ro k e n  
te rm in a l  c o n ta c t  (O p e n e d  te rm in a l  b r id g e  s e e  F ig u re  63:
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M easurem ent of the broken terminal contact with opened 
term inal bridge).
o D etector shows a peak value of approxim ately 680
8.1.6 Summary about measuring with improved hardware 
prototype
M easuring Nr. M easuring Case Peak Current Value
1 Without Sensors 114
2 Solid terminal contact 300
3 Broken terminal contact 680
Table 14*.Measuring of the first hardware prototype
As can be seen from Table 14, the delta peak value betw een 
m easurem ent at solid terminal contact and broken terminal 
contact is approxim ately 380.
A = (PeakBrokenContact-PeakSolidContact) =680-300 =380
Equation 29: Delta peak value with improved hardware
prototype
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The sensitivity of the m easurem ent can be calculated as:
. . .  PeakBrokenContact 680 _ _Msensitivity = ------------------------------= ------- ~  2.7
PeakSol idContact 300
Equation 30: Hardware measuring sensitivity -Im proved
hardw are
The sensitivity of the device improved significantly in 
comparison with the first hardw are prototype.
In the following table can be seen  com parisons betw een 
m easurem ents made with the first and improved hardw are 
prototypes.
Case First HW Improved HW
Without Sensors 134 114
Solid Contact 328 300
Broken Contact 417 680
Delta 93 380
Sensitivity 1.3 2.7
Table 15 Com parison of the first and improved hardw are
prototype
A real improvement of the hardw are can be seen  when the 
calibration function is used. The difference betw een the solid
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Improved HW with 
calibration ON
Without Sensors 114 0
Solid Contact 300 10
Broken Contact 680 370
Delta 380 360
Sensitivity 2.7 36.0
Table 16: Impact of calibration function 
8.1.7 Conclusions about Hardware Prototype.
The major task  for developing hardw are prototype is to help 
resea rch  and investigation of the new testing method for 
electrical contacts evaluation described  in this thesis.
This hardw are prototype is re sea rch  hardw are only. For later 
commercial product design many parts m ust be changed and 
simplified. Further resea rch  will be defined in the conclusion of 
the direction and requirem ents on the future product 
development. The features, e.g. recording of the signal for 
exam ple, will not be needed in the commercial product at all.
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A s a t i s f a c to ry  le v e l  of th e  h a rd w a re  p e r fo rm a n c e  w a s  
ac h ie v e d ,  a l th o u g h  th e  p ro b le m  of coup ling  b e tw e e n  TX and  RX 
p a th  w a s  n o t  so lv e d  co m p le te ly .  F u tu re  h a rd w a re  
im p ro v e m e n ts  m igh t b e  p o s s ib le  by  so m e  a v e ra g in g  a lg o r i th m s  
w h ich  ca n  be  d o n e  in th e  FPG A  (h a rd w a re - s o lu t io n )  o r  in th e  
m i c r o - c o n t r o l l e r  ( s o f tw a re - s o lu t io n ) .
8.2 Evaluation of the Theoretical Investigations with developed 
hardware
In th is  s e c t io n  th e  h a r d w a r e  p r o to ty p e  will be  u s e d  fo r  
e v a lu a t io n  of th e  m a th e m a t ic a l  and  M ATLAB s im u la tions  
d e s c r ib e d  in th e  C h a p te r  6.
T h e  MATLAB s im u la t io n s  a r e  fu n c tio n s  Im = / ( Z )  w hich  
d e s c r ib e s  th e  c u r r e n t  flow  th ro u g h  th e  c o n ta c t  im p e d a n c e  






Figure 72: MATLAB Simulation at 1 MHz and 1MQ.
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The hardw are prototype m easures the current peak value 
scaled to the TX voltage only and not the current Im. As was 
explained in the section 8.1, the peak value is m easured as the 
peak of the average digital value of the voltage signal after AD 
converter. In the following section the relationship betw een 
current Im and peak value will be made. For this calculation the 
couplers capacitance m ust be known or m easured. In our 
experim ent the couplers will be simulated with defined known 
capacitances.
The following experim ental setup was used:
• G enerator is coupled with capacitors 4 x lp F  (2 x 2 in 
series) and approxim ately 15 cm tw isted pair wire.
• Sensor is coupled with capacitors 4 x lp F  (2 x 2 in 
series) and approxim ately 15 cm tw isted pair wire.
• Signal frequency 200005 Hz
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Figure 73: Experiment setup -  Evaluataion of the theoretical
investigation
Ccs~ Coupling  c a p a c i t a n c e s  -  m e a s u r e m e n t  
CCG~ C oupling  c a p a c i t a n c e s  -  g e n e r a to r  
Z -  C o n ta c t  im p e d a n c e
• M e a s u re m e n t  1 -  S im ula tion  of th e  p a ra s i t ic  coup ling  of 
th e  m e a s u r e m e n t  s e tu p  (c o u p le r s  in th e  air):
Coupling c a p a c i t a n c e s  from  th e  s e n s o r s  Cc5a re  
d is c o n n e c te d  ( s h o w e d  in th e  f igu re  a b o v e  w ith  line 1). IM 
is  c a u s e d  by  p a ra s i t ic  c a p a c i t a n c e s  only.
^ M l ~  ^ G  jO ^ P A R A S IT IC  ^ ^
D e te c to r  s h o w s  c u r r e n t  p e a k  va lue  of: 1205
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• M easurem ent 2: Simulation of the m easurem ent of an 
open contact ( Z = °o )
Coupling capacitance from sensors and generators are 
connected (simulation with chip capacitors 0.5 pF)
D etector shows current peak value of: 6530 
• M easurem ent 3: Simulation of the m easurem ent of a 
closed contact ( Z = 0 )
Coupling capacitance from m easuring sensors and 
generators are connected (simulation with chip 
capacitors 0.5 pF)
D etector shows peak value of: 120 
Following calculations can be made:
M easurem ent 1* IMX — I  p a r a s it ic  ^ p e a k  —1205
^M 2  ~ u GM C ,PARASITIC 12 + Cc)
M easurem ent 2: IM2 = IiPARASITIC + LSENSOR U PFAJ, = 6530PEAK
ISENSOR — UGj(oCc
f  = 200kHz
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Figure 74: Measurement of the TX -  Voltage
UG =81 Vpp (peak-peak value) see figure above
I  SENSOR ~  =  \2.7/lA
I  s e n s o r  =  U PEAK =  6530 -1205 = 5325 
=>12.7//v4 corresponds to the peak of 5325
Peak _1000 <=> 2.4
With this relationship the peak value can be related to 
the current.
This corresponds to the used signal frequency of 200 
kHz. The peak value to the measuring current function is 
linear with frequency.
M easurements with different value of the contact 
resistance can be seen in Figure 75:
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Upeak @ Upeak @ 
R(kOhm) 100kHz 200kHz
1 280 290
5, 11 280 330
2 1 ,2 290 400
1 0 0 350 1030
1 0 0 0 1300 5130
1 0 0 0 0 2485 6530
100 1000 100001
R e s i s t a n c e  in kOhm
Figure 7 5 ' Simulation of the contact resistance vs. IM
In th e  s im u la tio n s  sh o w n  in th e  F ig u re  72: M ATLAB Sim ulation  
a t  1 MHz and  \M Q .,c u r r e n t  is s c a le d  to  th e  T X -v o l t a g e  f ro m  IV. 
T h e  s im u la te d  c u r r e n t  a t  1 MHz and  1 M Q  is 0.6fiA  .
If th e  sca ling  in th e  s im u la tion  will be  c h a n g e d  to  th e  81V pp 
(from  lV p p )  th e  c u r r e n t  Im will be:
0 .6 ^ —x81F = 4 8 .6 /^
V
T h is  v a lu e  is valid  a t  1MHz. O ur m e a s u r e m e n t  w ith  h a rd w a re  is 
m a d e  w ith  a s ignal f r e q u e n c y  of 2 00  kHz. R eca lcu la t io n  from  
1MHz to th e  2 0 0  kH z will g ive :
1  MATLAB =  4 8 . 6 ^ x ^ ^ -  =  9.72Juzi a t  2 0 0  kHz 
1 MHz
I m e a s u r e d  = 12.7 / i  A a t 2 0 0  kH z
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T h e  v a lu e s  w h ich  a r e  c a lc u la te d /m e a s u re d  a r e  v e r y  c lo se  to 
e a c h  o th e r  (9 .72  and  12.7pA) and  a f te r  p r e s e n t in g  in the  
loga ri thm ic  s c a le  can  b e  s e e n  th a t  th e  t r e n d s  and  c u rv e  s lope
a re  e x a c t  c o m p a ra b le ,  ( s e e  f igu re  be low )
COMPARISON: MATLAB Simulation - Practical Measurements
—♦ — MATLAB S im ulation  
■ HW M easu re m e n t
Log. (HW M easu rem en t)  
Log. (MATLAB Sim ulation)
0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6
M  O h m
0,7 0,90,1 0,2
Figure 76: Comarison of MATLAB Simulation with practical
measurements
In conc lu s ion ,  it can  b e  s ta t e d  th a t  th e o re t ic a l  in v e s t ig a t io n s  
m a d e  e a r l ie r  in th is  th e s i s  h a v e  b e e n  p ro v e d  to  b e  c o r r e c t  with 
th e  e x p e r im e n ta l  h a rd w a re .
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8.3 Summary of the Chapter 8 -  Hardware prototype
In Chapter 8 the construction and developm ent of the hardw are 
prototype according to the schem e shown in the Figure 55, was 
perform ed. First, the hardw are prototype was described and its 
behaviour was tested . D etected problem s with the first 
hardw are prototype have been listed. Furtherm ore the 
im provem ents made on the hardw are module w ere presented. 
Additional m easurem ents and te s ts  with improved hardw are 
have been perform ed. Comparison betw een first and improved 
hardw are have been p resen ted  and explained.
Theoretical investigations of the tes t method has been 
evaluated with hardw are prototype.
The perform ance level of the hardw are behaviour was not 





The major task  of the experim ental work was to evaluate the 
resea rch  idea. The principle for detecting broken and solid 
contacts, embodied in the improved hardw are prototype 
described in the Chapter 8, will be used. The phenomena of 
broken (faulty) and solid contact must be detected  using the 
described hardw are prototype. Additional investigations about 
the te s t signal frequency m ust be perform ed. The te s t signal 
frequency which allows optimal coupling and m easured resu lts 
must be investigated for la te r use.
A real model of the te s t object (different types of substation 
term inals and conductors) w as constructed as shown in Figure 
77:
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Figure 77' Real model of the tes t object
Follow ing  to p ic s  m u s t  b e  d o n e  in s ide  of e x p e r im e n ta l  w ork :
• In v es t ig a t io n  and  s e le c t io n  of th e  t e s t  s ignal f r e q u e n c y
• In f lu en ce  of th e  b a c k g ro u n d  m e ta l p la te
• In f luence  of th e  n e ig h b o u r in g  c o n d u c to r s
• In f luence  of th e  p a ra l le l  load
• In v es t ig a t io n  of th e  in f lu en ce  of s u p e r im p o s e d  v ib ra t io n s
• D e te c t io n  of th e  w e a k  c o n ta c t
• S u c c e s s fu l  d e te c t io n  of u n k n o w n  b ro k e n  and  solid  
c o n ta c t  on th e  re a l  t e s t  o b je c t  m ode l
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9.2 Frequency Investigations
In th is  s e c t io n ,  th e  s ig n a l  f r e q u e n c y  to b e  u s e d  in the  
m e a s u r e m e n t  m e th o d  will b e  in v e s t ig a te d .
9.2.1 Measuring without connected couplers
In th e  F ig u re  78 m e a s u r e m e n t s  w ith o u t  c o n n e c te d  c o u p le r s  will 
be  p e r fo rm e d .  T h e  r e a s o n  fo r  th is  is to  in v e s t ig a te  e v e n tu a l  
cap a c i t iv e  d is s ip a t io n  co u p lin g  in s ide  of th e  e x p e r im e n ta l  
h a rd w a re .  T h e  p e a k  v a lu e  a s  th e  func tion  of th e  signal 
f re q u e n c y  is  p r e s e n te d .  (T a b le  w ith  m e a s u r e m e n t s  s e e  
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Figure 78: Variation of peak value with frequency
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A s ca n  b e  s e e n  in th e  f ig u re  a b o v e  th e  p ro b le m  of th e  coupling 
b e tw e e n  TX  and  RX p a th  is  still p r e s e n t  bu t th e  m e a su r in g  
r e s u l t s  a r e  s a t is fa c to ry .  T h e  lo w e s t  v a lu e  is m e a s u r e d  for 
f r e q u e n c ie s  in th e  r a n g e  f ro m  100 and  3 0 0  kHz and  ou t of th is  
r a n g e  th e  s e le c t io n  of th e  u s e d  f r e q u e n c y  will b e  ch o se n .
9.2.2 Measuring of the transition between open and close 
contact in term s of frequency
F o r  th e  m e a s u r e m e n t  of th e  t r a n s i t io n  b e tw e e n  b ro k e n  and 
solid  co n ta c t ,  a sp ec ia l  te rm in a l  w ith  a b r id g e  w a s  u sed .  A 
b ro k e n  te rm in a l  c o n ta c t  will b e  s im u la te d  w ith  o p e n e d  b r idge  
and  a so lid  te rm in a l  c o n ta c t  will b e  s im u la te d  w ith  a c lo se d  
te rm in a l  b r id g e  ( s e e  f igu re  be low ).
Figure 79- Open terminal bridge -  Simulation of broken contact
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Figure 80: Closed terminal bridge -  Simulation of solid contact
T h e  ta b le  b e lo w  p r e s e n t s  th e  m e a s u r e m e n t  r e s u l t s .  T h e  va lue  
of th e  p e a k  fo r  b ro k e n  c o n ta c t  and  solid  co n ta c t ,  a r e  d isp la y e d  
a s  d e l ta  p e a k  v a lu e  w ith  s e n s i t iv i ty  fac to r .
A = ( PeakBrokenContact- PeakSolidContact)
_ _ . . .  PeakBrokenContact


















50005 160 200 165 35 606,06 0 45 1 44 45,0
60065 185 270 195 75 692,31 0 75 10 65 7,5
69935 205 330 230 100 717,39 0 125 25 100 5,0
80005 229 425 270 155 787,04 5 135 15 120 9,0
90095 277 470 310 160 758,06 0 200 20 180 10,0
100005 325 570 340 230 838,24 0 295 20 275 14,8
109895 385 720 410 310 878,05 0 330 30 300 11,0
119766 431 880 490 390 897,96 10 430 30 400 14,3
129875 478 1015 550 465 922,73 5 520 35 485 14,9
139865 553 1155 580 575 995,69 10 640 45 595 14,2
150381 587 1275 620 655 1028,23 10 740 40 700 18,5
160005 652 1350 670 680 1007,46 0 700 35 665 20,0
169497 685 1420 640 780 1109,38 0 680 30 650 22,7
180185 724 1700 690 1010 1231,88 0 1000 25 975 40,0
190482 779 1800 620 1180 1451,61 0 1090 5 1085 218,0
200005 807 1950 750 1200 1300,00 0 970 5 965 194,0
210532 1002 1850 780 1070 1185,90 15 920 5 915 184,0
219786 875 1770 780 990 1134,62 10 880 5 875 176,0
229890 957 1800 730 1070 1232,88 10 670 5 665 134,0
240969 1020 1720 880 840 977,27 0 1160 5 1155 232,0
250005 985 2200 930 1270 1182,80 15 770 5 765 154,0
298513 1039 1700 780 920 1089,74 0 800 5 795 160,0
444450 813 1390 630 760 1103,17 0 550 5 545 110,0
500005 627 1150 580 570 991,38 0 400 5 395 80,0
555561 567 856 520 336 823,08 5 250 5 245 50,0
606066 513 650 450 200 722,22 0 195 5 190 39,0
689660 421 550 380 170 723,68 5 235 5 230 47,0
800005 383 495 330 165 750,00 3 130 5 125 26,0
909096 317 380 290 90 655,17 5 35 5 30 7.0
1000005 299 315 280 35 562,50 0 20 5 15 4,0
1176476 276 275 265 10 518,87 1 15 1 14 15,0
1538467 251 252 252 0 500,00 1 1 1 0 1.0
1818187 251 248 248 0 500,00 0 1 1 0 1,0
2000005 251 260 260 0 500,00 0 1 1 0 1,0
2500005 234 275 244 31 563,52 0 10 1 9 10,0
2857148 200 225 206 19 546,12 0 34 10 24 3,4
3333338 218 237 223 14 531,39 0 25 8 17 3,1
4000005 174 193 189 4 510,58 0 22 10 12 2,2
Table 17- Frequency investigation -  open close transition -  
Delta peak -  Sensitivity
PV -  Peak Value
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DPV -  D elta  P e a k  V alue
S F  -  S e n s i t iv i ty  F a c to r  (is s c a le d  by  500)
O ut o f  th e  p re v io u s  ta b le  fo llow ing  d e p e n d e n c ie s  can  be 
p r e s e n te d :
• D elta  P e a k  -  D P = f( f req u en cy )  -  s e e  fo llow ing  F ig u re  81
• S e n s i t iv i ty  F a c to r  -  S F = f( f re q u e n c y )  -  s e e  F ig u re  82




Delta P eak  - Uncalibrated 
Delta P eak  - C alibrated
400
200
F r e q u e n c y  ( k H z )
Figure 81: Frequency investigation -  Optimal frequency range -
Delta Peak (DP)
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F r e q u e n c y  ( k H z )
Figure 82' Frequency investigation -  Optimal frequency range -  
Sensitivity Factor (SF -  scaled by 500)
T h ro u g h  p re v io u s  in v e s t ig a t io n s  th e  add itional p ro b le m  of high 
cap a c i t iv e  lo ad s  w a s  d e t e c te d .  T h e  g e n e r a to r  capab ili ty  is 
unab le  to  supp ly  lo a d s  fo r  th e  f r e q u e n c ie s  a b o v e  a p p ro x im a te ly  
4 0 0  kH z -  5 00  kHz. R e c o rd in g s  of th e  v o l ta g e  s ignal b e fo re  and 
a f te r  am plif ie r  (d r iver)  s h o w  th e  following w a v e fo rm s '
!un: 500M S/S  sa m p le
r t  ]
Cl Freq 
400 .3 2 0 k H z
C3 Pk Pk 
S .84  V
cTTf' ~ 10 0 v  " M l , 0 0 p s  C Fi A  *60o~mv" 29 Mar 2004
3 iE  2 00 V 12 :47 :09
Figure 83: Generator output at 400 kHz
Figure 84: Generator output at 800 kHz
F ro m  s im ple  th e o ry ,  th e  v o l ta g e  a t  th e  d e t e c to r  shou ld  be  
d ire c t ly  p ro p o r t io n a l  to  th e  f re q u e n c y .  But w ith  th e  ex is t in g  
h a r d w a r e  th e  supp ly  c a n n o t  d e l iv e r  a c o n s ta n t  o u tp u t  leve l a t 
h ig h e r  f r e q u e n c ie s  th a t  d e c r e a s e  th e  d e t e c ta b le  va lue . T h e  
g e n e r a to r  is o v e r s t r e s s e d  a t  h igh  f r e q u e n c ie s  -  a b e t t e r  supply  
is r e q u i r e d  fo r  f r e q u e n c ie s  a b o v e  4 0 0  kHz.
O ptim um  f r e q u e n c y  is v e r y  d e p e n d a n t  on th e  p a r a m e te r s  of the  
h a rd w a re :  fo r  th e  ac tu a l  h a rd w a re  f r e q u e n c ie s  ab o v e  4 0 0  kHz 
a r e  n o t  a p p ro p r ia te  fo r  th is  in v e s t ig a t io n .  T h e  p re v io u s  
r e s e a r c h  and  l i te ra tu re  r e s e a r c h  h a v e  sh o w  th a t  th e  signal 
f r e q u e n c y  to  be  u s e d  in th is  m e th o d  m u s t  n o t  be  to o  h igh due 
to  th e  ra d ia t io n  p h e n o m e n a  and  p ro b le m s  of n e ig h b o u rin g  
c o n n e c to r s .  It w a s  s ta t e d  th a t  th e  op tim al s ignal f r e q u e n c y  
shou ld  be  p la c e d  s o m e w h e re  a ro u n d  2 0 0  kHz. F o r  th is  r e a s o n
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th e  h a rd w a re  cap a b il i t ie s  a r e  s a t i s f a c to ry  and  additional 
h a r d w a r e  im p ro v e m e n t  is n o t  n e c e s s a r y .
T h e  op tim al f r e q u e n c y  will be  s e le c te d  a s  th e  f r e q u e n c y  w hich  
g iv e s  b e s t  c ap a c i t iv e  coupling , l a rg e s t  d e l ta  p e a k  va lue  (DP) 
an d  b e s t  s e n s i t iv i ty  f a c to r  (SF). In th e  F ig u re  81 and  F ig u re  82 
th e  op tim al f r e q u e n c y  r a n g e  is la b e lle d  and  in F ig u re  85 
s u m m a ry  of th e s e  can  b e  p r e s e n te d .
F r e q u e n c y  In v e s t ig a t io n s
1600
”  1200
2  1000 D elta P e a k  U n calib rate  
D elta P e a k  C a lib ra te  
■*- S F  - u n ca lib ra te  
S F  - ca lib ra teQ. 600
2 400
X*? 200
F r e q u e n c y  ( k H z )
Figure 85- Optimal frequency range (SF scaled by 500)
A s can  b e  s e e n  in th e  f igu re  a b o v e ,  th e  op tim al f r e q u e n c y  will 
be  ou t of th e  r a n g e  f ro m  a p p ro x im a te ly  190 until 3 0 0  kHz. In 
F ig u re  86 m o re  d e ta i le d  p r e s e n ta t io n  o f th e  in te re s t in g  




• DP - uncalibrated 
SF - uncalibrated 




Figure 86 : Optimal frequency range
All f r e q u e n c ie s  in th e  r a n g e  p r e s e n te d  in th e  f igu re  ab o v e  can  
b e  u s e d  fo r  th e  m e a su r in g  m e th o d  w hich  is top ic  of th is  th e s is .  
D e te c t io n  of th e  o p e n  and  c lo se  c o n ta c t  s t a t e s  is p o ss ib le  
w ith in  all f r e q u e n c ie s  in th is  r a n g e  and  op tim al f r e q u e n c y  will 
b e  s e le c te d  a c c o rd in g  to  fo llow ing crite r ia -
• lo w e s t  in f luence  of th e  n e ig h b o rin g  c o n d u c to r s
• b e s t  cap a c i t iv e  coupling
• lo w e s t  in f lu en ce  of the  p a ra l le l  load
• m o s t  s tab i le  m e a s u r e m e n t  r e s u l t s
• b e s t  r e s p o n s e  to  m e a s u r e m e n t  w ith  co m b in ed  v ib ra t io n s
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9.2.3 Measuring of the transition between open and close 
contact by using of optimal frequency range and recording 
mode
In following section the optimal frequency range between 180 -  
300 kHz will be additional investigated. Usability of the test 
method will be definitely proved.
The following m easurem ents will use the recording mode. 
Acquisition length will be approximately 3 s. Solid and broken 
contact will be simulated with terminals shown in the Figure 79 
and Figure 80 (terminals with bridge).
MEASUREMENT : Signal frequency approximately 250 kHz 
In the following figure can be seen that the transition between
open and close contact was clearly recorded:
Measurement broken-solid contact 250kHz
OPEN Contact
2500




^ — O P E N -C L O SE  Term inal Bridge]






Figure 87: Measurement broken-solid contact at 250 kHz
M easurem ents with other frequencies within the optimal range 
betw een 180 and 300 kHz showed similarly good resu lts as the 
m easurem ent with 250 kHz presen ted  in the Figure 87. The 
following table p resen ts the resu lts of the peak value detected, 
using the recording mode, with solid and broken contact states:
Recording Mode
T est Peak Value Peak Value Delta
frequency Solid Broken Peak
kHz Contact Contact value
180 1450 870 580
190 1620 845 775
200 1670 940 730
210 1659 880 779
220 1780 980 800
230 1720 1040 680
240 1930 1080 850
250 1870 1015 855
290 1850 1050 800
300 1850 1150 700
Table 18: Measurement results in the recording mode
As can be seen, all m easurem ents show very  clear and 
satisfactory  results. Some frequencies show little be tte r results 
com pared to o thers (i.e. at 250 kHz) but all resu lts are good 
and the detection of the broken and solid contact is definitely 
possible with all frequencies within this range.
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Further the influence of the back metal plate will be 
investigated by using frequency within the optimal range. This 
will be used as additional criteria for the frequency selection.
9.3 Influence of the background metal plate on the measurement 
method
As explained in the Chapter 7 , section 7.3, the background 
metal plate could have an influence on the measuring results 
and on the m easurement method.
The following figure shows m easurem ents of the delta peak 
value with all the frequencies within the optimal range. The 
influence of the background metal plate on the delta peak value 
can be seen.
Influence of the metal plate on the delta peak measurement as 
function of the frequency (Uncalibrated)
1600
1400
DP without metal plate influence 




180 190 200 211 220 230 241 250 299
f(Hz)
Figure 88: Influence of the metal plate
Some lower delta peak values have been m easured for the
frequency range 180-220 kHz. Frequencies from 220 -  250
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kH z do no t sh o w  an y  in f luence  of th e  b a c k  m e ta l p la te: 
s u c c e s s fu l  d e te c t io n  of th e  b ro k e n  -  so lid  c o n ta c t  w ith  the  
p r e s e n c e  of th e  e a r th e d  m e ta l  p la te  w a s  p o ss ib le .
T h e  optim al f re q u e n c y  fo r  th e  m e a s u r e m e n t  m e th o d  will be 
s e le c te d  a s  2 5 0  kHz. T h is  f r e q u e n c y  s h o w e d  h ig h e s t  d e l ta  p e a k  
v a lu e  and  th e  lo w e s t  in f lu en ce  of th e  b ack  m e ta l  p la te .
In th e  f igu re  b e lo w  re c o rd in g  of th e  b ro k e n  -  solid  c o n ta c t  
t ra n s i t io n  w ith  m e ta l  p la te  in f luence  a t  2 50  kH z t e s t  signal, h a s  
b e e n  show n.













Figure 89: Broken-Solid Contact with metal plate influence
F ig u re  89 sh o w s  th a t  th e r e  is no in f luence  of th e  m e ta l  p la te  on 
th is  re c o rd in g .  T h e  solid  and  b ro k e n  s t a t e s  o f th e  c o n ta c t  w e re  
c le a r ly  d e te c te d .
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The method has shown good perform ance in a standard 
application.
9.4 Influence of the parallel close neighbour conductors
The possible influence of the neighbouring conductors has 
been explained in the Chapter 7; section 7.3, Figure 52. The 
practical m easurem ents using real te s t object model shown in 
Figure 77 has shown that no relevant influence of the next bay 
conductors is present. The coupler form and optimal selected 
te s t signal frequency allow very  accurate m easurem ent of the 
broken and solid contact transition without influence of the 
neighbouring conductors.
The resu lts of the recording mode with 250 kHz and no 
influence of the next bay conductors can be seen  in Figure 90.
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Figure 90- Broken-Solid contact and influence of the 
neighbouring conductors
It is clear from this figure that the method successfully detects 
broken and solid contact sta tes in the presence of the 
neighbouring conductors.
9.5 Influence of the parallel load
In this section the performance of the method in the case of a 
parallel load will be investigated.






Figure 91: Parallel load
The influence of the parallel load will make the m easurem ent 
method more difficult.
In the Chapter 8; section 8.2, Figure 75 the m easurem ent of the 
peak in the function of the contact resistance  has been 
presented . As can be seen  in Figure 75, the parallel load with 
minimum 10 kQ can be detected . In the large majority of the 
power system  applications the parallel load will be inductive, 
reactive eg. relay coils, ra th e r than resistive. T herefore it is 
more appropriate to consider an inductive load. In the following 
calculation the minimum inductance w here the difference 
betw een open and close contacts can be just detected  will be 
calculated.
X L = coL
10&Q = 2 x n x  f  xL
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r lOxlO3 lOxlO3 „L  ------------= --------------------- = 6 ,37 m //
2 X7 r x f  2 x^ x250x10
Practical cases in the application of the pow er system s have 
much higher value of the inductance as 6 mH.
The m easurem ent with signal frequency of the 250 kHz brings 
the possibility of detecting open/close contacts in the presence 
of parallel loads. M easurem ent with signal frequency of 250 
kHz in comparison with 50 Hz produces 5000 tim es higher 
reactance.
For the majority cases in practice, the influence of the parallel 
load does not play a big role. T he conductors in the application 
which is topic of this thesis are not connected in a way w here 
the parallel load can have a big influence. The majority of the 
term inals are connected outside and inside substation 
equipment without parallel load cases.
9.6 Experiments with different existing signals in the conductors
Conductors which are connected  with term inals within 
secondary wiring system s carry  different signals. The 











Figure 9 2 ’ Most typical cases of the substation signals
The following arrangem ent will be used to investigate the 











Figure 93: Measurement of the broken-solid contact with 
influence of the foreighn voltage signal
All m easurem ents are made with the optimal selected  signal 
frequency of 250 kHz. The resu lts  of the m easurem ents are 



























24 V DC 1800 880 920 730 0 730
48 V DC 1800 880 920 730 0 730
60 V DC 1800 880 920 730 0 730
110 V DC 1800 880 920 730 0 730
220 V DC 1800 880 920 730 0 730
220 V 50 Hz 1800 880 920 730 0 730
220 V 60 Hz 1800 880 920 730 0 730
110 V 50 Hz 1800 880 920 730 0 730
110 V 60 Hz 1800 880 920 730 0 730
Table 19: Measurement of the broken-solid contact with 
influenc of the existing signal in the conductor
A s can  b e  s e e n  from  th e  p re v io u s  ta b le  th e r e  is  no m e a s u ra b le  
in f lu en ce  of th e  e x is t in g  v o l ta g e  s ignal on  th e  m e a s u r e m e n t  
r e s u l t s .  M e a s u re m e n ts  w ith  all e x is t in g  v a lu e s  of th e  s ta n d a rd  
s ig n a ls  did n o t  sh o w  an y  d i f f e re n c e  of th e  m e a s u r e d  re s u l t s .  
T e s t  s h o w e d  th a t  d e te c t io n  of c lo se  c i rc u i ts  w a s  no t in f lu en ced  
by  c u r r e n t  f low ing s ignal th ro u g h  s e c o n d a r y  w iring.
9.7 Influence of different conductor cross-sections on the 
testing method
In th e  s ta n d a rd  app l ica t io n  of th e  p o w e r  s y s t e m  s u b s ta t io n  
d i f fe re n t  s ized  c r o s s - s e c t i o n s  of th e  s e c o n d a ry  c o n d u c to r s  a re
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u se d .  S o m e  typ ica l c r o s s  s e c t io n  v a lu e s  a re :  1.5 m m 2, 2.5 m m 2, 
4 m m 2, 6 m m 2, o r  10 m m 2. T h e s e  d i f fe re n t  c o n d u c to r s  h av e  
d i f fe re n t  th ic k n e s s  of th e  in su la t ion  a s  w ell.
T h e  s ize  ( c r o s s - s e c t io n )  o f th e  c a p a c i t iv e  c o u p le r s  shou ld  be  
a d a p te d  to  th e  s ize  ( c r o s s - s e c t io n )  of th e  m e a s u r e d  c o n d u c to r  
a s  sh o w n  in th e  n e x t  f igure :
Coupler





o = 180 '
Conductor
Figure 94: Couplers size adapted to the size of the conductor
In th e  C h a p te r  4; s e c t io n  4 .3 .2 ; F ig u re  29, it w a s  e x p la in e d  th a t  
c a p a c i t iv e  coupling  d e p e n d s  on th e  p itch  an g le  a  and  d is ta n c e  
"a" b e tw e e n  c o u p le r  and  co n d u c to r .
A s m a l le r  p itch  ang le  a  an d  g r e a t e r  d is ta n c e  "a" a re  in fluencing  
th e  c ap a c i t iv e  coupling  an d  can  p ro d u c e  a lo w e r  p e a k  va lue . 
T h e  e x p e r im e n ta l  h a r d w a r e  u s e s  o n e  c o u p le r  s ize  only. T h is
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s ize  is m a d e  fo r  c o n d u c to r s  up to  2 .5 m m 2. F o r  th e  b ig g e r  
c r o s s - s e c t i o n s  th e  e x p e r im e n ta l  c a s e  can  b e  s h o w n  in th e  n e x t  
f igu re .
C o u p ler
D is ta n c e  a : 
C o u p le r -C o n d u c to r
In su la tio n  th ic k n e s s
C o n d u cto r
Figure 95: Coupler size is smaller then conductor
A s ca n  be  s e e n  in th e  f ig u re  a b o v e ,  the  p itch  ang le  is r e d u c e d .  
An add itional c o n s e q u e n c e  is  th a t  th e  d is ta n c e  "a" b e tw e e n  the  
c o n d u c to r  and  th e  g r e a t e r  c r o s s - s e c t i o n  c o u p le r s  h a s  
i n c r e a s e d  a s  well. T h e  r e s u l t  of s u c h  a c a s e  will b e  a lo w e r  
m e a s u r e d  p e a k  va lue  and a m o re  difficult c o n ta c t  eva lua tion . 
F u r th e r  p ra c t ic a l  m e a s u r e m e n t s  on d if fe re n t  c o n d u c to r  c r o s s -  
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Figure 96:Measurement on different conductor sizes
As can be seen  a lower peak value has been m easured with 
g rea te r cross sections. A further improvem ent will be to use 
different coupler sizes for different conductor sizes. The 
optimal solution will be a coupler with adaptable size.
9.8 Weak contact investigations
9.8.1 Introduction
The weak contact is a very  problem atic type of terminal fault. 
Very difficult troubleshooting and large problem s in the service 
are characterizing these  phenomena.
As has been shown in the preceding sections, the invented 
m easurem ent system  is able to successfully detect broken and 
solid contact sta tes. The premium idea for detection of the 
w eak contacts with help of the superim posed mechanical 
vibrations was presen ted  in the Chapter 7; section 7.6. . The 
main idea of this thesis is to find a simple and efficient way for
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c o n ta c t  eva lua tion .  T h e  w e a k  c o n ta c t  p h e n o m e n a  will be  
in v e s t ig a te d  by  m e ch an ic a l  v ib ra t in g  th e  m e a s u re d  c o n d u c to rs  
u s in g  an  u l t ra so u n d  g e n e ra to r .
9.8.2 Experiments with simple manual moving of the 
conductor
In th e  fo llow ing  m e a s u r e m e n t  th e  re c o rd in g  m o d e  of the  
e x p e r im e n ta l  h a rd w a re  will be  u se d .  T h e  ch a n g e  of the  faulty  
w e a k  c o n ta c t  f rom  solid  to  b r o k e n  will b e  p ro v o k e d  by  s im ple 
m anua l m o v e m e n t  of th e  c o n d u c to r .
T h e  follow ing  f igu re  p r e s e n t s  a r e c o r d  of th e  solid  c o n ta c t  
m e a s u r e m e n t  w ith  m anua l m o v e m e n t  of th e  c o n d u c to r  during  
m e a s u re m e n t .
Solid con tact m easurem en t at 250 kHz and influence o f th e manual m oving o f the








Figure 97: Influence of the manual moving of the conductor on 
the measurement of the solid contact
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A s can  b e  s e e n  th e r e  w a s  no in f lu en ce  of th e  m o v e m e n t  of th e  
c o n d u c to r  on th e  m e a s u r e m e n t  w ith  solid  c o n ta c t .  T h is  w a s  as  
e x p e c te d .
In th e  n e x t  tw o  f ig u re s  th e  s a m e  e x p e r im e n t  will be  r e p e a te d  
w ith  tw o  m e a s u r e m e n t  f r e q u e n c ie s  (250  and  2 0 0  kHz) bu t  th is  
t im e  w ith  w e a k  c o n ta c t  (w eak ly  t ig h te n e d  te rm in a l  sc re w ) :
W e a k  t e r m i n a l  s c r e w  m e a s u r e m e n t  a t  2 5 0  k H z  a n d  i n f l u e n c e  o f  t h e  s i m p l e  m a n u a l  m o v i n g  o f  t h e
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Figure 98: Influence of the manual moving of the conductor on 
the measurement of the weak contact
A s ca n  b e  s e e n  th e  m e ch an ic a l  m o v e m e n t  of th e  c o n d u c to r  has  
p ro d u c e d  s o m e  n o n lin ea r i ty  and  p e a k s  in th e  r e c o r d e d  signal. 
T h e s e  p e a k s  a re  c le a r ly  m e a s u ra b le  an d  v is ib le  in the
4563
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recording mode at both frequencies. The peaks above 1000 
visible in the figures above are influenced by the change of the 
contact s ta tes from solid to broken due to mechanical 
m ovem ent (vibrations). As can be seen these  peaks can be 
very  clearly detected.
9.8.3 Experiments with superimposing of ultrasonic 
vibrations
In this section the idea of superim posing ultrasound mechanical 
vibrations will be investigated. Strong ultrasound vibrations will 
cause each weak contact to move and within the measuring 
method the detection of the w eak contact should be possible.
In this section the ultrasonic generator will be used for 
production of the m echanical vibrations (see Figure 99).
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Figure 99: Ultrasound generator
Used ultrasound generator:
Power supply 230 V ±10%
Effective power output 200 W
Efficiency >85%
Power control range 20% to 100%
Pulse ratio 10% to 100%
Operating frequency 24 kHz
Frequency control range ±lkHz
Max. power density 12 to 600 W/cm2
Max. amplitude 12 to 260pm
The following experiment will be to connect measurement 
couplers to the solid contact. Measurement of the solid contact 
sta tes with impact of the mechanical ultrasound vibration did 
not show any peaks or nonlinearity. Recording of the
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m e a s u r e m e n t  w ith  m e c h a n ic a l  u l t ra s o u n d  v ib ra t io n s  and  2 5 0  
kH z signal on  th e  solid  c o n ta c t  c a n  b e  s e e n  in th e  n e x t  f igure:







T i m e  ( s )
Figure 100: Solid contact measurement with superimposed 
ultrasound vibrations
T h e  e x p e r im e n t  w a s  r e p e a t e d  w ith  th e  v e r y  w e a k  te rm in a l  
s c r e w  (v e ry  w e a k  co n tac t) .












T i m e  ( s )
Figure 101: Measurement of the very weak contact with 
superimposed ultrasonic vibrations
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T h e  te rm in a l  s c r e w  in th e  n e x t  e x p e r im e n t  w a s  f ixed  t ig h te r  
th a n  th e  p re v io u s  e x p e r im e n t .  In th is  c a s e  th e  c o n ta c t  w a s  still 
w e a k ,  bu t  s t ro n g  en o u g h  to  a llow  good  e le c t r ic a l  co n tac t .  T h e  
m e a s u r e m e n t  w ith  a DC O h m m e te r  did no t d is c o v e r  any  
p ro b le m s .  In th e  n e x t  f igu re  it can  b e  s e e n  th a t  so m e  p e a k s  and  
n o n l in e a r i t ie s  a re  still v is ib le  in th e  re c o rd in g :
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Figure 102: Measurement of the medium weak contact with
ultrasonic vibrations
T h e  w e a k  c o n ta c t  w a s  c le a r ly  d e t e c te d  and  v is ib le  in the 
re c o rd in g  m ode . T h e  p e a k  ch an g in g  w a s  v is ib le  in th e  online 
d e te c t io n  m o d e  a s  well.
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9.8.4 Conclusions about superimposing mechanical 
vibrations
In this section the idea about w eak contact detection using a 
m ethod of superim posed m echanical vibrations and detection of 
the current (peak) gradient has been proved. As was presented  
two different possibilities to provoke m ovem ent of the weak 
contact has been investigated-
• Simple manual m ovem ent of the conductor
• Superim posing of the ultrasound vibrations using 
ultrasound genera to r
The ultrasound m ethod has shown stronger peaks and non 
linearity in the recorded  signal com pared with simple manual 
m ovem ent of the conductors. T he recording mode has been 
used to record  peaks and de tec t clearly  changing in the peak 
value by changing of the contact s ta tes. The recording mode 
has been used to record  peaks and de tect clear changes in the 
peak value by changing of the contact sta tes. The m easuring of 
the weak contact was possible with using online measuring 
detecto r as well. The changing of the peak value was clearly 
visible in the online de tec to r as well.
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The m easurem ent with the ultrasound generator is more 
complicated and more expensive com pared to simple 
m echanical movement of the conductors. The more simple 
method of provoking weak contact using simple moving will be 
favoured.
In the future some special coupler construction will help to 
easily move conductors inside of the w eak contacts (catch 
system ).
9.9 Practical m easurem ents on the real model
In this section the m easurem ents on the real model shown in 
the Figure 77, will be perform ed. The resu lts of these 
m easurem ents are probably the m ost im portant m easurem ents 
in this thesis. T hese resu lts will show, following optimisation 
and investigation, the success of the m easuring method 
invented in this thesis.
A real model with 42 term inals is used. Out of 42 terminals, 18 
term inals have been se t up as faulty, without taking care about 
exact num ber (location) of the faulty term inals. Several 
terminal faults have been simulated:
• Broken terminal
• Uncrimped wire tightened into terminal
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• W eak term inal contact (weak terminal screw )
T he following experim ent will try  to identify (locate) faulty 
term inals by using peak detection in calibrated mode, (peak 
value with coupler in the air is com pensated). Simple 
m echanical m ovem ent of the conductors will be used to detect 
w eak contact. T he resu lts  of the m easurem ents using method 
which is topic of this thesis will be proved with standard 
resistance  (Ohmmeter method).









C h eck ed  w ith  
r e s is ta n c e  m ethod
M ax.
R esista n ce
Fault
d escrip tion
1 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
2 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
3 2 5 0 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO
Insulation
tighted
4 3 4 0 NOT OK NOT OK > 10  kO
Insulation
tighted
5 150 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO
W eak Terminal 
S c r ee w
6 3 8 0 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO
Insulation
tighted
7 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
8 2 8 0 NOT OK NOT OK > 10  kO Broken terminal
9 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
10 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
11 2 0 0 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO Broken terminal
12 2 5 0 NOT OK NOT OK > 10  kO Broken terminal
13 180 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO
W eak Terminal 
S c r ee w
14 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
15 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
16 3 5 0 NOT OK NOT OK > 10  kO
Insulation
tighted
17 2 0 0 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO
W eak Terminal 
S c r ee w
18 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
19 4 2 0 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO
Insulation
tighted
2 0 2 2 0 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO
Insulation
tighted
21 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
2 2 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
2 3 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
2 4 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
2 5 4 0 0 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO Broken terminal
2 6 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
2 7 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
2 8 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
2 9 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
3 0 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
31 150 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO
W eak Terminal 
S c r ee w
3 2 120 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO
W eak Terminal 
S c r ee w
3 3 0 NOK OK 0 ,2  0
34 170 NOT OK NOT OK 1 , 2 0 W eak contact
3 5 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
36 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
3 7 3 0 0 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO
Insulation
tighted
38 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
3 9 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
4 0 150 NOT OK NOT OK > 1 0  kO
W eak Terminal 
S c r ee w
41 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
4 2 0 OK OK 0 ,2  0
Table 20: Measurements on the real model with faulty terminals
A s can  b e  s e e n  in th e  p re v io u s  ta b le  all fau lty  te rm in a ls  have  
b e e n  s u c c e s s fu l ly  d is c o v e re d .  C h eck in g  w ith  the  c la ss ic
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method has proved the results and traceability of the invented 
method. The weak contacts have been successful detected by 
using simple conductor movements.
The invented measurement method showed 100% measurement 
traceability.
9.10 Conclusions about experimental work
The major task of chapter 9 was to evaluate theoretical method 
and prove traceability and usability of invented measurement 
method.
In the beginning of the experimental investigations the 
selection of optimal test signal frequency was made. The 
frequency range from 180 -  300 kHz has been selected. 
Further the influence of the background metal plate was 
investigated. The frequency above 220 kHz did not show any 
influence and 250 kHz has been selected as the best test 
frequency with the developed experimental hardware. The 
experiment showed that no big influences are present from 
parallel load or from signals within the measured conductor. 
Weak contacts have been successfully detected using 
superimposed mechanical vibrations. Two measurement
methods of superimposing vibrations using simple mechanical 
movement or using an ultrasound generator, have been 
presented. Both measurements had shown clear, measurable 
results. The ultrasound method presented better results but the 
method was more complicated and much more expensive. The 
results of the method using simple mechanical movement of the 
conductors has been favoured as more simple and still 
satisfactory accurate and traceable.
By end of the experimental work a measurement on the real 
terminal model with covered faulty terminals has been 
performed. The measurement had show very satisfactory 
results. The measurement method showed 100 % traceability.
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Chapter 10
10. Further work and additional possible applications
10.1 Introduction
The further work arising from this thesis can be divided into 
two directions:
1. Further improvements of the measurement 
method invented in this thesis
2. Investigations on the use of the method in other 
applications
10.2 Further improvements of the measurement method
Further improvements of the measuring method invented in this 
thesis will target the development of a commercial product and 
will concentrate on the following topics:
• Improvement of the hardware measurement 
capability:
o Increasing power of the generator 
o Solving problems with parasitic coupling 
between TX and RX path
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• Improving of the filter capabilities and hardware 
measuring sensitivity
• Improvement of the couplers
• Development of the mechanical hardware
10.2.1 Improvements of the hardware capability
As described in the Chapter 8 , the developed hardware 
prototype had problems which could not be solved within the 
existing design. The following problems will be investigated 
and a solution will be redesigned in the future work:
• Parasitic coupling between RX and TX path
• Weak generator and driver capabilities with frequencies 
above 400 kHz
• Investigate simplification of the hardware for the future 
product
The parasitic coupling between RX and TX path is taking place 
via 5 V internal power supply. The solution, which will be topic 
of the investigation in the future work, will be the use of 
separate power supplies for TX and RX paths. Additional
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shielding of the TX and RX path will be investigated. Further 
investigation must find a hardware design which will minimize 
capacitive coupling between TX and RX path. Future hardware 
improvements might be possible by using averaging algorithms 
which can be implemented in the FPGA (hardware-solution) or 
in the micro-controller (software-solution).
Weak capabilities of the signal generator and driver capability 
for the frequencies above 400 kHz have been detected as 
explained in Chapter 9, section 9.2.2. A high capacitive load 
made measurements above 400 kHz ineffective. Further work 
will investigate other possibilities for using a stronger driver 
and generator. For this purpose the hardware must be 
redesigned. The power supply must be changed from 5 to 10 V 
and another driver component must be used. Further work will 
investigate measurement capabilities by using signal frequency 
which is above 1 MHz (2 -5MHz). This frequency range will be 
better for other applications which are going to be investigated 
eg. circuit breaker applications due to improve capacitive 
coupling.
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10.2.2 Improvement of the couplers
Improvement of the couplers will play a very important role for 
the future product development. The major problem of the 
couplers will be the mechanical construction.
As explained in the Chapter 9, section 9.7 , the cross-section  
of the conductors are playing a big role in the measurement 
results. Following topics in connection with coupler 
construction will be investigated:
• Increase of the capacitive coupling (increase of the pitch 
angle)
• Improvement of the coupler mechanical construction 
with:
o Adjustable distance between two couplers 
o Adaptable coupler pitch according to the conductor 
cross-section  
o Clamp-catch mechanism for catching coupler while 
moving because of weak contact detection 
o More robust construction
• Short connection cables between couplers and test 
device because of the capacitive load reduction.
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Fulfilling of all requirements listed above will be very 
challenging job in the future investigations.
10.2.3 Investigation of the hardware mechanic
The target of further investigations will be to improve the 
mechanical construction of the hardware with the goal of 
achieving a hand-held, small, simple test device for terminals 
evaluation. Within further work concerning the mechanical 
construction of the hardware the following problems must be 
solved'
• Small robust hand-held construction




• Shielding against parasitic coupling
10.3 Usability within other applications
The measurement method invented in this thesis can be used 
outside of the described application, with some specific
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modifications, in other additional applications. This will be 
target of the further work as well. The method can be used in 
all applications where some contact states (condition) must be 
measured where it is difficult or expensive to connect the test 
signal to the test object.
Further are listed two applications which can be investigated 
for future work'
• Power system  circuit breaker applications
• Relay contact monitoring system
10.3.1 Power system circuit breaker applications
This will investigate if the method invented in this thesis can 
be used, with some modifications, for the following power 
system  circuit breaker applications:
• Condition monitoring
• Measurement of the C -0  (Close-Open) time
• Measurement of the contact travel speed
• Pole discrepancy supervision




• Simple application to existing CB without monitoring
• Measurement is possible under primary voltage 
conditions (under nominal service) or without any voltage
• Possible versions as a permanent monitoring system or 
as a portable test device.
The figure below shows an example of how the measurement 
system invented in this thesis can be fitted to an existing 
circuit breaker.
L l  L 2  L 3
M easu rem en t
D e v ic e
M easurem en t
D ev ice
Figure 103: Example of the circuit breaker application
The following properties of the measurement system must be 
fulfilled:
• Each Phase must have separate measurement hardware.
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• Three measurement devices must be synchronised 
between each other, (time recording synchronization)
• Independent DC power supply without need for external 
wiring (i.e. photo-voltaic solar)
• Time accuracy better then 1 ms
• Wireless communication to the substation PC or SCADA
Circuit breakers are one of the most important elements in the 
power system s substations. An invention in this area which will 
allow simple condition monitoring, will be a significant asset.
10.3.2 Relay contact applications
The method invented in this thesis can be used with some 
modification for monitoring relay contacts -  especially sealed  
relays. The following applications related to relay contacts 
could be investigated-
• Detection of the contact bouncing /  glitch effects
• Measuring of contact opening and closing times
This application could be interesting for all applications where 
correct operation of the relay contact plays a big role. Such
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applications are often used in the aerospace industry and within 
development departments and factory testing by manufacturers 
of different equipments. Additional measurement of the contact 
speed (opening and closing time) can be useful, especially for 
applications where connection of the classical resistance 
measurement plays a difficult role (i.e. sealed relays).
Further work will investigate which modifications will be 
necessary on the measurement system  to allow successful 




One of the most common sources of malfunction in power 
system  substations is the secondary terminals. Troubleshooting 
work on secondary terminals during commissioning is a very 
difficult and labour intensive operation.
The testing method invented in this thesis shows very good 
theoretical and experimental results. A functional prototype 
was developed and has given excellent results for the detection 
of typical terminal contact states' solid, broken and weak.
The importance of secondary terminals was explained at the 
beginning of this thesis. In power system  applications, 
secondary terminals play a very important role and allow the 
basic functionality of the system . The system  is interconnected 
via secondary terminals. Typical faults of secondary terminals 
include internal failure within the terminal, human error during 
construction/commissioning of the substation, or 
environmentally influenced errors. Most typical terminal errors 
are due to broken or weak electrical contacts between two
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conductors connected by the terminal. The measurement 
method developed in this thesis has focused on the detection of 
the following states of the terminal contacts:
• Broken electrical contact
• Weak electrical contact
• Solid electrical contact
The literature research of the contact phenomena has shown 
the complexity of contact physics. Analyses in many of the 
published papers about contact problems have described the 
difficulties of the simple contact evaluation.
Research on other existing measuring techniques has shown 
some standard existing methods (i.e. resistive methods) which 
are inappropriate in the application of secondary terminals. 
Some interesting publications which use high frequency 
capacitive coupling have been found in the patent literature. 
Besides the similarity in the use of the contactless capacitive 
coupling technique, the methods are not applicable for the 
measurement of secondary terminal contacts in power 
substations. The application which is the topic of this thesis 
was not complementary to any literature used as reference in 
this thesis. It is surprising how little has been published on this 
important topic. Therefore the contribution of this work to the
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problems of electrical terminal contacts is unique and will 
hopefully be of use within this technical area.
The idea of using a high frequency signal, which is capacitively 
coupled to the measured object, and superimposed mechanical 
vibration was presented. The detection of the current gradient 
was selected as the threshold criteria for the detection of 
contact malfunction.
In order to develop the prototype which has to confirm the 
application of the idea, a wide theoretical investigation was 
performed. First of all the phenomena of capacitors and 
capacitive coupling was investigated. Several shapes of the 
capacitive couplers were calculated and the dependency of 
several variable factors were investigated. A capacitive coupler 
shaped as a cylindrical segment with a pitch angle of 180° was 
selected as being constructed in practice and acceptable in 
terms of measurement capabilities.
During theoretical investigations several mathematical 
calculations were carried out. The target of the mathematical 
research was to evaluate the dependency I=f(Z) which 
describes the current flow through the contact impedance. By 
using a high frequency signal capacitively coupled via a coupler 
shaped as a cylindrical segment, the dependency of the current
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and contact impedance has been found. With the help of 
MATLAB, physics and mathematical simulations of the method 
were performed. The results of the MATLAB simulations were 
confirmation of the theoretical idea. The simulations showed 
the clear possibility to detect broken and solid contact states 
using this method.
The theoretical investigation using MATLAB simulations has 
created a solid background for the design of the hardware 
prototype. The idea of the hardware prototype which can fulfil 
requirements of the theoretical investigations and be useful 
within the described application was created. The hardware 
prototype contains several innovations. High measurement 
sensitivity, small hand-held size, low costs, recording 
possibility and variable signal frequency are some of the 
requirements of the hardware prototype.
The designed hardware prototype was constructed and during 
the first test several w eaknesses were corrected. Problems 
with hardware and with the couplers were detected. After 
several improvements a satisfactory level of the experimental 
hardware was achieved.
The aim of the experimental research was to prove the 
invented method worked in practice. At the beginning of the
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experimental research, the goal was to find the optimal signal 
frequency. After several tests, the optimal frequency, which is 
related to the particular experimental hardware, was selected  
as 250 kHz. Using this frequency several other phenomena 
were investigated. The problems of close neighbouring 
conductors and the presence of the background metal plate 
during measurement were successfully solved by selection of 
the correct measuring signal frequency (250 kHz) and a coupler 
pitch angle of 180°. Problems of parallel loads do not play a big 
role within secondary terminal applications and the voltage 
level on the secondary wiring was shown to have no influence 
on the measurement results.
Using measurement of the peak value of the measured signal, it 
was possible to detect the open and closed states of the 
contact.
The theoretical investigations and MATLAB simulations were 
proved and confirmed using the hardware. A close agreement 
between the results of the simulations and real measurements 
was observed.
The idea of superimposing mechanical vibrations for provoking 
the weak contact to move, and therefore to allow measurement
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of the current gradient while opening and closing, showed good 
results. The current gradient within weak contacts was clearly 
measured during superimposition of mechanical vibrations. Two 
separate possibilities for producing mechanical vibrations were 
used: manual movement of the conductors in the terminals and 
the use of an ultrasound generator at 24 kHz. Both methods 
gave positive results of the measurements and clearly 
measurable current peaks during mechanical movement of 
weak contacts. The target of the research was to find a simple 
and low cost method. Therefore, the simple method of the 
manual movement was preferred. At the conclusion of the 
experimental work detection on a realistic terminal model was 
performed. All typical contact malfunctions were successfully 
detected, thus confirming the application of the invented 
method for the troubleshooting of secondary power substation 
terminals.
Theoretically the invented method can be used, with some 
modifications, for any contact application. Several applications 
are possible and the most important can be listed as: power 
system s circuit breakers, relay contacts, primary contacts, 
cable joints etc. Further work will investigate application of the 
measurement method in other applications. Monitoring
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applications is very beneficial and attractive presently and it is 




A pp en dix  1 -  MATLAB sim ulation  C’= f(a ) C on cen tr ic cy lin d er  se g m e n t  
cap acitor  w ith  45°p itch  an gle and variab le d ista n ce  a
function calccapcylpa45()
%Estimation of concentrical cylindar segment capacitor with 45°pitch angle 
eO = 8.8542*10^-12);
ri = 1.38*10A(-3)/2; % diameter of the inside conductors 1.5mm2 cross-
section
%Cylinder
umschl = 45/360; % pitch angle 45°
ra = linspaced.5*ri,6*ri,200);
czy = umschl*(2*pi*e0)./log(ra/ri);%equiation 3
czy2 = umschl*100*0.241*10A-12./logl0(ra/ri);%equiation 2
%hold on
figure(l);
plot(ra-ri,czy,'r',ra-ri,czy2,'b'); grid on! 
title('C-Cyl vs. a '):
A pp en dix  2 - M ATLAB sim ulation  for C on cen tr ica lly  cy lin d er  cap acitor  w ith  
variab le p itch  an g le  and d ista n ce  a
function calccapcylpav2()
%Estimation of different capacitors
eO = 8.8542* lO d -12);







umschl = umschlall(k); % pitch angle 
czy = (umschl/360)*(2*pi*e0)./log(ra/ri); 






plot(ra-ri,czyall\'b'); grid on; 
titleCC-Cyl as function from distance '):
A pp en dix  3 -  M ATLAB sim ulation  C’= f(a ;a ) C on cen tr ic C ylinder S egm en t  









Czyall (l:length(umschl_all),l:NPTS) = 0; 
for par = l:length(umschl_all) 
umschl = umschLall(par)
%Cylindar
%umschl = 45/360; % umschlingungswinkel
czy = umschl*(2*pi*e0)./log(ra/ri);
czy2 = umschl* 100*0.241* 10^-12./logl0(ra/ri);
% two conductors 
r2 = l*ri;
dist = linspace(0,5*ri,200);
cp = (2*pi*e0)./log(4*(dist+r2+ ri).*(dist+r2+ri)/(ri*r2));
cp2 = 100*0.241*10^(-12)./logl0(4*(dist+ r2+ ri).*(dist+ r2+ ri)/(ri*r2));
% kopplung leiter vertikal iiber Erde 
figure(l);
plot(dist,cp,'r\dist,cp2,'b'); grid on! 
title('C-2Coductor as function from distance');
%hold on 
figure(2);
plot(ra-ri,czy,'r',ra-ri,czy2,,b'); grid on! 
title('C-Zyl as function from distance ');
hold on
CzyalKpar,:) = czy; 
pause(O.Ol); 
end % end for p
[Y,X] = meshgrid(umschl_all,ra-ri); 
figure(99); mesh(X,Y,Czyall');
xlabelOdistance "a"'); ylabelOembrace angle'); zlabel('Capacitance'); grid on; 
title('C-Zyl as Fkt v. distance "a" and embrace angle');
% zylindrische anordnung, variation von umschlingungswinkel 
% Czyall enthalt alle Cokppelc als fkt von umschlingungswinkel und ra 
(abstand)
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IMovUMall (1 :length(umschl_all), 1 :NPTS) = 0; 
for par = 1: length(umschLall)
Ck = CzyalKpar,0*0.01; % lange aufnehmer = 1cm angenommen 
Cgm = 0.1*10/N(-12); % C Generator -  MeBaufnehmer Elektrode 
%Ckm = 0.4*10/v(-12); % C MeBaufnehmer -  Leiter
Cks = 0.005* H T (-12); % C Schirm -  Leiter 
%Ckg = 0.4*10A(-12); % C Generator -  Leiter 
Z = 1*10A6+ li* 10^6;
Ckm = Ck;
Ckg = Ck;
p = i*2*pi*5*10A6; % frequenz:




plot (Ck,abs(Im_ov_Um),'b'); grid on; ax is([0 ,5e-10 ,0,0.005]); 
titleO I Im/Um I vs. Ck (Ckm = Ckg)'); 
hold on 
subplot(2,l,2);
plot (Ck,angle(Im_ov_Um)* 180/pi,'b'): grid on; 
title('phi(Im/Um) vs. Ck (Ckm = Ckg) Z = le60;






xlabelOAbstand ra~ri'); ylabelOUmschlingungswinkel in °0; 
zlabel('MeBstrom'); grid on;
titleOMeBstrom als Fkt v. Abstand und Umschlingungswinkel');
A pp en dix  4 -  MATLAB sim ulation  C’=f(a) C ap acitan ce o f tw o parallel 
con d u ctors a s  function  o f  d ista n ce  a
function calccapplO
%Estimate of different capacitors
eO = 8.8542*10A(-12);
ri = 1.38*10/'(-3)/2; % radius of the inside conductors 1.5mm2 cross- 
section
% Two conductors; 
r2 = l*ri;
dist = linspace(0,5*ri,200);
cp = (2*pi*e0)./log(4*(dist+r2+ri).*(dist+ r2+ ri)/(ri*r2));
cp2 = 100*0.241* 10/v(-12)./logl0(4*(dist+ r2+ ri).*(dist+ r2+ ri)/(ri*r2));




title('C-2Coductor as function from distance');
A pp en dix  5 -  MATLAB sim ulation  C om parison  o f th e 2 p arallel cy lind er  
cap acitor  and th e  con cen tr ic  cy lin d er se g m e n t
function calccap_umschl()%comparison of two different type couplers shape 
%capacitance estimation 






Czyall (l:length(umschl_all),l:NPTS) = 0; 
for par = l:length(umschl_all) 
umschl = umschLall(par) 
czy = (umschl/360)*(2*pi*e0)./log(ra/ri); 
czy2 = (umschl/360)*100*0.241*10A-12./logl0(ra/ri);
% two conductors 
r2 = l*ri;
dist = linspace(0,5*ri,200);
cp = (2*pi*e0)./log(4*(dist+ r2+ ri).*(dist+ r2+ ri)/(ri*r2));
cp2 = 100*0.241*10A(-12)./Iogl0(4*(dist+ r2+ ri).*(dist+ r2+ ri)/(ri*r2));
figure(2);
plot(ra-ri,czy,'r',ra-ri,czy2,'b'); grid on; 
plot(dist,cp,'r',dist,cp2,'b'); grid on; 
title('C-Cyl as function from distance ');
hold on
CzyalKpar,:) = czy; 
pause(O.Ol);
end % end for p
A pp en dix  6 -  M ATLAB sim ulation; A v er a g e  function  o f  th e  cap acitan ce
function calccapavr2()% average value from different coupler shapes
%Estimation of different capacitors
average=0;
e 0  = 8 . 8 5 4 2 * m - 1 2 ) ;
ri = 1.38*10A(-3)/2; % diameter of the inside conductors 1.5mm2 cross-
section
%cylindar
umschl = 135/360; % pitch angle
ra = linspace(1.5*ri,6*ri,200);
czy = umschl*(2*pi*e0)./log(ra/ri)%equiation 3
czy2 = umschl* 100*0.24l*10A-12./logl0(ra/ri);%equiation 2
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%hold on
% Two conductors; 
r2 = l*ri;
dist = linspace(0,5*ri,200);
cp = (2*pi*e0)./log(4*(dist+ r2+ ri).*(dist+ r2+ ri)/(ri*r2))
cp2 = 100*0.241*10A(-12)./Iogl0(4*(dist+ r2+ ri).*(dist+ r2+ ri)/(ri*r2));
% couppling conducor over the earth 
n_count= size(cp);





plot(dist,cp2,'b',ra-ri,czy2,'gr',ra-ri); grid on; 
title('C-2Coductor as function from distance'):
A pp en dix  7 -  M ATLAB sim ulation  w ith  1MHz sign a l fre q u en cy  and variable  
co n ta ct r e s is ta n c e  0  -  10k£2




Zref = linspaced, pari, Npoints);
Ck = 10A(-12); % 1cm lenght of electrodes 
Cgm = 0.2*10A(-12); % Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  Generator 
coupling electrode
Ckm = 0.4*10A(-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Sensor -  Conductor
Cks = 0.005* 10A( - 12); % Mutual Capacitance : Screen -  Conductor 
Ckg = 0.4*10A(-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Generator coupling 
electrode -  Conductor
p = i*2*pi*l*10A6; % frequency;




plot (Zref.absOm.ovJJmVb'); grid on; % axis([0,5e-10,0,0.005]); 
titled  Im/Um I vs. Z');
%hold on 
subplot(2,l,2);
plot (Zref,angle(Im_ov_Um)* 180/pi,'b'); grid on; 
titleOphidm/Um) vs. Z');
A pp en dix  8 -  M ATLAB sim ulation  w ith  1MHz sign a l fre q u en cy  and variable  
co n ta ct r e s is ta n c e  0  -  1MQ
function z_testlMOHM(parl)%simulation with 1MHz signal frequency and 





Ck = 10A(-12); % 1cm lenght of electrodes 
Cgm = 0.2*1CT(-12); % Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  Generator 
coupling electrode
Ckm = 0.4*10^-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Sensor -  Conductor
Cks = 0.005*lO'X-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Screen -  Conductor 
Ckg = 0.4*10^-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Generator coupling 
electrode -  Conductor
p = i*2*pi* 1*10^6; % frequency;




plot (Zref,abs(Im_ov_Um),'b'); grid on! 
titleO I Im/Uml vs. Z');
%hold on 
subplot(2,l,2);
plot (Zref,angle(Im_ov_Um)*l80/pi,'b'); grid on; 
title('phi(Im/Um) vs. Z')l
A pp en dix  9 -  M ATLAB sim ulation  Sim ulation  w ith  red u ced  m utual 
ca p a cita n ce  Cgm b etw e en  se n so r  and g en . C ouplers
function z_testCgm002(parl)%Simulation with reduced mutual capacitance
Cgm between sensor and gen. Couplers
%for running different Z set pari on 10000 or 1000000
par 1=1000000
Npoints = 300;
Zref = linspace(l, pari, Npoints);
Ck = lOd-12); % 1cm lenght of electrodes
Cgm = 0.002*lO d- 12); % Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  Generator 
coupling electrode
Ckm = 0.4*1CT(-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Sensor -  Conductor
Cks = 0.005* 10A( - 12); % Mutual Capacitance : Screen -  Conductor 
Ckg = 0 .4*10d-!2); % Mutual Capacitance : Generator coupling 
electrode -  Conductor 
%Z = Zref(par);
p = i*2*pi* 1*10^6; % frequency;
Im_ov_Um = l/2*(p*Cgm + p.*Ckm.*p.*Ckg./(p.*(Ckm + Cks + Ckg) + 
2 ./Z ref)); 
figure(3); 
subplot(2,l,l);
plot (Zref,abs(Im_ov_Um),'b'); grid on; %axis([0,5e~ 10,0,0.005]);
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titleC I Im/Um I vs. Z')l 
%hold on 
subplot(2,l,2);
plot (Zref,angle(Im_ov_Um)* 180/pi,'b'); grid on; 
title('phi(Im/Um) vs. Z');
A pp en dix  1 0 -  MATLAB sim ulation  S im ulation  w ith  re d u ce d  cap acitan ce  Ckg -  
in cr ea se d  d ista n ce  b e tw e e n  g en era to r  and con d u ctor
function z_testCkg01(parl)%Simulation with reduced capacitance Ckg -
increased distance between generator and conductor




Ck = lO d-12); % 1cm lenght of couplers
Cgm = 0.2*10/X-12); % Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  Generator coupling 
electrode
Ckm = 0.4*10A(-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Sensor -  Conductor
Cks = 0.005*10d-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Screen -  Conductor 
Ckg = O .ldO d-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Generator coupling electrode 
-  Conductor
p = i*2*pi*l*10/'6; % frequency;




plot (Zref,abs(Im_ov_Um),'b'); grid on; % axis([0,5e-10,0,0.005]); 
titleC I Im/Um I vs. T)\  
subplot(2,l,2); plot (Zref,angle(Im_ov_Um)*l80/pi,'b'); grid on; 
title('phi(Im/Um) vs. Z');
Appendix 11- MATLAB simulation with signal frequency 5 MHz
function z_testCkg015MHz(parl)%Simulation with signal frequency 5 MHz 




Ck = 10d-12); % 1cm lenght of electrodes 
Cgm = 0.2*10d-12); % Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  Generator 
coupling electrode
Ckm = 0.4*10d-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Sensor -  Conductor
Cks = 0.05*10d-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Screen -  Conductor 
Ckg = 0.4*10^-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Generator coupling 
electrode -  Conductor
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p = i*2*pi*5*lCT6; % frequency;




plot (Zref,abs(Im_ov_Um),'b'); grid on; % axis([0,5e-10,0,0.005]); 
titleC I Im/Um I vs. X)\
%hold on 
subplot(2,l,2);
plot (Zref,angle(Im_ov_Um)* 180/pi,'b'); grid on; 
title('phi(Im/Um) vs. Z');
Appendix 12- MATLAB simulation with large distance between 
sensor/generator and conductor and 1MHz signal frequency
function z_testCkg000001(parl)%Simulation with large distance between 
sensor/generator and conductor and 1MHz signal frequency 




Ck = lOd-12); % 1cm lenght of electrodes 
Cgm = 0.2*HT(-12); % Mutual Capacitance; Sensor -  Generator 
coupling electrode
Ckm = 0.0000l ’d O d - 12); % Mutual Capacitance : Sensor -  Conductor 
Cks = 0.05*10/v(-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Screen -  Conductor 
Ckg = 0.00001* 10*(-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Generator coupling 
electrode -  Conductor 
%Z = Zref(par);
p = i*2*pi* 1*10^6; % frequency;




plot (Zref,abs(Im_ov_Um),'b'); grid on; % axis([0,5e-10,0,0.005]); 
titleC I Im/Um I vs. Z')\
%hold on 
subplot(2,l,2);
plot (Zref,angle(Im_ov_Um)* 180/pi,'b'): grid on; 
title('phi(Im/Um) vs. Z')l
A pp en dix  1 3 -  M ATLAB sim ulation  w ith  large d ista n ce  b e tw e e n  
se n so r /g en er a to r  and con d u ctor and 5M Hz sign a l fre q u en cy
function z_testCkg0000015MHZ(parl)%Simulation with large distance 
between sensor/generator and conductor and 1MHz signal frequency
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%for running different Z set pari on lOOOO or 1000000 
par 1 = 1000000 
Npoints = 300;
Zref = linspace(l, pari, Npoints);
Ck = 10~(-12); % 1cm lenght of electrodes 
Cgm = 0.2*10^-12); % Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  Generator 
coupling electrode
Ckm = 0.00001*10A( - 12); % Mutual Capacitance : Sensor -  Conductor 
Cks = 0.05*10A(-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Screen -  Conductor 
Ckg = 0.00001*10A(-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Generator coupling 
electrode -  Conductor 
%Z = Zref (par);
p = i*2*pi*5*10A6; % frequency;




plot (Zref,abs(Im_ov_Um),'b'); grid on; % axis([0,5e-10,0,0.005]); 
titleC I Im/Um I vs. Z1);
%hold on 
subplot(2,l,2);
plot (Zref,angle(Im_ov_Um)* 180/pi,'b'); grid on! 
titleOphi(Im/Um) vs. Z1);
A pp en dix  1 4 -  MATLAB sim ulation  o f  so lid  co n ta ct Z=1 mOhm
function ckmg_testZlmOhm(parl)




Cpar = linspace(0,parl*le~ 12,Npoints);
Ck = lO d-12); % 1cm lenght of electrodes 
Ckm = Cpar;
Cgm = 0.2*10~(-12); % Mutual Capacitance: Sensor - Generator 
coupling electrode
% Ckm = 0.4*10A( - 12); % Mutual Capacitance : Sensor -  Conductor 
Cks = 0.05*10A(-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Screen -  Conductor 
% Ckg = 0.1*10A(-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Generator coupling 
electrode -  Conductor 
Ckg = Cpar;
p = i*2*pi*l*10A6; % frequency;




plot (Cpar,abs(Im_ov_Um),'b'); grid on; % axis([0,5e-10,0,0.005]);
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titleC I Im/Um I vs. Ckgm');
%hold on 
subplot(2,l,2);
plot (Cpar,angle(Im_ov_Um)* 180/pi,'b'); grid on; 
title('phi(Im/Um) vs. Ckgm');
A pp en dix  1 5 -  MATLAB sim ulation  o f  th e  broken  co n ta c t  Z = lM ohm
function ckrnglpF_testlMOhm(parl)%Simulation of the broken contact
Z=lMohm
p a r l = l
Npoints = 300;
Z = le6;
Cpar = linspace(0,pari* le-12,Npoints);
Ck = lO'T-lZ); % 1cm lenght of electrodes 
Ckm = Cpar!
Cgm = 0.2*10/X~12); % Mutual Capacitance: Sensor -  Generator 
coupling electrode
% Ckm = 0.4*10~(-!2); % Mutual Capacitance : Sensor -  Conductor
Cks = 0.05*10/v(-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Screen -  Conductor 
% Ckg = 0.1*10~(-12); % Mutual Capacitance : Generator coupling 
electrode -  Conductor 
Ckg = Cpar;
p = i*2*pi*l*10/s6; % frequency;




plot (Cpar,abs(Im_ov_Um),'b'); grid on; % axis([0,5e-10,0,0.0051): 
titleC I Im/Um I vs. Ckgm');
%hold on 
subplot(2,l,2);
plot (Cpar,angle(Im_ov_Um)*l80/pi,'b'); grid on; 
title('phi(Im/Um) vs. Ckgm');



















50005 399 50000 5,000 125
60065 332 60060 4,940 145
69935 285 69930 4,930 145
80005 249 80000 5,000 145
90095 221 90090 4,910 135
100005 199 100000 5,000 125
109895 181 109890 4,890 115
119766 166 119760 5,521 105
129875 153 129870 4,870 100
139865 142 139860 4,860 90
150381 132 150376 5,060 85
160005 124 160000 5,000 75
169497 117 169492 5,475 80
180185 110 180180 4,820 80
190482 104 190476 5,810 90
200005 99 200000 5,000 100
210532 94 210526 5,684 110
219786 90 219780 5,780 125
229890 86 229885 4,943 150
240969 82 240964 5,145 165
250005 79 250000 5,000 170
298513 66 298507 5,537 235
444450 44 444444 5,556 365
500005 39 500000 5,000 382
555561 35 555556 5,444 400
606066 32 606061 5,394 395
689660 28 689655 4,828 370
800005 24 800000 5,000 340
909096 21 909091 5,091 320
1000005 19 1E+ 06 5,000 300
1176476 16 1E+ 06 5,412 280
1538467 12 2E+ 06 5,462 270
1818187 10 2E+ 06 5,182 277
2000005 9 2E+ 06 5,000 280
2500005 7 3E+ 06 5,000 277
2857148 6 3E+ 06 5,143 225
3333338 5 3E+ 06 4,667 200
4000005 4 4E+ 06 5,000 180
